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Abstract
The Hollywood entertainment industry and celebrity status has had a global impact on
advertising and consumption since its emergence in the early 20th century. However, the
advent of the Internet and social media has transformed popular culture. With YouTube
having exceeded two billion views a day in May 2010 (Timeline 2010), more than one billion
people active on Facebook since October 2012 (Newsroom: Timeline 2012), and social
network advertising revenues estimated to reach $10 billion globally by 2013 (Social
Network Ad Revenues to Reach $10 Billion Worldwide in 2013 2011), it is clear that there
has been a paradigm shift in the way people communicate and how they are entertained.
These changes are having huge effects on the advertising industry and celebrity industry.
Case studies of Hollywood identities Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton
Kutcher illustrate the changes that have occurred to how a celebrity brand can be initiated
and maintained. The complex interaction of celebrity identity, choice of endorsement and
control of access to the means of publication are also examined. Social media statistics,
semiotic analysis of online branding, the application of Grant McCracken’s meaning transfer
theory to endorsements and interviews with industry professionals are used to investigate
this relationship, revealing themes of convergence, adaptation, authenticity, credibility, iconic
status and branding. It is concluded that Web 2.0 has transformed the nature of celebrity-fan
interaction and consumer-advertiser communication, and is significantly shifting media
control and censorship away from businesses and government, towards celebrities and their
audiences.
Key words: advertising, Web 2.0, celebrity, endorsements, convergence, adaptation,
authenticity, meaning transfer theory, semiotic analysis
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Chapter One – Introduction
Problem Statement
Is he the next generation’s James Dean? Is she the new Britney Spears? These are
questions asked everyday by the media and consumers surrounding popular culture. In
recent years, a new question has risen; who will be the next Justin Bieber? Love him or
hate him, his success through YouTube since 2007 as a pop star is indeed a
phenomenon (Justin Bieber 2011). While my research is not concentrated on the rising
YouTube assisted generation of celebrities, Bieber is evidence of the social media
paradigm shift that I am exploring. The focus of my study is on long-term branding and
the strength of celebrity status, as I explore how the celebrity endorsement industry is
adapting to the challenges of the Web 2.0 environment and beyond.
In demonstrating the changes and trends that have occurred, I have focused on three
major case studies; Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher. Along
with original interviews from industry professionals around the world and statistical online
data collection gathered, I have analysed the changes that have occurred since 2004,
the present challenges the celebrity endorsement industry is facing and listed some of
the possible future trends that will grow.
I am not researching from an Internet studies or film studies perspective, nor am I
researching marketing techniques and consumer behaviour. I am focusing on the
advertising design industry and celebrity industry, as these two are co-dependent when
it comes to endorsements. I utilise the established research of Grant McCracken’s
(1989) theory of how meaning is transferred in celebrity endorsements. This research
tracks current trends and how the advertising industry and celebrity industry are
transforming and adapting to the paradigm shift brought on by social media.
Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the celebrity endorsement industry is responding
to the challenges of the Web 2.0 environment. This will be achieved through the following
objectives:
1. To establish an understanding of the celebrity endorsement industry and the popular
culture it is a part of;
2. To investigate celebrity endorsement trends from 2004 to 2012;
3. To examine how the celebrity endorsement industry has embraced Web 2.0, developing
from mainstream forms of advertising such as television, print and radio, to social
networking techniques like viral marketing;
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4. To identify and document the viewpoints of a representative selection of professionals
on changes within the celebrity endorsement industry; and
5. To track the social changes reflected in and created by the celebrity endorsement
industry and Web 2.0 environment.
Significance
Popular culture plays a significant role in our daily lives. It not only provides us with
entertainment and gossip, but also defines the way we see ourselves and those around us. It
guides our views and opinions in everything from fashion to politics. It offers us a global
understanding of class, gender and race. It forms memories and influences purchasing
decisions. The celebrities that help form popular culture become household names, and
even the characters they play become a part of everyday conversations, with phrases such
as ‘great job fixing that, MacGyver’1. The celebrity industry is a complicated formation of
various sub-industries of film, music, publicity, marketing, advertising and fashion. It has
always depended on some form of media delivery, but in recent years, traditional mass
media has converged with the Web, transforming the way people consume popular culture
and communicate. Furthermore, the rise of social media and changes in technology since
2004 has added to this paradigm shift.
There is a growing awareness of the impact of social media on popular culture relating to
political, social, cultural and economical issues. Social networking sites have given a global
stage for the public to share their opinions and have their voices heard. Examples of this
include WikiLeaks and The Arab Spring of 2011, which were made possible through Web
2

2.0 channels (Sedra 2011) . Social media has also allowed celebrities to have their own
broadcasting station to influence elections, using their status and power to reach consumers
with their messages through networks such as YouTube and Twitter, as was seen in the
2008 and 2012 presidential elections in the United States of America.
Socially, there is less control by large corporations or governments, over what is being
delivered online and who is seeing it. Celebrities have always been viewed as role models,
but now parents have less power over which celebrities their children are interacting with, as
social networking sites have allowed a much more direct platform for celebrity-fan
communication. This may also directly affect the success rate of celebrity endorsements and
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MacGyver is a character in a 1980s television show by the same title. The character is a secret agent who is
renowned for utilising the mundane materials around him to create unorthodox solutions to ‘save the day’ (Macgyver
2013).
2
Such issues could be analysed further using McKenzie Wark’s (2004) theory of ‘vectors’, which discusses the viral
2

Such issues could be analysed further using McKenzie Wark’s (2004) theory of ‘vectors’, which discusses the viral
process of communication through technology, however this is beyond the scope of this thesis as outlined in
Chapter One.
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purchasing decisions, as the Web allows for more accessible purchasing decisions such as
iTunes, giving buying power to the younger generations.
Culturally, the Web has made Hollywood an even more global, ever present source of
celebrity content, as the Internet offers a global mass media outlet for sharing and branding.
However, economically, Hollywood is suffering because of the increase of illegal
downloading and free entertainment offered by the Web. While the Internet has expanded
the market of popular culture products, it has limited the moneymaking abilities of the
industry. Consumers around the world can access television shows and movies for free by
downloading them online, hence decreasing the profits made through cinemas and DVD
sales, as well as affecting the product placement and money invested into advertising during
television broadcasting, as there are fewer viewers. Although it is illegal to place copyrighted
products online, the practice is widespread and currently uncontrollable. As a result,
Hollywood and other popular culture industries are producing cheap reality television shows,
as the amount paid to talent is a lot less and the filming time is shorter. With cheap
productions of reality television shows on the rise, the definition of celebrity status is
changing in the minds of consumers. This chain reaction potentially diminishes the selling
power of a celebrity brand.
This increase in realty television is also due to consumers’ rising interest in fame and love of
gossip. Consumers can relate more to these characters portrayed, as they are ‘real’ people
who are competing to be the best chef, win the man’s heart, lose the most weight or survive
the longest on an island. Reality television certainly has its place in popular culture, yet the
contestants themselves must not be mistaken as ‘celebrities’, unless they surpass that point
of ‘15 minutes of fame’3 and create an actual career in Hollywood. Similarly, the YouTube
generation has also affected the celebrity industry. YouTube offers consumers free
entertainment, as well as a stage for the fame seekers. With technology growing more
sophisticated and affordable, anyone can film a short movie and place it online. This again
threatens to take away from the power of Hollywood. However, as this thesis will explore,
strong brand identities can hold an enduring credibility to lend to a product, which fame
seekers and reality television stars do not often capture.
Overall, this research is beneficial to our understanding of some of the social, cultural,
political and economic changes in the world brought on by Web 2.0. This thesis explores
these changes from an inside-the-industry perspective, using case studies and original
research to explore how the advertising industry and celebrity culture have been affected.
Through establishing the past trends and current challenges the industry is facing, we are
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The term 15 minutes of fame was first used by artist Andy Warhol in the 1960s and was a theory that Marshall
McLuhan also discussed; it refers to short-lived celebrity status, which has now grown with the rise of Web 2.0
trends (McLuhan 2011).
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able to predict where trends are leading and have a better understanding of how to adapt.
This global research can benefit the general public’s understanding of the industry, those
working in the industry adapting to the changes, businesses looking to employ new
techniques, and researchers in various fields such as creative advertising, marketing, public
relations, film and television, Internet studies and communication. My research captures
current data as the changes unravel, making it significant for the present, but also beneficial
for the future, allowing other researchers to continue the study and draw comparisons to
forecast future trends and capture history in the making.
Scope and Limitations
My research focuses on the Hollywood celebrity endorsement industry and the established
celebrity brands. While other cultures, notably Chinese and Indian, have enormous
populations with their own constellations of celebrities, Hollywood consists of the most
globally recognised celebrities, with global endorsement deals. Furthermore, to undertake
research into other cultures, across barriers of language and cultural understanding, is
beyond the resources and scope of this project as are sub-themes of gender theory, fandom
and micro-celebrities. I have also confined my research to only explore the Hollywood
industry, as sports endorsements and the music industry would also make this research too
broad, but are certainly worth exploring for future research. I have further narrowed my
research within the area of Web 2.0; specifically examining the most commonly used social
networking sites Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Others do exist, but these are the largest,
most significant and most readily accessible to a reader.
Operational Definitions
The key terms relevant to this thesis topic are Hollywood celebrities, Hollywood icons, brand
identity, authenticity, celebrity endorsements and Web 2.0. The following are operational
definitions of these terms.
A Hollywood celebrity is defined as a person who becomes well known globally for their
talent, achievements, brand or style. Their fame and success creates popular demand,
giving them high status and influential power, sometimes resulting in creating icons of
popular culture over an extensive period of time. The term Hollywood celebrity is inclusive of
internationally known (but particularly in Western countries) musicians, film and television
actors, and successful socialites who regularly attend Hollywood events. This definition
excludes ‘one hit wonders’, people achieving 15 minutes of fame and those short-lived
careers through reality television or YouTube. This definition is appropriate for this thesis, as
the focus is on long-term careers and branding, as well as celebrity influence and power.
A Hollywood icon is a person with a long-lasting career or status, giving the celebrity a
legendary image in consumer’s minds that surpasses the lifespan of the celebrity. It includes
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stars such as Elvis Presley, James Dean, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe and Michael
Jackson.
A brand identity is the image of a product in the eyes of the consumer. In terms of celebrity
branding, the celebrity is the ‘brand’ and the image they portray about their personality and
lifestyle is the ‘identity’.
Authenticity, in the context of this study, is defined as the credibility created through brand
consistency and the transparency in endorsements. As Dyer (1991) explained, authenticity
reinforces the status and “charisma” of a celebrity. Thus, their images must be authentic, as
well as their online interaction.
Celebrity endorsements are an advertising technique, which use brand association between
a celebrity and the product or service they are endorsing to reach the target audience with a
selling message.
Web 2.0 does not have one definitive definition, but I am using this term to describe the
social media phenomenon we are currently experiencing, as it is a widely acknowledged
term by many scholars in the field. The term was coined by Tim O’Reilly in 2004 (O'Reilly
2005). Web 2.0 refers to the current boom of user-generated content and the transformation
in communication and dependence on the Internet. The trends that have come from this
Web 2.0 age include Wikipedia, MySpace, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter.
Methodology
To accomplish my aim and objectives, the following qualitative, primary research methods
were used including interviews, case studies and collecting monthly online data. Additionally,
to support this research, semiotic analysis and secondary sources such as eMarketer were
used (as will be discussed in Chapter Two - Literature Review and Chapter Three Methods). I chose to use these methods because they are the most suitable in evaluating
the current trends in celebrity endorsements. In-depth interviews give a variety of
professional perspectives on the topic throughout the entire industry, while the other listed
methods assist in establishing the trends. My research aims for consistency and
thoroughness. I have balanced biased opinions by gathering a variety of perspectives in the
interviews, while the case studies tie in both the secondary and primary sources to evaluate
change in specific examples. The online data collection reflects a specific time period, and
as a result, can determine trends and can also be repeated in following years by other
researchers to test the changes in trends. Overall, my research shows originality through
these research methods, as the data collected are primary sources and analysed by myself.
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Interviews
In Perth and through fieldwork in California from March to April 2011, I conducted nineteen
in-depth interviews with various professionals from the celebrity endorsement industry
globally. These interviews supplied me with the primary research needed to fulfil objective
four, which is to identify and document the viewpoints of a representative selection of
experts on changes within the industry. As Thomas (2004) explained, there are various
types of interviewing formats, stating that a decision must be made between either
“structured” interviews with set questions for each respondent asked in the same order and
same way, or “semi-structured” interviews that allow for leeway and diversion in the
conversation. I used semi-structured interviews to ensure certain questions were
consistently covered, while also allowing the respondent to guide me to unexpected
information and possible other leads for my research.
Online Data Collection
Through online data collection and semiotic analysis, objectives two and three have been
met, thus showing the way the industry has embraced Web 2.0 and the trends that followed.
Data has been collected on a monthly basis from Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Google
Trends, Twend.it and Internet World Stats. Through constant and regular data collection
online, I have been able to correlate the information I gathered in order to verify the current
trends of the Web.
As Best and Krueger (2004, 1) explained: “An increasing number of researchers are relying
on the Internet to facilitate studies of human attitudes, preferences, and behavior (sic).” For
example, Shani Orgad (2009, 34) explained how she studied the way breast cancer
sufferers used the Internet as a social environment to engage with one another, sharing
stories and information. Orgad further explained the way in which the Internet can be used to
collect data, defining “online data” and “offline data” as two different methods. Orgad (2009,
35) stated: “Online data are materials obtained using what have been often described as
virtual methodologies: methods implemented by and through the internet (sic).” This is the
method I have used in my research; however, I have not used it in the conventional way
expressed by Orgad and many other authors, which is through online focus groups and
surveys to understand online attitudes and trends. This technique is better suited to
analysing consumer behaviour online, which is not the focus of my research. I have used the
published research and statistics by others to generate my own correlated statistics and
conclusions. Having stated that, I have also used the Internet to conduct interviews, as not
all interviewees were accessible for face-to-face discussions.
Case Studies
I have focused on three main case studies based on specific celebrities who have taken part
in online celebrity endorsements with consistent structure to allow for comparisons to be
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made and conclusions to be drawn (Thomas 2004, 108). These case studies aid in
evaluating a response to objectives one and five, and thus establish an understanding of the
celebrity endorsement industry and show the social changes reflected within the industry
and the Web 2.0 environment. The case studies are of Pamela Anderson, Leonardo
DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher. These celebrities have undertaken endorsements for
technological products and charity awareness and all have high Internet profiles, using sites
such as Twitter and Facebook. Details of their selection have been outlined in Chapter
Three.
Just as Gillham (2000) Stake (1995) and Yin (2003) have all used case studies as a
research method, I have used case studies to explain in detail the changes that are affecting
the celebrity endorsement industry. Through the specific case studies, trends have been
established in terms of the way celebrity culture has merged with online trends and
communication. Rather than allowing vague conclusions to be drawn from statistics, case
studies allow for a clear example to be defined. A case study does not allow for a general
claim to be made about a wide population, but allows insight into a specific situation or
person. Thus, my use of the case studies is to pull together some of the other primary
research and evaluate it based on specific examples of endorsements.
Thesis Overview
This introduction has defined the key terms relevant to my research and outlined the
significance of my study. Chapter Two – Literature Review will discuss the body of scholarly
and professional knowledge relevant to this study, particularly celebrity culture, advertising,
endorsements and Web 2.0. Chapter Three – Methods will present the process by which the
objective of this study will be met. In particular, the gathering of primary data via original
interviews, online research, semiotic analysis and case studies will be detailed, as well as
the application of McCracken’s meaning transfer theory.
Chapter Four - Summarising Industry Interviews and Statistical/Semiotic Analysis of Online
Data is a detailed description of the data gathered from the interviews with industry
professionals and the statistical data gathered from online sources, which provide a unique
view of celebrity industry practice with regards to online influences and consumer response
to that change. Chapter Five – Changes and Trends in the Celebrity Endorsement Industry
will describe in detail the nature of the changes that have occurred to the media channels
that the entertainment and advertising industry use to build, maintain and exploit celebrity
brands as traditional media has converged into Web 2.0.
Chapter Six – Case Studies will present case studies of three current well known Hollywood
celebrities who are active in using the Internet to endorse products and services online, and
identify important features for analysis in the following chapter. Chapter Six avoids drawing
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too many conclusions, as the following chapters draw from the case study themes to
reinforce certain points. Chapter Seven – Comparative Analysis of Case Studies draws out
the meaningful differences between the three case studies and identifies why these occur,
revealing the complex interplay between celebrity brand, endorsement choice and target
audience.
Chapter Eight – Future Challenges draws on the findings of the preceding chapters and
applies them to a consideration of how the celebrity endorsement industry is likely to adapt
to probable and possible further changes in the rapidly transforming media landscape.
Chapter Nine – Societal Impact of Web 2.0, Advertising and Celebrity Culture outlines the
key social and political impact of the Web 2.0 paradigm shift. Chapter Ten – Conclusion
presents a summary of the thesis, describes the societal problems that may emerge from
possible changes to the way in which the media traditionally operates, and also identifies
future research possibilities recognised through this thesis.
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Chapter Two – Literature Review
Introduction
The celebrity endorsement industry is made up of two key components, celebrity culture and
the advertising industry. Celebrity endorsements are not a new trend in advertising; they
th

have long existed and increased in popularity in the early 20 Century when mass
communication, and in particular the film industry, boomed (Segrave 2005, 117). This
research seeks to explore the impact of Web 2.0 trends on the relationship between
advertising and celebrities. This chapter, therefore, examines the main areas of both
scholarship and professional practice that are relevant to this research.
Celebrity Culture: Status, Power, Currency and Fans
As Turner (2004) explained, there are various definitions of celebrities, but within the
academic cultural studies, celebrity is often perceived as:
The product of a number of cultural and economic processes. These include the
commodification of the individual celebrity through promotion, publicity and
advertising; the implication of celebrities in the processes through which cultural
identity is negotiated and formed; and most importantly, the representational
processes employed by the media in their treatment of individuals.
This definition is accurate, but as explained in Chapter One, ‘celebrity’ in this research is
also based on branding and status, which is formed by the talent and charisma of the
person.
According to Sayre (2008), celebrity obsession is a dominant part of society and is a
4

significant part of advertising. Many fans want to form a relationship with celebrities and
have a curiosity about the nature of the celebrity’s relationship with others. The reasons for
the public’s interest in other people they have never met, and almost certainly never will
meet, are complex but seem to arise from the public’s desire to identify with individuals of
status, class, beauty, power and talent. Sayre (2008) explored these various elements in fan
culture and in particular looked at fans’ high involvement in production of celebrity
celebration, creation of fan-based subcultures and cults, and the meaning derived from
acquiring celebrity related objects. Thus, the value of fans has always been significant to the
Hollywood industry and has now grown with Web 2.0 trends such as YouTube and Twitter.
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It is worth mentioning that although fan culture and fandom is beyond the limitations of this research, it is a very
relevant field that has been explored by various scholars including Henry Jenkins (1992). Fan culture has various
levels, but online fan-fiction is a growing trend and is a prime example of highly involved audience members. Thus,
celebrity culture and the Hollywood industry are largely significant within society.
19

	
  
	
  

Simultaneously, celebrity power has also grown with their ability to directly interact with
consumers globally and use their brand to sell.
Many researchers have looked into determining the success rate, recall strength and
influence of a celebrity in an endorsement. For example, Burroughs and Feinberg (1987)
tested what consumers remembered when seeing advertisements with spokespeople
compared to those without and judged the effectiveness of a spokesperson using latency as
the method of research. Burroughs and Feinberg’s research gives significant evidence for
the efficacy of endorsements.
The celebrity industry provides consumers with not only entertainment and escapism from
the realities of life, but also generate long-term emotional connections, which over time,
leads to nostalgic associations. Sayre (2008) defined the meaning of fans and the various
levels within this term, looking at fans as consumers and their relationship with celebrities.
These attachments are so important that fans will spend a high quantity of money for
concerts and movie tickets, or buy souvenirs even decades after the celebrity has faded
from mainstream media. The early death of stars such as James Dean, Marilyn Munroe,
Elvis Presley, River Phoenix, Heath Ledger, Michael Jackson and Whitney Houston were
international news and brought public outpourings of grief that generated even more news.
In fact, Houston’s funeral was even aired online to reach all fans globally, showing the
impact of her early death. The famous love triangle between actors Brad Pitt, Jennifer
Aniston and Angelina Jolie is well known, even years after the events. Evidently, while much
of the public deny caring about celebrities, many are interested in them, or are at least
unavoidably aware of them. If fan loyalty didn’t exist, then iconic brands such as James
Dean and Elvis Presley would not have lived on for so many decades after their death and
still be used to sell products today. This theme of iconic status is explored by many (Adams
2004; Alexander 2010; Radford and Bloch 2012; Sudjic 1989), yet an iconic brand can never
truly be pre-identified. Rather, it must prove its status by standing the test of time and
continuing to sell.
The powerful presence of celebrities in the public’s individual and collective conscience
makes them an obvious means by which advertisers can influence opinions and purchasing
decisions by associating the celebrity’s identity with a product, service or cause in
endorsements. In the advertising industry, celebrities are seen as ‘brands’ and their identities
hold the brand values (Moor 2007; Pringle 2004). They are products themselves and can
extend their values to sell other products or services.
However, while a celebrity can generate additional income by doing endorsements, it is a
potentially dangerous undertaking. Celebrities do not initially become famous for endorsing
products, but rather for being an actor, model, musician, etc., and their capacity as an
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endorser derives from the very fact that they are willing to risk their credibility by linking their
brand to another. The celebrity’s brand identity is their currency, and hence, it is crucial for
them to maintain it. The main risk is that they can damage their brand by over-endorsing
products, thus losing credibility and trust with their fans.
Equally important in terms of maintaining their brand identity, celebrities must choose wisely
which endorsements match their branding because it is clear that meaning transfer works in
two directions, as the brand identity of the product can either reinforce or diminish the
celebrity’s own brand (McCracken 1989). Celebrities who may be viewed as being role
models for younger generations must associate themselves with suitable products, and also
choose products or services that they can credibly maintain that they actually believe in.
There are, however, also advantages to a celebrity undertaking endorsements. Appearing in
an advertising campaign can keep a celebrity in the public eye, providing reinforcement of
their identity between performances/public appearances.
A unique problem for celebrity brands, as opposed to corporate or product brands, is that the
celebrity is themselves the foundation of the brand, and that as their own life changes, they
must re-brand themselves to match their stage of life and visual appearance. A prime
example of a successfully rebranded Hollywood celebrity is Mark Wahlberg, who has
developed his career from dropping his pants on stage during rap performances as ‘Marky
Mark’ to become an Oscar nominated actor, doting father and a fitness enthusiast. While
Wahlberg once endorsed Calvin Klein underwear, he more recently endorsed a sports drink
Aqua Hydrate, which tied in with The Mark Wahlberg Youth Foundation, thus matching his
rebranded image (Our Mission 2012). Ultimately, endorsements can often help in crafting
the brand of a celebrity, just as much as a celebrity brand helps to craft a company’s brand.
However, Wahlberg’s rebranding was largely communicated via mainstream media, his
career choices and public relations, to change the perception of his brand. Today,
maintaining and rebranding an identity has become even easier through the use of social
media in recent years. Social media is a key platform for celebrities who are well past the
peak of their early popularity such as Ricky Martin, Britney Spears and Emilio Estevez, and
who are attempting to reconnect with their old audiences, or do damage control to their
scandal laden images. Boy-bands Backstreet Boys and New Kids On The Block rekindled
their careers by using Twitter to interact with their original fan-base and create publicity
around their joint tour as NKOTBSB. Actress Lindsey Lohan has used Twitter as a broadcast
medium to respond to criticism in the mainstream media. Actor Charlie Sheen’s direct fanbase reach was transformed through Twitter, having the fastest ever Twitter account to
reach one million followers (Wasserman 2011). This occurred just as Sheen was being fired
from his television show Two and a Half Men (2003) for his off-screen antics.
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Even celebrities who do not use social media directly as a means of communication are
having their brand identity affected by it because of their fans use. Singer Beyoncé Knowles
was the subject of a record being set for the most tweets sent out per second when she
revealed her pregnancy at the MTV Music Awards and interestingly, she did not at the time
even have her own Twitter account (Beyonce Pregnancy Sets Twitter Record 2011). This is
an example of how news spreads online faster than any traditional news media. Even the
role of celebrity publicists and reporters is now being redefined by the speed, frequency and
informal nature of social media, and it is now commonplace for news reporters to quote
tweets as their source of information. A prime example of this is all the articles that reported
on Ashton Kutcher and Demi Moore’s split, quoting both of the stars respective tweets as
sources, rather than a released statement from a publicist (Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher
Split 2011). Thus, this paradigm shift has impacted many professionals within the celebrity
endorsement industry, as a means of reaching fans has also become a formal press release.
Celebrity Studies
Many researchers have studied celebrity culture from various perspectives, including Sayre
(2008), Moor (2007) and Sudjic (1989). Moor (2007) researched the power of a celebrity
name and the branding of celebrities as a product themselves, while Sudjic (1989) explored
what makes a “cult hero”, examining the stars that have lasted decades and demonstrating
the importance of pop culture in society. According to Sayre (2008), celebrity culture is a
conspicuous aspect of society and a significant part of the advertising of products.
Consciously or not, consumers draw on direction provided by celebrity endorsements to
guide them in many purchasing decisions. Detailed research from both a psychological
(Ehrlich and Fanelli 2004) and marketing perspective (Salzman and Matathia 2006) has
described the power of apparent social status and the connection between celebrities and
consumers, and fashion is an example of these processes in action.
The way fashion designers/brands utilise the red carpet moments in Hollywood to enhance
their own branding has been explored (Tungate 2008). Red carpet fashion images, in which
a celebrity has chosen to wear a specific fashion brand, are an extremely cost-effective
advertising method, with images transmitted not only via gossip magazines and online, but
also often broadcasted on television. Of great significance here is that the power of the
celebrity endorsement is such that it does not require the fashion brand to pay for advertising
space/time, as a celebrity wearing a dress qualifies as news. Some magazines will even
show photos from such events and then show a similar styled dress, produced by a more
affordable brand. While this seems to be counter productive to the celebrity endorsed
fashion brand, it does in fact work to further enhance both the fashion brand and the
celebrity’s brand as desirable, unattainable and having status as ‘the original’. Therefore,
both brands may benefit in both the short and long-term. This is also done for informal
fashion, where celebrities are captured walking on the streets, and magazines find similar,
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cheaper clothing for their readers to purchase, such as Cosmopolitan’s “Get her look” or
“Accessories like the stars” collections available online (What to Wear 2012). Thus for
many, celebrities are the trendsetters and are looked to for inspiration. However, this is not
only for fashion, but also for general social values and politics.
Celebrity influence in politics has been discussed by Cooper (2008), Corner and Pels (2003),
and Turner, Bonner and Marshall (2000). They have researched celebrities becoming
politicians, and politicians becoming celebrities. However, in recent years, through the
influence of the Internet, celebrities have also publicised their political views through microblogging5, vlogs6 and direct advertising such as the 5 Friends campaign led by Leonardo
DiCaprio in 2008 and his 2012 election campaign titled Vote4Stuff, which both relied on viral
marketing7 to encourage Americans to vote. This area of celebrity political influence online is
increasingly being studied by researchers such as; Payne (2010), and Marsh, Hart and
Tindall (2010), motivated by both online and offline endorsements helping lead President
Barrack Obama to the Whitehouse in 2008 (Garthwaite and Moore 2008).
A wide variety of research has been conducted into aspects such as; the credibility of
celebrity endorsements (Agrawal and Kamakura 1995; Spence and Heekeren 2005), the
8

power of group celebrity endorsements (Hsu and McDonald 2002; Saleem 2007; Um 2008),
product placement (Marich 2005; Wells, Moriarty, and Burnett 2006), and celebrity
endorsements in traditional media such as television, print, radio and outdoor (Erdogan
2000). However, the fact that most Web 2.0/social media phenomenon has emerged since
2004, such as Facebook, digital product placement, tweet endorsements and viral YouTube
advertising means that much of the existing research has been conducted before the full
effects of the Web 2.0 paradigm shift occurred.
For example, Bayram Zafer Erdogan (2000) wrote his PhD on “Constructing a practitionerbased model of selecting celebrity endorsers.” This thesis investigated the celebrity
endorsement industry with an in-depth literature review exploring the history of celebrity
endorsements, marketing models, semiotics and, most significantly, the selection process of
choosing a celebrity for a particular brand. However, Erdogan’s research is restricted to
studying specifically the United Kingdom’s industry, and since this research was conducted
in the 1990s, it does not include the full impact of the Internet on everyday life, as it now
exists.
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Micro-blogging is a small-scale version of blogs, which allows people to publish information online with a limited
number of characters. A prime example of this is Twitter.
6
Vlogs are video-blogs such as YouTube, where people can produce video diaries and upload them online to share
globally. It creates a video based archive of information rather than the traditional written blogs.
7 Viral Marketing was a term first defined by Jurveston and Darper to explain the new form of digitally distributing
information that relied on consumers (Nahon et al. 2010).
8
A group celebrity endorsement refers to a brand using various celebrities to promote a product or service
simultaneously.
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Other works published in the area of celebrity endorsements include Jean Grow von Dorn
(2001), Rajni Surana (2008), Ruth Page (2012) and Alice E. Marwick (2010). Dorn (2001)
used in-depth interviews and semiotic analysis to research the history of Nike’s advertising
for women, exploring athlete endorsers and gender issues. Surana (2008) focused on the
consumer perspective of celebrity endorsements and also adopted a specific
cultural/geographic focus on India. There are many other studies of celebrity endorsements
that focus on particular cultures such as Japan (Money, Shimp, and Sakano 2006; Prieler et
al. 2010), or China (Hung, Chan, and Tse 2011). While this work listed is of great relevance
to the study of the significance of celebrity endorsements, it is quite specifically focussed and
much of it predates the Web 2.0 phenomenon this thesis seeks to address.
More recent studies that are relevant were conducted by Page (2012) and Marwick (2010).
Page (2012) focuses on the significance of hashtags in Twitter and how they are a
prominent part of creating micro-celebrities. Similarly, Marwick looks at celebrity and selfbranding in Web 2.0 through the perspective of the public consumers, exploring how
everyday consumers have a new pressure to personally brand themselves online using
social networking sites in order to create a “high online status” as micro-celebrities (Marwick
2010, 5). Marwick also uses ethnography to examine what she defined as the “tech scene”
in San Francisco, the community of professionals who work in Web 2.0 technology
companies such as Google, Facebook and Twitter (Marwick 2010, 6). However, Marwick’s
(2010) thesis was also focussed on a very specific community in San Francisco and did not
look at mass culture Hollywood celebrities or endorsements.
Yet, Marwick did publish To See and Be Seen: Celebrity Practice on Twitter with Danah
Boyd (2011), which focused solely on Twitter and discussed three case studies of Mariah
Carey, Miley Cyrus and Perez Hilton. Within the latter case study, Marwick and Boyd (2011)
discussed the rise of Internet gossip sites made available through Web 2.0. While they did
not look at endorsements or online branding, they did explore the “intimacy” of Twitter
(Marwick and Boyd 2011). Specifically, they analysed celebrity candidness in their tweets,
and identified Ashton Kutcher as having online authenticity (Marwick and Boyd 2011).
Marwick and Boyd (2011) also broke down various public relations reasons for using Twitter,
such as addressing rumours, interacting with fans and promoting their own career events.
Furthermore, they referred to “micro-celebrities”, distinguishing them from “traditional”
celebrities. While, many of these micro-celebrities are simply seeking 15 minutes of fame,
they can still have an influential impact on followers.
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The term ‘15 minutes of fame’ has been used for many decades to refer to short-lived
celebrity status and has grown with the rise of Web 2.0 trends. As Eric McLuhan9 (2011,
193) explained: “[Andy] Warhol’s thought of everyone getting fifteen minutes of fame pales
by comparison to the reality, of which the current craze for ‘social media’ is a minor
symptom.” Today, the term is used by both the general public and scholars, as it becomes
increasingly relevant with cheap, mass production of reality television shows, such as Big
Brother and Survivor, and the now well established YouTube phenomenon, allowing almost
anyone to have fame for a short period of time.
Graeme Turner is a current theorist who focuses on these 15 minutes of fame celebrities
and has produced books such as Fame Games: The Production of Celebrity in Australia
(2000), which he co-wrote with Frances Bonner and P. David Marshall, Understanding
Celebrity (2004) and Ordinary People and the Media: The Demotic Turn (2010). Turner
explored both reality television and online celebrities, giving examples such as the television
show Big Brother, as he discussed the “production of celebrity” through media. Turner
detailed the changes that have been brought on through media transformations such as
blogs, Facebook and Twitter. Like Marwick, Turner clearly defined a distinction between the
ordinary person becoming a celebrity temporarily and a person with ‘true’ celebrity status.
Another widely cited author in this area is Chris Rojek (2001), who coined the term
“celetoids” to describe those who use media to gain their 15 minutes of fame. Rojek provides
a detailed definition of celebrity and the history of the term, giving examples of those with
what he describes as true, enduring celebrity status such as Johnny Depp and Elizabeth
Taylor (Rojek 2001). Turner and Rojek’s research provide a useful and current basis for the
distinction between the kind of celebrity that was carefully crafted and maintained prior to the
mass reality television stars and pre-internet era, which brought more transient celebrities
that are now very common. A feature of Turner and Rojek’s work is that it is located in the
critical cultural and social studies of the celebrity world, while this research is located in the
field of design analysis/practice, focusing on the perspective of the advertising industry and
online branding.
It can be established from the work of these various researchers that celebrity culture is
highly significant in cultural and societal terms and that celebrity endorsements do work. My
research seeks to extend this existing work to identify how celebrity endorsements have
developed from mainstream forms of advertising to include new viral marketing and other
online Web 2.0 techniques.
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Eric McLuhan is the son of theorist Marshall McLuhan who is also renowned for discussing the issue of 15 minutes
of fame (About/Biography 2013).
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Design Practice and Advertising Theories
Advertising has been subject to much study, particularly of its broad social impact, by social
scientists and by the advertising industry itself for its efficiency (Passikoff 2006; Spence and
Heekeren 2005; Wells, Moriarty, and Burnett 2006; Williamson 1978). While both of these
aspects are relevant to the intentions of this study, the sheer volume of this literature is very
large, and thus cannot be usefully described here. This study is located in the design field
and will focus on describing how specific advertising strategies by specific entities can be
understood in the broad context of the impact of the Internet.
More specifically, this study examines celebrity culture from the perspective of the design
field as a profession, and in particular, the production of celebrity/brand endorsements. Julier
(2011) has defined the study of this professional activity as “design culture”.
Design Culture is the study of the interrelationships between design artefacts, in all
their manifestations, the work of designers, design production (including marketing,
advertising and distribution) and their consumption (Julier 2011).
Heller and Pettit’s book, Design Dialogue (1998, vii) is a good example of this approach to
the study of design, utilising interviews with those within and linked to the design industry.
For example, Heller and Pettit (1998) interviewed Stuart Ewen, a critic of public relations and
spin, who describes the manipulative power of a deliberately crafted image on those who are
not aware of either the intention behind the image or of how much work has gone into its
planning and execution.
The analysis of such specific images is enabled by semiotics, a useful tool for understanding
how specific audio-visually rich advertising and design texts, images, videos and sounds
have been contrived to convey messages to consumers. Semiotics is often summarised as
being “the study of signs” and is used as an umbrella term to cover both the theories of
Charles Sanders Peirce (1939-1914) and Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) (Chandler
2007, 2). Another key contributor to the theories of semiotics is Roland Barthes, who
discussed terms such as “denotative” and “anchorage” (Rose 2007). Signs can be in the
form of “words, images, sounds, gestures and objects” (Chandler 2007, 2). “A sign is a
recognizable (sic) combination of a signifier with a particular signified” (Chandler 2007, 16).
The signifier is the object and the signified is the meaning derived from it. The meaning from
signs is decoded using our own pre-existing understanding of colours, shapes, lines and
tones taught to us from our sum total experience of the world. As Manning (Manning 1987,
25) explained: “Semiotics is primarily a mode of analysis that seeks to understand how signs
perform or convey meaning in context.” Despite its noted limitation of relying on each
individual’s interpretation of signs, semiotics is widely used in both a formal and informal way
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by analysts and creatives/designers in the industry, often in conjunction with other
techniques (Rose 2007; Williamson 1978).
In applying semiotics to the specific topic of celebrity endorsements, it needs to be
acknowledged that it is people’s existing knowledge and assumptions about a celebrity that
allows for the meaning to transfer directly to the product being sold and for the consumers to
decode the message. Anthropologist Grant McCracken (1989) has researched the field of
celebrity endorsements and coined the term “meaning transfer”, which describes the way in
which meaning moves from a celebrity to the product they are endorsing, and finally to the
consumer. McCracken’s theories are of large interest to many researchers including Harris
(2002, 30), Dorn (2001), Tripp, Jensen and Carlson (1994, 535), Choi and Rifon (2007), and
Erdogan (2000). However, McCracken’s approach has yet to be applied to a specific study
of how this meaning transfer occurs in a social media/Web 2.0 context.
Defining the Internet, Social Media and Web 2.0
Originally, the term ‘Internet’ described a system for networking computers together using
existing telephone lines. It was created in the 1960s for limited government and academic
use, and stayed as such until the development of the World Wide Web in 1990 by Tim
Berners Lee, which made the Internet more accessible for the general public (Marwick 2010,
73). According to Richards (2007, 38), “Berners-Lee’s goal when he created the Web was
simply to help people communicate and transfer information efficiently.” When the Web
entered everyday life in the mid 1990s, pages were essentially static content with no
capacity for the reader to interact, other than to choose to navigate to another page.
Publishing any material to a Webpage was a complex and technical process, beyond the
skills of the average person. While the terms ‘Website’ and ‘surfing the Web’ have survived
to the present time, the terms ‘WWW’ or ‘World Wide Web’ have effectively disappeared
from common usage and the broader description ‘Internet’ is used instead.
Tim O’Reilly coined the term ‘Web 2.0’ in 2004 (Ward-Dutton 2006, 22). It describes a
developmental stage of the Internet in which ‘Web 1.0’ moved from being static pages with a
slow rate of change that users browsed, towards collaboratively created and interactive
pages such as wikis10 and social networking sites with a high rate of content change of
which Wikipedia and Facebook are prime examples. Thus, “Web 2.0 encompasses any site,
service and/or technology that promotes sharing and collaboration” (Rudman 2007, 27). The
Internet has progressed to a place where information, and especially advertising, is pushed
to users based on the things they ‘like’ or ‘follow’, as determined by algorithmic analysis of
social media/sites visited. Equally of significance is that ordinary people without any
specialised skills now publish much of the material on the Internet and can do so from
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Wikis are user generated, informative Websites, such as Wikipedia, where people collaborate their knowledge to
share globally.
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portable devices. These trends are rapidly changing the way people communicate, and of
great significance to this research, have contributed to the vast and prompt spread of
celebrity news. However, there is a lack of in-depth research in the relationships between
celebrity endorsements and the Web 2.0 environment.
Marwick describes the chronology of social media development:
The first social network site, SixDegrees, was founded in 1997, but it was not until
Friendster launched in 2002 that social network sites became widely popular.
Friendster was followed by MySpace (2003), LinkedIn (2003) and Facebook (2004).
Web 2.0 exemplar Delicious was founded in 2003, Flickr in 2004, YouTube in 2005,
and Twitter in 2007. (2010, 78-79)
The precise definition of Web 2.0 remains problematic for many scholars. Ian Davis (2005)
points out that “Web 2.0 is an attitude not a technology”, referring to the fact that Web 2.0
fundamentally utilises the same software and hardware technology as the 1990s Web 1.0.
However, it is equally clear that social media is significantly characterised by phenomenon
that became common during the 2000s such as smart phones, mobile computing, digital
photography, and ever present, low cost, high bandwidth (Hutchison 2011). The first decade
st

of the 21 century was one of extraordinary growth, with Internet users increasing more than
six fold to over two billion users (Internet Usage Statistics 2011).
The fact that scholars have not identified a clear definition of Web 2.0 while hundreds of
millions of people have adopted Web 2.0 as a normal, everyday activity is in itself indicative
of the speed of change. Also worth noting, the term Web 2.0 is not in common usage at all in
the general population or mainstream media, and even advertising professionals refer to the
Web 2.0 phenomenon as ‘social media’, ‘viral’ or simply ‘online’ (as both a noun and a verb).
Although discussions of what will define Web 3.0 have risen in recent years, neither industry
nor scholars are yet to agree on what characteristics would identify it as a new stage (Allen
2011). Eric Jackson (2012) has suggested that the term Web 3.0 is already redundant,
describing the evolution of the Internet as Web 1.0 from 1994 to 2001, the Web 2.0 or social
period from 2002 to 2009, and that society has been merging into the mobile phase from
2010 to the present, where society is increasingly relying on mobile device applications
instead of traditional Websites.
Rather than try and over-refine the definition of the term Web 2.0, this research accepts its
fluidity in light of rapid change and uses it to broadly describe the rapidly expanding digital
and interactive media-scape that anyone can publish into. Thus, for the purposes of this
thesis, Web 2.0 refers to the current boom of user-generated content and the transformation
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in communication and dependence on the Internet, which includes the wide spread adoption
of the social media trends such as Wikipedia, MySpace, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter.
However, it is not sufficient to characterise Web 2.0 merely by referring to social media. The
changes brought to society, and various industry sectors in particular, is enormous. For
example, the use of software such as Skype and FaceTime from mobile devices, to replace
traditional phone calls, and the associated costs, has transformed the telecommunications
industry. Although people shop online and have their goods delivered, physical postage
volumes have dropped as people’s communication methods have changed with this growing
use of email and instant messaging (United States Postal Service 2012) while the use of
libraries has certainly changed with accessible use of Google.
With more than two billion Internet users globally (Internet Usage Statistics 2011), the online
environment has become more than just a place of communication and entertainment; it has
become an important means of social interaction for hundreds of millions of people. There
has been a shift in people’s attitudes towards communication and new social expectations to
be connected via the Internet. When travelling, people expect regular status updates and
photos being posted, and when there’s a party, they expect a Facebook invite. There is also
a new social pressure to keep one’s page updated regularly and share images immediately
after an event, before it becomes perceived as being dated. Mobile and Wi-Fi connectivity,
often accelerated by packaged free or cheap access to Facebook and Twitter with phone
plans, has certainly increased expectation and dependence on social media. New phrases
have entered our language to accommodate this paradigm shift in communication where
consumers are not just writing ‘LOL’ (laugh out loud), but use more specific language tied to
particular networks such as ‘twugs’ (Twitter hugs). Media organisations and many celebrities
also feel the pressure and recognise the opportunities that this shift has presented. This
progression in how people communicate is an ongoing process, which seems very likely to
develop further in the future.
However, while social media has already had a large impact globally, not everyone around
the world is ready to adapt to all the elements of digital culture. Prensky (2001) categorises
this divide into “Digital Natives” and “Digital Immigrants”. These terms refer to the technical
competency of those using digital media. A “Digital Native” usually refers to the younger
generations who have been surrounded by computers and mobile technology and are
proficient with staying up to date with current digital trends especially online, however it is
not directly linked to age (Buckingham 2011, ix). The ‘Digital Immigrants’ are those
struggling to adapt to new technology (Buckingham 2011, ix). These terms were originally
coined by Prensky (2001) to evaluate the digital abilities of students and bridge the gap
between generations within the education system. Prensky (2001, 1) explained: “Our
students today are all ‘native speakers’ of the digital language of computers, video games
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and the Internet.” Prensky (2001, 2) also defined a key problem in the education system:
“Our Digital Immigrant instructors, who speak an outdated language (that of the pre-digital
age), are struggling to teach a population that speaks an entirely new language.” It is terms
such as “digital native”, that show just how significant the Web 2.0 paradigm shift is and how
prominent the Internet and new digital technologies have become in peoples lives.
Convergence and Evolution of Mass Media and the Internet
While this thesis focuses on the impact of the Web 2.0 phenomenon on celebrity advertising,
it is important to appreciate that Web 2.0 is inextricably linked to both Web 1.0 and the
overall non-digital media industry that preceded it, which it now coexists with. Many of the
consumer motivations that have driven mainstream media are exactly the same ones that
drive current digital usage patterns, and this is a very important consideration in any study of
this type. However, the digital enabling of these consumer desires has had huge impacts on
the very nature of the old, mainstream media.
For example, television has had to adapt to the reality of online delivery. Initially, Internet
bandwidth was very low and thus the loading of large video files was a slow process. When
YouTube first began in 2005, consumers would often have to play out the video once before
actually watching it the whole way through, as the loading time took far too long and the
videos would stutter and stop. However, the speed of this process has increased and most
people are able to watch YouTube videos from any device at very fast speeds. YouTube
videos also used to be limited in terms of the length of videos, but this has certainly
extended in recent years. While the majority of the content on YouTube is created by the
public uploading personal videos seeking 15 minutes of fame or simply sharing content with
a community, unauthorised versions of television shows and films are commonly posted onto
YouTube at full length. Many companies and celebrities have their own channels too, in
order to promote themselves, and have control over the content posted around their
branding.
YouTube has become an archive of shows, advertising and home videos, but also a
celebration of popular culture as many fans dedicate time to putting videos together of their
favourite movie scenes or favourite images of a celebrity with a song playing in the
background. YouTube has expanded with its capabilities of embedding videos and sharing
to other social media sites. Additionally, YouTube allows consumers to comment on videos,
evoking discussions and creating direct feedback to companies and celebrities.
Although YouTube and other online video delivery systems already offer full length television
programmes, and the broadcast industry will have to evolve to adapt to this, there are many
opinions that one aspect of television will not disappear, and that is the desire of the
consumer to watch professionally crafted factual and non-factual material (Clark 2011; Hite
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2011; Pacelli 2011). However, the means by which this content will be funded is very much
at risk.
While consumers have been able to both time-shift and skip past advertising using their VCR
(video cassette recorders) since the early 1980s (which raised copyright concerns at the
time), this issue has grown to be of enormous economic significance with digital technology,
which affects the overall economy of the industry (Barro 2012). Consumers are moving away
from VCRs to new digital time-shifting devices such as TiVo, or even exclusively watching
movies and television online, both through legal and illegal means, bringing a possible end
to traditional social television viewing.
The desire for instant access to current shows is an increasing issue, as online fan
communities for television shows reveal spoilers about plot lines and characters globally,
leaving other fans disgruntled. This issue is rising with spaces like Twitter that have open
discussions leaving people vulnerable to learn details about a show they didn’t intend to
learn about, resulting in an urge to illegally download the content. In fact, many countries
now stream new television episodes directly from the United States of America onto local
stations, to pre-empt the appearance of illegal versions online, which fans will watch first,
significantly, without any advertising. Additional evidence of television’s attempt to not
become redundant is shown in the new television set designs, which include Internet
connection, an attempt to reengage consumers in social television viewing through a
traditional manner.
Another example of the unexpected interaction between mainstream television and the
Internet is the launch of sites such as Fango, an Australian social media based community
that invites fans of television shows to interact with other fans online as they’re watching the
shows being broadcasted. Fango offers various interactive devices; it offers links through
Facebook and Twitter, gives options to vote on polls and do quizzes about the shows, and
offers a points system where tangible prizes are won. This encourages national interaction
and works as a great marketing system to not only promote the shows, but also learn about
consumers’ behavioural patterns and opinions. Fango is offered as a mobile phone
application (app) and is available to be used through any computer. While such combining
techniques may grow in the future, there is still great uncertainty about how traditional
television programming content will be funded as broadcast interacts with digital usage. The
fate of the music industry may represent a useful indicator for the television industry.
The music industry has already undergone large transformations over time, even before the
Internet became common. The 1970s saw recorded music usage liberated from the inherent
fragility of analogue vinyl records by audiocassette players to become portable in cars, boom
boxes and even the personal Sony Walkman, which was released in 1979 (Haire 2009). The
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low quality and lifetime of both vinyl and audiocassette resulted in the shift to digital CD in
1982 (Haire 2009). Notably, each time a new format emerged, consumers had to buy both a
new copy of the music and the new device to play it, causing huge increases in profits for
artists, recording companies and electronics manufacturers.
However, this all changed with the emergence of the Web, and the mp3 digital file format.
While music can be legally purchased at very low prices from sites such as iTunes, many
consumers are using illegal means to get the same music at the same quality for free. This
issue has risen with devices such as Apples’ iPod, first released in 2001, becoming iconic of
the mp3 players that were commonplace since the late 1990s, as this technology decreases
the need to purchase physical CDs (Caplan and Lowe n.d.). Even this product has become
redundant, as smart phone’s now have the capacity to store huge libraries of mp3 format
music, which can then be moved from that digital device to any other, never losing quality,
and which are organised with sophisticated playlist interfaces. Thus, the music industry has
been faced with the financial disaster that consumers never need to purchase another copy
of their music again.
This shift can also be seen developing in the consumption of movies. Consumers moved
from VHS to DVDs from 1996 to 2005, when films were officially no longer released on VHS
and in recent years DVD’s have become superseded by Blu-Ray format, each version
offering higher quality viewing and some additional interactive features, but also forcing
consumers to constantly repurchase products (Bennett and Brown 2010; Laird 2012).
However, high bandwidth data connections have overcome the technical limits to
downloading illegal high quality movies and television shows, leading to similar effects as the
music industry (Laird 2012).
The impacts on print media have also been significant. Newspapers are increasingly being
read online leading to many people being laid off from their jobs (Rapoza 2011) and
magazines such as Spin, Newsweek and SmartMoney are now discontinuing printed
editions (Wasserman 2012). Gossip magazines in particular are being replaced with a more
direct source of information, as fans can now follow celebrities on Twitter and other social
networking sites, receiving direct, more reliable information about their favourite celebrities.
Other specialist magazines are also being replaced by blogs where amateur authors publish
information about the latest fashion, technology or hobbies for free. Similarly, books and
journals can now be read through applications on iPads and via Google Books or Google
Scholar. This rise of blogs, vlogs and micro-blogs has transformed the way consumers
receive information. In many ways, the Web has made reading more of a social activity, as
consumers are able to retweet or share posts on various social media sites. They are also
able to comment below a blog post and create conversation, thus giving consumers a global
voice.
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Interestingly, reading is not the only activity that has become more social through the Web.
Computer/video games were once a more individual activity with the portable Nintendo
games becoming highly popular since 1989 (Caplan and Lowe), but now it has become
much more globally social, as people around the world are able to play against one another
and also interact through online social fan communities devoted to certain games. Therefore,
the Web may have decreased some face-to-face interaction, but it has also offered a nexus
for consumers to interact on a global scale.
While all forms of mass media are at risk of being assimilated into the Web, they are
certainly not made redundant (Argaez 2010). The underlying qualities of these media forms
will remain relevant, but the way they are consumed and funded will continue to transform
(Downie 2010; Esterman 2011). All of these evolving technological and social changes
impact the way people consume and communicate, as well as the way they receive
advertising.
Conclusion
Significant research has been conducted into celebrity power and culture, product
placement, Web 2.0 trends, fanship, consumers, branding, Hollywood history, and traditional
advertising and fashion endorsements as separate entities. Perhaps due to the enduring
presence of reality television and the YouTube viral phenomenon in popular culture,
scholarly interest in celebrity culture seems to be increasing, as is demonstrated by the
recent creation of a peer-reviewed journal titled Celebrity Studies by Su Holmes and Sean
Redmond11 (2010). Redmond along side James Bennett also held the first Celebrity Studies
global conference in Melbourne, in December 2012, with keynote speakers such as Graeme
Turner and P. David Marshall. Although the conference included a lot of researchers from
the field of film and television, people from communications, journalism, advertising and
various other departments were also involved in discussing the significance of celebrity
culture and two panels in particular focused on celebrity relating to social media. The
significance of social media as an area of study is evident within various departments,
particularly within Internet studies. However, recently it was reported that Newberry Collage
in South Carolina has created an undergraduate major exclusively for social media, which
will begin in mid-2013, showing just how important it is for people to become professionals in
the field (McDaniel 2012).
Part of the body of work outlined in this chapter has been the specific study of the interaction
between celebrities and advertising, but little has been published specifically looking at the
nexus between celebrity endorsements and the Internet. The reasons for this is partly due to
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Su Holmes and Sean Redmond have also collaborated on various books within this topic including Framing
Celebrity: New directions in celebrity culture (2006), and Stardom and Celebrity: A reader (2007).
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the fact that the Web 2.0/social media changes to the Internet have only come to be of
widespread cultural and economic significance since the release of Facebook in 2004, and
grew since 2009, when celebrities became more involved with Twitter.
With the ongoing changes in popular use of Web 2.0 that affect the way in which celebrity
endorsements are created and communicated, it is evident that new research about how the
celebrity endorsement industry has changed, and how it might change in the future, is
necessary. The very fast rate of change occurring in the complexity of Web 2.0 makes any
such study difficult and subject to rapidly becoming out of date, and this is a challenge for
any study of the Internet. Nevertheless, this very speed of development makes it perhaps
even more urgent that research is done, in order to provide a considered, scholarly view in a
dynamic period, and to provide a snapshot of these rapidly changing times, for future
reference. This research aims to fill this gap in the literature by undertaking an in-depth study
of the Hollywood celebrity endorsement industry from 2004 to 2012, focusing on how it is
developing from its origins in mainstream forms of advertising to new viral marketing and
other online social networking techniques.
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Chapter Three – Methods
Introduction
This chapter describes the overall methodology used to investigate the central question of
this thesis: how has the celebrity endorsement industry adapted to the changes to the media
landscape by the emergence of Web 2.0 social media since 2004? An important aspect of
the methods of this research is my own experience. I am trained in creative advertising and
design, and also fulfil the criteria to be considered a “digital native” (Prensky 2001). I grew up
surrounded by digital technologies such as computer games and mobile phones, and had
access to the Internet at a relatively young age, and thus regard these technologies as
completely normal. Yet, I am old enough to have experienced the change over from VHS to
DVD, from cassette to CD and from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0. Hence, both my academic training
and personal experiences with technology help inform my research, and I regard them as
positive characteristics. However, I also apply more structured, empirical, methods of
analysis. This has the value of drawing out similarities and differences, and also of balancing
my own experiential analysis with a more formal one.
My overall approach is:
•

To undertake detailed case studies of the careers of notable, currently prominent
Hollywood celebrities, examining how they have utilised Web 2.0 techniques to
support their careers;

•

To adopt McCracken’s meaning transfer theory to develop an understanding of how
a specific celebrity’s brand can operate synergistically with a product, service or
cause;

•

To use semiotics to undertake detailed analysis of each celebrity’s brand identity, as
it actually manifests to the public;

•

To identify why each celebrity has adopted their particular approach to Web 2.0
techniques, utilising the perspective of currently working professionals in the
industry, and also broad statistical data collected from online sources; and

•

To draw conclusions as to current development, and likely future challenges that the
celebrity endorsement industry faces, as well as what this means for society as a
whole.

In this chapter, I will detail the overall theoretical approach to this study, how the case study
celebrities were chosen, the selection criteria for interview participants, my decision over
which Websites I collected data from, and what analytical methods were used to extract
information from them.
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Theoretical Approach
This research is located in the field of design practice, where designers with formal
education make carefully considered decisions based on official briefs that solve problems
for a specific client (Julier 2011). My research method draws on the precedent of Heller and
Pettit’s book Design Dialogue, which is a collection of 34 interviews with practitioners linked
to the design industry. Using their industry knowledge, design experience and life stories, the
interviews provide a compelling vision of visual culture and communication. This is
appropriate since the question this study seeks to answer is how celebrities are responding
to changes in the way they can communicate with an audience.
Anthropologist Grant McCracken (1989) described a meaning transfer process in which the
connotation of a celebrity’s brand, formed through the characters they play in movies, the
persona they present on stage, etcetera is passed onto a product or cause. It is through an
analysis of meaning transfer that we can understand how celebrity endorsements function
and how messages/meaning are encoded within them. Thus, meaning transfer is an
analytical model adopted by this research, as it has been by many other researchers
including Harris (2002, 30); Dorn (2001); Tripp, Jensen and Carlson (1994, 535); Choi and
Rifon (2007) and Erdogan (2000).
As described in Chapter Two, semiotics has become a common means of the formal
analysis of constructed images, especially in graphic design and creative advertising
applications. Semiotics aids in our understanding of how messages are encoded and
decoded, using the meaning of signs. Barthes (1964, 9) intended that semiotics can be used
to analyse “any system of signs, whatever their substance and limits; images, gestures,
musical sounds, objects, and the complex associations of all of these, which form the
content of ritual, convention or public entertainment”. This definition, and the current practical
use of semiotics as an analysis tool in both scholarly and industrial applications, both
indicate the ongoing relevance of this approach to the analysis of rapidly changing and
variable media forms of Web 2.0.
Case Studies
The three celebrities that will be studied in detail in this thesis are Pamela Anderson,
Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher. They have all had their careers initially established
in the conventional mainstream media of film and television, are of significant longevity in the
industry and are currently active. They are all located firmly in the American popular culture
Hollywood pantheon of stars and have all undertaken celebrity endorsements of both
commercial products and charitable causes. This connection to the mainstream media is
important to the purpose of this study, which is to investigate how the existing celebrity
endorsement industry is adapting to the changes brought about by Web 2.0.
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Figure 1 provides a summary of key characteristics with regard to this study, including
details such as what social networking sites they utilise and what their key current
endorsements are. The table also shows differences between the celebrities in terms of their
age, gender, where they were born and their primary occupations. While Anderson, DiCaprio
and Kutcher all qualify for inclusion in this study due to features that make them comparable,
the differences between the three are also important, since this will reveal much about how
celebrities must make individual career/business decisions inside an industry, and the
impact this has on the overall media-scape.
Pamela Anderson

Leonardo DiCaprio

Ashton Kutcher

Year Born

1967

1974

1978

Geographic Birth Place

British Columbia in Canada

Los Angeles, USA

Iowa, USA

Gender

Female

Male

Male

Occupation

Model and Actress

Movie Actor

TV and Movie Actor

Career Began

Late 1980s

Early 1990s

Late 1990s

Personal Website

yes

yes

no

Charity Website

yes - same as personal

yes

yes - shared with ex-wife

Facebook

yes

yes

yes

YouTube Channel

no

yes - inactive

yes

Twitter

yes

yes

yes

Apps

Wakey Wakey Alarm App

Mobli related App

The Official Ashton Kutcher App

Tag Heuer

Nikon Coolpix

Product/Service Endorsements Crazy Domains
Charity Endorsements

PETA

Save Tigers Now

Thorn (previouslly DNA)

Charity Areas

Animal Cruelty

Environmentalism

Human Trafficking

Setting Online Records

First celebrity sex tape spread online

Lead 5 Friends Campaign & #Inception is
First to have 1 million twitter followers
the longest trending topic on Twitter

	
  
Figure 1 - Table outlining the selection criteria for the case studies (Pamela Anderson 2011a; Leonardo Dicaprio
2011b; Ashton Kutcher 2011c)	
  

While all three celebrities are currently active, and their careers all began within a 10-year
period from the late 1980s to late 1990s, their careers are certainly viewed differently, both
by consumers, and by industry professionals. This may be partly due to the differences in
their ages when they began. Pamela Anderson is now often viewed as being a 1980s
phenomenon because of her rise to fame on Baywatch, which began in 1989. While she did
begin modelling in 1989, she only joined the Baywatch cast in 1992, and became a
household name in the early 1990s. Anderson’s older age, association with an iconic 1980s
styled television show, and constant appearances in the media also causes her to be
perceived as having a longer career than either DiCaprio or Kutcher.
DiCaprio began his career at a much younger age than either Anderson or Kutcher and
although he is only four years older than Kutcher, he is thought of as being much more
mature in both personality and career, partly because he was a child-star who has made an
unusually successful transition to serious adult film roles. He received his first of several
Oscar nominations for What’s Eating Gilbert Grape (1993) at the age of only 19 (Leonardo
Dicaprio 2011b). DiCaprio has also been a part of large blockbuster movies such as Titanic
(1997) and is undoubtedly regarded as an A-list actor (Aspen 2010).
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By contrast, Kutcher began acting in 1998, at the age of 20, and got his first successful lead
film role in Dude Where’s My Car (2000), but has since struggled with a series of less
successful films (Ashton Kutcher 2011c). His identity as a goofy comedic television actor
was established in the television show That 70s Show (1998-2006) and was reinforced when
he became a member of the cast of Two and A Half Men in 2011 (Ashton Kutcher 2011c).
Kutcher shares aspects of his daily personal life openly with the world through social media
and has a huge following on Twitter, being the first person to achieve one million followers
(Townes 2009).
These differences in perception between three Hollywood celebrities makes the point very
clearly that each of them has a unique brand identity. The case studies in Chapter Six will
allow a detailed analysis of how and why this has occurred. Each case study begins with a
biography summary, followed by a break down of each celebrity’s brand identity
development, endorsements and online activity. The application of McCracken’s meaning
transfer theories and semiotic analysis will identify conspicuous features of each one for
further analysis in following chapters.
Industry Interviews
The objective of the industry interviews was to identify significant themes that exist among
practitioners in the field, as expressed by a representative selection of professionals within
the industry. To achieve this, the celebrity endorsement industry was broken down into
various fields based on my own industry experience and discussions with industry
professionals; advertising, public relations, branding, celebrity agents, product placement,
film and television, media, Internet researchers, social networking companies and their
clients. These broad fields were also further broken down into job roles. For example, within
the category of advertising agencies, there exists creative directors, producers, managers,
communication strategists and directors of business affairs, each having a specific expertise,
and therefore perspective, of the celebrity endorsement industry. This resulted in the
identification of possible individuals who could be interviewed.
My scope for interviewees was wide and I contacted 56 different companies globally, and
within that, various individuals that worked at each place. However, many either did not
respond at all, or declined to do interviews. Some who agreed later pulled out, citing busy
schedules. Those contacted for an interview, but did not follow through are summarised in
Figure 2. Although interviews could not be secured with some of the top social networking
companies and research bloggers, this absence has to some extent been overcome with
information from their own published records. Most other areas that I identified as being key
to the celebrity endorsement industry were covered by at least one representative that
agreed to do an interview.
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Company

Industry

CAA (Creative Artists Agency)
ICM (International Creative Management)
WME (William Morris Endeavor)

Talent Agency
Talent Agency
Talent Agency

UTA (United Talent Agency)

Talent Agency

Celebrity Endorsement Deals
Nopac Talent
All-American Speakers

Endorsement Agency
Endorsement Agency
Endorsement Agency

The Celebrity Link
Ad.ly
Celebrity Source
Izea

Endorsement Agency
Endorsement Agency
Endorsement Agency
Endorsement Agency

Rogers and Cowan
International Promotions
Norm Marshall and Associates
Creative Entertainment Services/ACG/A Creative Group
Davie Brown Entertainment
MirriAd

Product Placement Companies
Product Placement Companies
Product Placement Companies
Product Placement Companies
Product Placement Companies
Product Placement Companies

McCann Erickson NY
McCann Erickson SF
McCann Erickson LA
Deutsch
Heat
BBDO

Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency
Advertising Agency

Twitter
Google
YouTube
Facebook

Social Media Companies
Social Media Companies
Social Media Companies
Social Media Companies

Mashable
eMarketer

Social Media Research Blogs
Social Media Research Blogs

Creative License Digital

App Creators

Edelman

Public Relations

Tag Heuer
Crazy Domains

Client - used celebrity endorsements
Client - used celebrity endorsements

Got Milk?
Nikon

Client - used celebrity endorsements
Client - used celebrity endorsements

Appian Way
Katalyst

DiCaprio's Production Company
Kutcher's Production Company

Alexis Vogel
Ken Sunshine

Anderson's Makeup Artist
DiCaprio's Publicist

	
  

Figure 2 - Summary of those contacted for an interview who did not participate.

To ensure a global perspective of the Hollywood entertainment industry, the selection
process also included a broad geographical sampling. This resulted in interviews with
industry members working in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Washington DC, Perth, London,
Columbia, and the Asia Pacific region. Many of the interviews were conducted face to face
during fieldwork that took place in Los Angeles and San Francisco in March and April 2011.
Face to face interviews took place mainly in the interviewee’s office, or sometimes at cafes.
However, face-to-face interviews were not always possible with the restrictions of funding
and scheduling. These interviews therefore took place via various means including phone,
email, Skype and in person. The list of those interviewed, and their industry sector, is
summarised in Figure 3. The ages of the interviewees ranged from mid-20s to over 60, with
12 men and seven women.
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Name

Industry

Occupation

Nick%Pacelli
Gareth%Kay
Mitch%Lee
Rob%Schwartz
Linda%Daubson
Craig%Buchanan
Kate%Downie
Maxim%Toby%Saint%Just
Suhn%Lee
PETA%Representative
Leigh%Oblinger
Mike%Esterman
Shane%Hite
Mark%Mills
Barbara%Maultsby
Leigh%Broadbent
Drea%Clark
Nelson%Aspen
Enrique%De%Argaez

Advertising
Advertising
Advertising
Advertising
Advertising
Advertising
Advertising
Public%Relations
Brand%IP
Charity%/%Client
Charity%Events%Agent
Celebrity%Agent
Product%Placement
Product%Placement
Product%Placement
Television
Film
Media
Internet

Senior%Worldwide%Manager%for%HP
Goodby,%Silverstein%and%Partners
Associate%Partner%&%Brand%Stratergy%Director Goodby,%Silverstein%and%Partners
Head of Communications Strategy

Creative%Director
Director%of%Business%Affairs
Creative%Director
Producer
Publicist
Licensing%Assistant%
Senior%Campaigner
Talent%Relations%Manager
Talent%Booking%Agent
Head%of%Production
President
Vice%President%of%ERMA
Producer
Head%of%Programming
Entertainment%Reporter
CEO

Company

Where

How

San%Francisco
San%Francisco
San%Francisco
Los%Angeles
Los%Angeles

E

Perth
Perth

P
P

CMG%Worldwide

London
Los%Angeles

Ph
E

PETA - Asia Pacific

Asia Pacific

E

Venables, Bell and Partners
TBWA/Chiat/Day
TBWA/Chiat/Day
The Brand Agency

The%Brand%Agency
Iconic Publicity

Mercy%Corps

Los%Angeles
Mike Esterman - Celebrity Agent
Washington%DC
Premier Entertainment Services International Los%Angeles
Motion%Picture%Magic
Los%Angeles
ERMA
Los%Angeles
Freelancer
Los%Angeles
Slamdance
Los%Angeles
Los%Angeles
Miniwatts%Marketing%Group
Columbia

E
P
P
P

Ph
S
E
E
E

S
P
E
S

E%=%Email%Interview
P%=%In%person%interview
S%=%Skype%interview
Ph%=%Phone%interview

	
  

Figure 3 - Interviewees summarised in terms of their expertise, where they are located and how the interviews took
place.

The interviews were semi-structured to allow each interviewee to contribute their own
perspectives. Many of the overall areas of social networking, technology, celebrity culture,
advertising, change and future trends were covered in the interviews, allowing for some
interesting comparisons. All interview participants signed consent forms and all but one
allowed me to use their actual names. In that particular case the interviewee requested to be
referred to by their position instead. Several interviewees made reference to particular
celebrities and brands and then indicated those specific comments were ‘off the record’
citing the possible negative consequences to their own reputation or of the celebrity or the
brand being discussed. Interviews ranged from 30 minutes to one hour. All interviews were
recorded and transcribed to ensure accuracy in quoting the participants. The transcripts
were then edited slightly to exclude most discourse markers and fillers that are used
between sentences, but have included some within the sentences for coherence. The
transcripts were typed into Nvivo, a widely used software for analysing qualitative data, and
were manually sorted thematically using nodes to compare interview responses and draw
out key themes.
Online Data Analysis
A more empirical view of the significance of Web 2.0 can be derived from the data directly
available from online sources, and very importantly, allows a capture of how these sources
change over time. While the Internet contains an enormous array of information, much of
that information is cleared away overtime, thus it is important that it is captured as it occurs.
This data falls into two basic categories, both of which are very relevant to this study. The
first is material gathered directly from the social media services used by celebrities in the
case studies, and the second are online sources about celebrities that are not controlled by
the celebrities. These two sources of data can be examined using both statistical evaluation
and semiotic analysis.
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The first part of the online data collection was based on monthly screen captures of Pamela
Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher’s Facebook and Twitter pages. While
Anderson and Kutcher had already established their Twitter profiles before this study began,
DiCaprio joined Twitter much more recently, thus allowing the capture of a record of a
celebrity’s emergence into the social media arena. For example, during the first year that
DiCaprio joined Twitter, every one of his tweets were recorded, and weekly screen captured
showing the number of followers, changing to monthly captures for the following years. From
this it was apparent that every tweet sent out from DiCaprio’s Twitter account was related
directly to his career, his charities and his overall branding, rather than any information about
his personal life or current location. His Twitter profile photo never changed and his tweets
were always of a serious tone. Such observations become apparent from the systematic
comparison of the progression of updates for all three of the celebrity’s Twitter accounts, as
will be explored more thoroughly in the case studies.
The monthly screen captures of the celebrities’ social networking accounts resulted in
various graphs showing the rise of ‘followers’ and ‘likes’, indicating the trend of celebrity-fan
online interaction, often driven by media attention surrounding the release of a film,
television show or some controversy. This screen capturing archive ensured the data was
permanently recorded and was also used for semiotic analysis of online branding and as
evidence of specific endorsements.
The second online source of great value was those not controlled by the celebrities. While
data was initially gathered from a very wide variety of online sources, it was found that many
of them were irregularly updated and thus untrustworthy as sources of information. For
example, data was collected from a Website called CelebrityTweet, which claimed to list the
celebrities on Twitter. However as this study progressed, and the number of celebrities using
social media increased, CelebrityTweet did not keep up to date and so was excluded from
the study. Another important factor considered was the validating of the social media
accounts data was collected from, which was done through the verified symbol on Twitter,
and the connecting links between Twitter, Facebook and Webpages. Several social
networking sites use the verified system to ensure the legitimacy of individual identities
online. It is particularly significant for celebrities who must identify themselves from the fake
accounts created by fans.
It is a measure of the importance of Twitter as a means of communication that Websites
such as Twylah and Twend.it exist and provide data about Twitter’s output. Twend.it
produces graphed data monthly to identify phenomenon such as ‘the most popular tweets’
and ‘most recurring tweets’ of all time. On the other hand, Twylah gathers information on
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particular Twitter users and summarises the key words used throughout their tweets. Thus,
monthly screen captures of these sites were also collated.
Screen captures were taken monthly of the results of a search for the celebrity’s name in
YouTube, revealing the total number of videos and the type of content uploaded. Screen
captures were also taken of the search results of the phrase “celebrity endorsements” when
searched in Google to examine what information topped the list. These are not sources that
the celebrities are in control of, and thus indicate what the audience is contributing to the
celebrity’s online presence. Annual collection of data from Worldwide Internet Stats, Google
Trends and Google Zeitgeist were also composed to help identify broader online trends and
to identify the number of Internet users globally, proving an important background for the
celebrity and social media specific information.

	
  
Figure 4 - eMarketer graph showing the rise in advertising revenue for Facebook and Twitter, while MySpace drops
(Twitter Ad Revenues to Soar This Year 2011).

eMarketer is an online industry journal about technological growth, consumer perspectives
and statistics on online advertising. eMarketer provided quantitative data to support this
research, which was already collated into graphs, as well as relevant journalistic articles.
The collection of such articles was limited to those about global trends, rather than those
with an exclusively Unites States of America focus. An example of how this data has
informed this research is in Figure 4, which depicts the relative increase in advertising
spending through Facebook and Twitter, while MySpace (an early social media service) is
declining. This informed the decision to focus on Facebook and Twitter in this study, with
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these networks representing the rising trend and therefore having the most celebrities
participating on them.
Conclusion
This chapter has detailed the methods that have been developed to investigate the central
question of this thesis: how the celebrity endorsement industry is adapting to the Web 2.0
environment. The specific techniques are relevant to both scholarly and industry practice.
Based on the existing research described in Chapter Two, these methods utilise original,
primary industry perspectives on changes and challenges, and incorporate statistical data
concerning the growth of social media, which will be examined in detail in Chapter Four Summarising Industry Interviews and Statistical/Semiotic Analysis of Online Data.
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Chapter Four – Summarising Industry Interviews and
Statistical/Semiotic Analysis of Online Data
Introduction
The objective of this thesis is to answer the question: how is the celebrity endorsement
industry adapting to the Web 2.0 environment? The primary technique used to answer this
question is a comparison of three specific celebrities, which will occur in Chapter Six.
However, such a detailed analysis needs to be informed by a broader understanding of the
context in which these celebrities are working, and also the context they might be working in,
in the future. This need is provided by the industry interviews, semiotic analysis of online
data gathered and the statistics around the growth of the Internet, and in particular the
growth of advertising spending online. This chapter provides an overview of the key findings
from the industry interviews and online data, both of which provide a critical understanding of
the broad picture of the media environment that the celebrity endorsement industry is
adapting to.

Industry Interviews
As outlined in Chapter Three, 19 interviews were conducted with a broad range of industry
professionals around the world, which was summarised in Figure 3. These interviews gave
primary perspectives on how the celebrity endorsement industry works and what changes
have occurred in recent years. Specific references to these interviews will be made in later
chapters. This chapter serves to provide a brief summary of the nature of these interviews
and to demonstrate how the key themes were drawn from these interviews to inform the
analysis of the case studies. The themes identified as key to celebrity branding are
adaptation, authenticity, credibility and transparency.

	
  
Summary of Interviews
Barbara Maultsby is a professional in the product placement industry. Maultsby is the former
vice-president of client services at UPP and current vice-president of ERMA (Entertainment
Resources & Marketing Association) in Los Angeles. Maultsby (2011) explained: “That
product placement is effective because it offers an implied endorsement of a product or
service. The consumer is always interested in what celebrities are using, wearing, eating,
drinking ... and on-screen exposure provides the implied endorsement.” Mark Mills is
president of Motion Picture Magic and Shane Hite is Head of Production at Premier
Entertainment Services. Both companies are product placement and brand integration
agencies in Los Angeles and shared their views on the industry. Maultsby and Mills, in
particular, strongly believe product placement and integration will continue as a strong form
of advertising, a view supported by Nick Pacelli, who works at Goodby, Silverstein and
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Partners in San Francisco and is the worldwide manager for their client Hewlett-Packard
(HP). Pacelli (2011) “manage[s] the celebrity endorsements and relationships for each
campaign” and said “product placement in long-form content is the future because it allows
your product to be in use for longer than a 30-second commercial”. Pacelli’s use of the term
‘long-form’ refers to television shows, movies, music video clips and YouTube content, as
opposed to television advertisements.
Craig Buchannan is the creative director at The Brand Agency in Perth, Western Australia.
Having led the team that worked on the Pamela Anderson endorsement for Crazy Domains
in 2009, Buchannan is well informed of the advertising industry and celebrity endorsements.
Kate Downie is a Perth producer, who worked alongside Buchannan on the Pamela
Anderson endorsement and also shared her views on the power of celebrity endorsements
and the influence of social media. While Crazy Domains declined an interview regarding
Anderson’s endorsement, the senior campaigner for PETA Asia-Pacific (People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals) was interviewed, but preferred to remain nameless. PETA
Asia-Pacific is an affiliate of PETA US and renowned for using Pamela Anderson’s raunchy
image to deliver their messages against animal cruelty globally. This interview helped to
identify the way in which Anderson lends her branding in endorsements. The PETA
representative (2011) stated that they believe strongly in PETA’s methods to protect animal
rights using outrageous advertising techniques to gain attention and are pleased with all the
work they have done with Pamela Anderson.
An interview with Maxim Toby Saint Just gave further depth to the Anderson case study.
Saint Just is a publicist and marketing specialist located in London based Iconic Publicity
International and represents celebrities such as Pamela Anderson and Luke Perry. In the
past few years, Saint Just (2011) has attempted to rebrand Anderson’s image in the
European market by informing the public of Anderson’s family life and charity work. He also
insists that Anderson does the majority of posting on her Twitter and Facebook accounts, but
did suggest that other celebrities do turn to their publicists for help with this marketing tool
(Saint Just 2011).
Gareth Kay is the associate partner and director of brand strategy at Goodbye, Silverstein
and Partners advertising agency in San Francisco and offered his views on the advertising
industry and the influence of the Internet. Kay (2011) stated that the advertising industry “is
not moving fast enough”, suggesting that the online environment is changing faster than the
conventional advertising industry can respond to. Enrique De Argaez is the CEO of
Miniwatts Marketing Group in Columbia. Argaez’s company owns the Website titled Internet
World Stats, which began publishing research on online data in 2001 (Argaez 2010).
Collecting data from other research companies, Argaez then presents the information in a
usable form for public use. Of particular interest is that while both Kay and Argaez believe
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strongly in the ongoing power of social media, they both feel that Facebook and Twitter,
while highly successful now, will gradually evolve into, or be taken over by, other online
communication trends (Argaez 2010; Kay 2011). This suggests that the online environment
is far from stable.
Rob Schwarts is also a strong believer in using social networking for advertising. Schwartz is
the creative director at TBWA/CHIAT/DAY advertising agency in Los Angeles. He has
worked on various celebrity endorsements including recent advertisements starring actor
Robert Downey Jr. for Nissan and hip-hop artist Snoop Dog for Pepsi. Linda Daubson
(2011), who is the director of business affairs at TBWA/CHIAT/DAY, explained that:
Business affairs is involved with negotiations with celebrities, talent, music. We take
care of all the residual payments ... we manage you know, the guidelines of that
contract when we shoot commercials here in the US. We deal with production
issues; we work closely with the TV producers. Anything that involves licensing,
clearing images and spots. Clearing, you know, footage and that kind of stuff. To
make sure that the commercial, when it leaves here, is legally correct and beautiful.
The perspective of a professional who deals with the fine legal and creative detail of celebrity
endorsements is useful in that it demonstrates just how specific, complex and practical an
industry it is, and how carefully designed such endorsements are. Daubson (2011) also
recognised a change in the way the term ‘celebrity’ is used and believes iconic celebrities
need to be distinguished from a more transient type of celebrity. This reflects scholarly views
on the same point, such as those of Sudjic (1989) and Rojek (2001), described in Chapter
Two.
Also sharing strong views on iconic status are Drea Clark, Nelson Aspen and Suhn Lee.
Clark is the former executive director, and current head of programming, for the annual
Slamdance film festival. In this position, Clark tracks and views films all year in order to
select those best suited for the festival. Working in Los Angeles and being a part of the
Hollywood industry, Clark is well aware of the trends in celebrity culture. Similarly, Nelson
Aspen is an entertainment reporter in Hollywood, best known in Australia for reporting daily
celebrity gossip news on Channel Seven’s breakfast shows, Sunrise and The Morning
Show. Aspen has worked in the celebrity industry for more than 20 years, providing him
relevant perspective of the impact of online media, such as celebrity tweets, in recent years.
Suhn Lee is the licensing assistant and legal clerk at CMG Worldwide in Los Angles. CMG
represents many celebrity brands, including Pamela Anderson, and works towards
maintaining branding for their clients even after their death, such as James Dean. Thus, the
company strongly believes in long-lasting brand identities and works on maintaining such
images. While Suhn Lee (2011b) declined to comment on Anderson specifically, Lee did
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discuss branding in general and the use of social networking sites: “I think it’s a smart and
necessary way to stay in the game. As technology and media change, you need to adapt or
you will lose out on those market shares.” Hence, CMG has even created a Facebook page
for James Dean to celebrate his iconic image with fans.
Leigh Broadbent is an Australian freelance producer working in Los Angeles. He has worked
on several reality television shows, such as Gordon Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares, and also
on two celebrity endorsements. One advertisement starring Bear Grylls (host of the survival
reality television show Man vs Wild) for Degree deodorant, and the other with the star of The
Hills (another reality television show) Laura Conrad for Acuvue contact lenses. Broadbent
also arranges a lot of product placement deals. Having to struggle through the 2007-2008
Writers Guild of America Strike and negotiations, he has a first-hand understanding of how
the Internet has transformed the celebrity industry, which he claimed is the reason behind
the strike (Broadbent 2011). Broadbent (2011) explained that the Hollywood industry is
directly affected by the advertising industry, as advertising, either directly or indirectly, funds
the creation of television shows, and to some degree, movies. With companies applying
more of their budgets to online media, there is less money available for television
advertising.
What has happened now is that because the production budget have trimmed
down so much because the advertising money isn't there, broadcasters are now
looking to reality television and for characters to make up their entertainment,
because it's cheaper. (Broadbent 2011)
This drop in the advertising budget is compounded by the fact that a significant and growing
number of viewers are watching television shows illegally downloaded from the Internet
without the advertising. Findings from a news.com.au and Core Data illegal downloads
survey summarised the three key reasons for people downloading television shows are to
stay up to date with shows, have flexible viewing times and to avoid advertising (Ramadge
2010). Hence, these are issues that the advertising industry must prepare for and adapt to,
to fulfil the needs of consumers.
Mitch Lee is head of communications at Venables, Bell and Partners advertising agency in
San Francisco. Mitch Lee (2011a) worked on pop singer Beyoncé Knowles’ endorsement of
Vizio and stated that more change was to come as evolving technology, the Internet and
celebrity culture interacted. He also emphasised the importance of authenticity and
transparency for celebrities using social networking sites. These are themes that will be
discussed more thoroughly throughout this thesis.
Mike Esterman is the CEO of Esterman Entertainment, a celebrity booking agency in
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Washington DC. Esterman specialises in organising celebrities to appear at his clients’
events to gain media attention and public interest. Such stars include Kim Kardashian,
Pamela Anderson, Beyoncé Knowles and Lady GaGa (About 2011). Naturally, Esterman
(2011) believes in the power of celebrities and their ability to pull in a crowd. However, his
perspective is that of the business benefits to his clients, rather than the how attending such
an event affects the celebrities’ branding. Thus, Esterman’s approach differs to the concerns
of the celebrity’s publicist, such as Saint Just (2011) who said in his interview that if Pamela
Anderson is invited to an event, he reads the invitation and decides “is it actually good for
her image to go there, or should we just rather leave it because it would just add to the
whole sleaziness” of Anderson’s original branding, which Saint Just is aiming to amend.
Like Esterman, Leigh Oblinger also books talent for events. However, Oblinger’s focus is on
building awareness for charities, which can also result in creating good publicity for
celebrities. Oblinger is the talent relations manager for a non-profit organisation called Mercy
Corps in Los Angeles. Oblinger (2011) is “responsible for getting celebrities on-board to
raise awareness for the organisation.” Oblinger (2011) is a strong believer that celebrity
endorsements do help to gain the publics’ attention and create awareness of charities.
However, she emphasised that not all celebrities are suited to particular charities and the
match-up process must consider both the celebrity’s brand and the charity’s brand.
Summary of Views
The key themes that emerged from these interviews were authenticity, branding, budget and
iconic status, which will be explored further in the successive chapters. Most of the
interviewees agreed that celebrities could be at risk of doing too many endorsements and
losing credibility, but could not identify a specific number as it depended on the product, the
involvement of the celebrity, the space of time between the endorsements and how
frequently the endorsement appeared in the media. Many also believed that changes in
technology were going to transform the celebrity endorsement industry even more in the
near future with the Internet and television becoming increasingly coordinated. While most
felt that reality television stars did not have the staying power of true Hollywood celebrities, it
was clear that these disposable celebrities were still likely to be used for endorsements, as
they were cheaper and could be used for short-term promotions to gain hype and attention.
The interviewees were asked to specifically comment on the celebrity status and value of
Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher. There were both positive and
negative opinions about Anderson, and notably, those that had worked with Anderson
directly had a lot more respect for her than those who judged her from a media-based
perception. DiCaprio was consistently seen in Hollywood as being a respectable, wellbranded image, linked to the environment. Their opinions of Kutcher were relatively positive
and most believed his brand identity was a good match with Nikon Coolpix and his use of
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social media. However, the interviews took place prior to his joining the cast of Two And A
Half Men in 2011, and the controversial events that surrounded that very significant time in
his career. Therefore, the views of the interviewees may have changed. Kutcher’s significant
change of profile during the course of this study provides an opportunity to examine a
celebrity brand in transition, and will be explored much further in Chapter Six.
The 19 interviews created a balanced industry perspective, particularly of changes, trends
and challenges for the future, broadening my understanding of the field, and also identified
the key themes of authenticity, branding, budget and iconic status that will be a mechanism
for examination in both Chapter Six – Case Studies and Chapter Seven – Case Study
Analysis.

Statistical and Semiotic Analysis of Online Data
Chapter Three introduced the various types of data gathered from online sources that this
research used to provide a broad view of the online environment, and the changes occurring
in it. It outlined the difference between celebrity controlled sources and uncontrolled sources
of data. The main objective of collecting this data online was to track social media changes
and trends, reflected in and created by the celebrity endorsement industry and Web 2.0
environment. This section presents a fuller description of how that data is used, and how
statistical and semiotic analysis can be utilised to better understand the data.
Some of the statistical data collection is directly relevant to the case studies of Anderson,
DiCaprio and Kutcher, and also the most popular social networking sites, Facebook and
Twitter. The data collected from the Facebook and Twitter profiles of the celebrities showed
a rising number of followers for all three. These statistics confirmed that however different
the absolute figures for each celebrity and the techniques they used, they were all gathering
a social media following. The semiotic analysis of the celebrities’ online identities is explored
in depth in the case studies, as colours, language, content and visuals aid in their branding.
Twend.it and Twylah are Websites that provide statistics about Twitter itself. Twend.it
collects data on Twitter’s trending topics, and allows this research to identify facts such as
that Leonardo DiCaprio, while tweeting only infrequently, is the subject of the longest
trending Twitter topic of all time for his film Inception (2010). Twylah summarised the most
frequently tweeted words by each celebrity, for example Ashton Kutcher’s tweets often
referred to his television show Two and A Half Men and Pamela Anderson’s tweets often
included key words such as ‘animals’ and ‘dancing’ (referring to her support for animal rights
and her participation in television show Dancing with the Stars). This affords an overview of
the type of topics and language each celebrity used to reinforce their brand identities,
supporting my own primary data collection and analysis.
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YouTube screen captures revealed the actual number of videos that related to certain
celebrities, but also showed what type of videos were mostly associated with these
celebrities, and who had posted the video on YouTube. For example, videos linked to
Pamela Anderson’s name very often presented her half-nude or in a revealing swimsuit,
reinforcing her sex icon image. While this is not surprising, it is notable that Anderson herself
does not put this material up on YouTube, indicating that the fans that do prefer her in this
image, and constantly reinforce it.
Google Trends and Google Zeitgeist are Websites that analyse what people have searched
for in Google, and segment these searches according to language, country of origin, date
range or other criteria. This revealed the number of searches for particular social networking
sites and particular celebrities. While this data is based only on searches through Google
and not all search engines, Google’s overwhelming market share and being listed as number
five in Forbes list of “The World’s Most Powerful Brands”, enables this to be a reliable source
of identifying trends (The World's Most Powerful Brands 2012). For example, it is evident
that MySpace has decreased heavily in popularity compared to Facebook (Figure 5) since
the beginning of this study, supporting other data to the same effect.

	
  
Figure 5 - Google Trends, screen captured January 3, 2012, comparing number of searches relating to MySpace,
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube from 2009 to 2011 (Myspace.Com, Facebook.Com, Twitter.Com, Youtube.Com
2012).
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Identifying even broader trends is also easily done with statistics available for free online.
Internet World Stats shows the number of Internet users globally, using data gathered from a
variety of credible sources, such as Nielsen Online. The data is segmented into geographic
regions and compares the current data to statistics gathered in the year 2000. It is apparent
that the speed of Internet uptake worldwide is rapidly increasing, with the highest number of
Internet users being in Asia (Internet Usage Statistics 2011). This suggests that it is not just
a Western phenomenon, but a global one.
This rise in Internet use has resulted in social, cultural, economical and political changes
globally. Consumers are becoming more reliant on the Web as a source of information,
entertainment and communication, thus there is a rise in social media advertising worldwide.
This is confirmed in data from the Website eMarketer, as can be seen in Figure 6. eMarketer
also shows a rise in online advertising spending globally (Figure 7), indicating the
importance for both advertisers and celebrities to adapt to this change in order to reach
consumers and meet company expectations.

	
  
Figure 6 - eMarketer graph showing that social networking advertising spending is rising, suggesting companies
have a growing confidence in the media space (Why the Future of Social Marketing Is Global 2010).

	
  

Figure 7 - eMarketer graph showing online advertising is increasing worldwide, suggesting that the Web is
impacting cultures globally (Double-Digit Growth Again for Online Ad Spend 2010).
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Conclusion
When considered together with the Industry Interviews, this statistical data provides a clear
image of the overall context in which celebrity endorsements operate. The semiotic analysis
of online data in the form of the celebrities own Web presence provides a more detailed
understanding of the celebrities’ brands, and will occur in detail in Chapter Six – Case
Studies and Chapter Seven – Case Study Analysis. However, before approaching the case
studies, the broad changes and trends that have created the current online and conventional
media environment will be discussed in Chapter Five, in order to understand the current
context for the celebrity industry and advertising industry.
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Chapter Five – Changes and Trends in the Celebrity
Endorsement Industry
Introduction
Through an analysis of the interviews and data collection in Chapter Four, themes of
adaptation, convergence, credibility, authenticity, iconic power and online branding were
identified. These themes will be examined further in this chapter as changes and trends
within the celebrity endorsement industry are investigated, using the interviews undertaken
to support claims made. Thus, this chapter focuses on the present situation and reflects on
the past to identify what changes have caused this paradigm shift. This chapter has been
broken down into two sections, the celebrity industry and the advertising industry, exploring
the impact Web 2.0 has had on celebrity culture and advertising techniques.
Celebrity Industry
Celebrity Culture Today
Web 2.0 has significantly affected Hollywood celebrity culture; it has transformed the way
celebrities interact with fans, the way they promote themselves, their endorsement deals and
their branding strategies. Twitter in particular is one of the most commonly used social
networking sites by celebrities today. It is fast, simple and requires minimal commitment.
Twitter is a micro-blog, which gives the headlines for news and creates global conversations
around certain issues, which often result in trending topics. People interact through replies,
private inbox messages and retweets. As creative director Rob Schwartz stated: “The mark
of good content is a retweet. And if you're not getting retweeted, something is not right.”
Ultimately, many consumers try to join conversations within the trending topics or try to gain
followers, but this only occurs through posts that are interesting enough to the masses,
which becomes worthy of being retweeted. The same applies to celebrities who have
pressure to post frequently and post retweetable content, while also aiming to have their
work be a trending topic, such as an upcoming film. Celebrities also have pressure to
maintain their brand identity online.
As Leigh Oblinger (2011) stated: “Their images are under a microscope, like they've never
been before” because of the use of Twitter and other social media. Oblinger (2011)
elaborated: “If you're a celebrity and you say something totally ridiculous, then the backlash
can definitely affect you.” The power is in the hands of the celebrities, but as will be shown in
the Ashton Kutcher case study, it can certainly backfire if Twitter is not used carefully.
Publicist Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) spoke of the general effect of the Web, comparing
today’s celebrity culture to the industry 50 years ago:
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How to create someone's profile in the public eye is completely different. People
have a direct opinion, an instant opinion, rather than in the olden days when they
were in the newspaper or magazine, which appears every month or something and
nowadays it is in the instant. A very good example is Perez Hilton.
Perez Hilton is one of the top bloggers on celebrities, with over six million Twitter followers
and an online shop selling his merchandise (Perez Hilton's Twitter Page 2013;
Perezhilton.Com 2013). Hilton comments on celebrity relationships, fashion, publicity stunts
etcetera and works as a form of gossip/news for fans. Particularly during controversial
periods in a celebrity’s career, Hilton and other bloggers can affect the perception fans have
of celebrities much faster than would have been done in the traditional magazine form. Thus,
to keep up with the pace of critics, bloggers and paparazzi, celebrities now have to adapt to
become directly involved in their own branding and public perception.
Charity event organiser Leigh Oblinger (2011) also reflected on the general changes within
the industry and the growth of a celebrity-obsessed culture, stating:
When I started in Hollywood, there were probably two or three events a week, so
there would be like two movie premiers and then maybe some sort of sponsored
party event. Now, it is so saturated … They're all being asked to do so much and
they're getting paid. So, it's making it increasingly difficult for non-profit
[organisations] to get celebrities involved.
Hence, society and industries are becoming more dependent on celebrity culture and using
their branding to gain public interest and media attention. With this increased pressure for
celebrities to attend events, they are also having more requests to tweet about such
promotions.
Twitter has not only directly affected the lives of celebrities, but has had a large impact on
publicists and advertisers, in both positive and negative forms. In discussing the use of
Twitter, Mitch Lee (2011a) stated:
What I believe has happened over the course of the past three to five years is that
because the public has so much more access to people and celebrities that the
smarter celebrities that really want to leverage the space have to hire certain people
within their circle of supporters or handlers to ensure they position themselves
correctly within the space.
Thus, while the power is in the celebrities’ hands, in many cases it must also be controlled
and branded to be a successful publicity tool and advertising space. Celebrities can never
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have full control of their online interaction and branding, as it is guided by not only their own
publicity team, but also guided by the responses of fans and the media. This two-way
communication dictates the way celebrities interact in the space. Mitch Lee (2011a) further
explained that while this environment could be largely helpful to a celebrity’s brand, there
were still many celebrities that chose to lead very private lives such as Dustin Hoffman.
Hence, not all celebrities are adapting to this change; many are choosing to remain in the
conventional system of celebrity culture, where their publicists control their personas and
they do their performances.
As Mitch Lee (2011a) suggested celebrities should maintain some form of control over what
they released on social media and how they branded themselves in that space. Leigh
Oblinger (2011) shared a similar view as she recalled her initial reaction to the idea of
celebrities joining Twitter:
I remember running in to a few personal publicists and they were freaking out about
this thing called Twitter! Because their clients are now reaching the consumer or the
audiences directly and publicists can control this less and less. But, more and more
celebrities continue to use it, so I think it's here to stay. Because they can say what
they want to say without going through their publicists and without having to worry
about their image as much … I have read that a lot of them run their Twitter
comments by their publicists first.
Thus, this virtual stage for celebrities allows them to have control of their image, but also
allows publicists to work seamlessly in the background. As mentioned by both Oblinger
(2011) and Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011), many celebrities ask their publicists to proof read
their tweets before sending them out or even tweet on their behalf, but either way, this
affects the consumer’s perception of the celebrity, and so it must be consistent with their
existing brand identity.
Leigh Oblinger (2011) explained in more detail the changes within the industry from a
moneymaking perspective:
I have never seen it change like it has in the past few years. It used to be that I just
ask the publicist for a celebrity to show up and now sometimes it entails asking the
publicist, the agent, the manager, the assistant, like 10,000 different people have to
chime in. They are getting paid to do things that they did not used to get paid for.
Hence, the hierarchy and job expectations of the industry have been transformed because of
this convergence of media. While the ability to post on Webpages and blogs was available to
celebrities for many years before Twitter existed, it was not quite as simple, or as socially
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expected. Fans always knew that the celebrity’s managers maintained the official Websites
and there wasn’t an expectation for anything more. However, with the rise of social media
and the increasing number of celebrities involved, the expectation from consumers has
risen.
For those celebrities attempting to adapt to this change in the industry, there are many
considerations that must be made, not only in terms of meeting consumer expectations, but
also control, content, frequency and visual branding. Celebrities must decide how much
involvement they will have with tweeting and how much their publicists and managers will
control. They must choose what sort of content they will be posting, whether it be about their
work, their social lives or endorsements. Within this, they must also consider how personal
they are going to become with their audience, to avoid loss of privacy. Furthermore, they
must plan the style of language that will be used, whether it be formal, or using a more
relaxed tone. The celebrities must additionally plan how often they will be posting to their
fans to ensure they do not saturate the space or leave it sparse. Lastly, they must consider
their visual branding and consider the sort of images and videos posted, as well as the
colours used to represent their brand image. Therefore, joining this space means committing
to it and fully adapting to the social media culture.
Suhn Lee (2011b) strongly believes in the need for adaptation stating: “It’s a smart and
necessary way to stay in the game. As technology and media change, you need to adapt or
you will lose out on those market shares.” Hence, there is a strong significance in using
social media for endorsements, as it has a large reach without the expense of purchasing
advertising space. However, there are also risks with using this space. Nick Pacelli (2011)
stated:
As long as it is not overused, it can be one of the most powerful forms of marketing.
Celebrities lend their name directly to brands they truly like and support. Social
media is unlimited free communication. Celebrities who engage with one-to-one
communication with their fans are the most successful and garner the most fans, i.e.
Lady Gaga. They engage, share, reply and at-reply to help spread the fan’s word,
answer a question, share a link, etc. Their fan base is loyal and continues to grow.
Twitter can be largely helpful for celebrities to gain a fan-base, but can also be overused.
Mitch Lee (2011a) voiced some concern about celebrities using the space:
If they are going to jump into that space ... it has to speak to their brand. I think the
social networks and the access that people have, have put more pressure on
celebrities, because they can't just hide. They've got to be transparent.
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Hence, using social media in a non-authentic manner can also damage a celebrity’s brand
rather than help it. A part of the power of a social media outlet is its perceived authenticity
and credibility. Celebrities using Twitter, in particular, rely heavily on the validity of the verify
12

tick , while other sites use shared links to confirm the authenticity of the celebrity.
Creating and Maintaining Celebrity Status
Creation of Celebrities
In the early decades of Hollywood, studios had control over what celebrities would wear and
who they would appear to socialise with. Gradually, celebrities gained more control over their
own brand, but pre-1995 most celebrities were still discovered through auditions and were
crafted by managers, publicists and large corporations. Since Web 2.0 arose, control over
celebrity creation and maintenance has been transformed, as consumers are given more
choice and power than ever before. With reality television shows, consumers can vote on the
contestants, while on YouTube viewership and sharing increases the success rate of a
fame-seeker. Those who achieve fame are then able to craft their own branding through
Twitter and other social media outlets, unlike the conventional Hollywood system where they
had to rely on publicists to promote them and brand them in the public sphere. However,
those found through reality television shows or YouTube are sometimes still supported by
large agencies, giving them an opportunity to expand their image to have more than 15
minutes of fame. Prime examples of this include the original American Idol winner Kelly
Clarkson who found fame in 2002 and YouTube sensation Justin Bieber who began posting
videos on YouTube in 2007 and signed a record deal by 2008 (Bio: Kelly Clarkson 2013;
About 2013).
Leigh Broadbent (2011) commented about the change in the process by which celebrities
are created:
In terms of how it's influenced the celebrity industry I think that the agents, that are
people that run the talent if you like, within Hollywood, clearly see that as a large
opportunity to expand ... the profile of their talent. Along with that comes the ability of
the individual talent to promote themselves and to gain success outside of the
traditional media. Justin Bieber is a case in point. Someone who was basically a kid
with a microphone ... and video camera, launched an astonishing career.
While many other people have achieved 15 minutes of fame through the same medium, it is
still rare to achieve this height of success. However, this may grow in the future, further
diminishing the power of large corporations in Hollywood.
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The verify tick is a tick placed next to an acknowledged celebrity’s account on Twitter. It helps to ensure that fans
are following the official celebrity account, rather than an imposter online.
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Evidence of these changes will be conveyed in detail through the case studies in Chapter
Six. All three celebrities were made famous through conventional mass media, but have had
their careers move in different directions because of Web 2.0. Leonardo DiCaprio does not
really need it, Ashton Kutcher grew because of it and Pamela Anderson was saved by it.
DiCaprio’s use of social media is purely as another publicity platform, but also helps to
create interaction between him and fans building brand loyalty. Kutcher was famous before
using social media but has now crafted his whole brand around being the tech-savvy social
networking celebrity. Anderson might have long ago disappeared completely, as her
mainstream media career has faded over the past decade, yet she has remained relevant to
the public through her use of the Internet and endorsements. Hence, the Web has affected
all of their careers even though they were famous before the Internet became significant in
Hollywood.
Iconic Status and Reality Television
Web 2.0 has done more than impact the large corporations’ control over celebrities’ brands.
Television producer Leigh Broadbent (2011) explained that the Web was responsible for the
2007-2008 Writers Guild of America strike, as contracts had to be renegotiated based on the
change in profits due to online viewing. While other factors would have also led to the strike,
it is evident that Web 2.0 has both opened opportunities for moneymaking through the
channel’s Websites, while also taking away from the industry because of illegal downloading.
Broadbent (2011) also identified the Web as a reason for the increase of reality television
stars:
What has happened now is that because the production budget have trimmed down
so much because the advertising money isn't there, broadcasters are now looking to
reality television and for characters to make up their entertainment because it's
cheaper. Having worked in reality TV for such a long time, discovering new talent
and making a show about them, we're paying the actual talent zero dollars.
Although, it may not be the sole purpose behind the creation of reality television,
Broadbent’s view does lend support to the idea that the cheap production of reality television
shows helps Hollywood maintain profit margins. It also means they are able to mass produce
momentary celebrities that have enough short-term value to endorse products for a certain
period, who can then be disposed of and replaced with the next reality star. This may have
long-term effects on the sustainability of Hollywood’s brand, but this is impossible to predict.
Craig Buchanan (2010) shared his view on reality television stars: “You might get pretty
good bank for your buck out of some of these people but only in short-term, I think. Very few
of them have gone on to anything, to really become icons.” Hence, the hierarchy within
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Hollywood will always distinguish between the everlasting ‘icons’, ‘enduring’ A-listers,
‘progressive’ B-grade talent that come and go and ‘transient’ reality television stars that
achieve only 15 minutes of fame.
As Kate Downie (2010) stated:
I think that there’s still that classic group of people that will always have that
longevity with their fame … It’s that core group of people that are actually talented
and do what they do really well, and that is acting in Hollywood movies.
To become a Hollywood icon takes strong visual branding, a long running, successful career
and iconic film roles or songs. Interestingly, it can also be the result of talented young
celebrities that had an early death like James Dean who died at the age of 24 in 1955
(James Dean 2011). However, his short career did include a unique visual identity, and
significant iconic roles in films Rebel Without a Cause (1955), East of Eden (1955), and
Giant (1956) (James Dean 2011). On the other hand, River Phoenix, although talented,
attractive and died at the age of 23 in 1993, did not have as much of a visually iconic image
or role and it is already clear that he has not achieved the same iconic status as Dean (River
Pheonix 2013). Heath Ledger also died young, at the age of 28 in 2008, but his image may
live on thanks to his Academy Award winning role as the Joker in The Dark Night (2008), as
well as controversial film Brokeback Mountain (2005), but only time will tell (Heath Ledger
2013).
It is important to distinguish between an iconic character and an iconic celebrity. The star
must be known for their own name and overall branding, not by one iconic role. For example
MacGyver and Fonzie13 are two very well known iconic characters, but the actors
themselves, Richard Dean Anderson and Henry Winkler do not hold the same value as
Marlon Brando or Marilyn Monroe. Iconic celebrities must be recognisable and sellable many
decades after their death. Another indication of iconic status is when a celebrity becomes a
part of a long-existing phrase such as ‘James Deaning it’ (referring to the act of being
rebellious, mysterious and cool, through the style of hair, clothing and mannerisms) or ‘the
Brando of their time’ (referring to the next serious actor that uses method acting techniques).
Initially merchandise was also associated with iconic stars, however along the Los Angeles
Hollywood Boulevard today, it seems any level of celebrity can have their face printed onto
mugs. Yet, on a global scale, it is still the main icons that are merchandised worldwide such
as Elvis Presley.
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Fonzie is the name of the lead character in the 1970s television show Happy Days. The character is renowned for
being cool, having perfect hair and always wearing a black leather jacket.
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Iconic status has always been difficult to reach, but with the emergence of mass-produced
celebrities it seems more difficult than ever to see which celebrity brands will thrive, or who is
even considered a ‘genuine’ celebrity today. Mike Esterman (2011) on the current situation
and the defining of a celebrity stated:
Just because you're on TV or in a magazine ... it doesn't mean you’re a celebrity.
Sure they might want to think they're a celebrity. But I honestly think it is what the
public will bear.
Thus, increasingly, the public has the power to decide who is a true celebrity and dictate the
success of stars.
In discussing iconic celebrity status with various industry professionals, it seems many
people are very much tied to the idea of the traditional 1950/60s stars. Drea Clark (2011)
listed Elizabeth Taylor, James Dean and Steve McQueen as being icons and defined the
term as being:
Someone who kind of transcends what other people in their field are doing. And
they’re doing that in a way that elevates them, because they're ... so beautiful or so
talented that they can't be compared to their peers.
Leigh Broadbent (2011) shared a similar view stating: “I think a true celebrity icon goes back
to those glory days of the Marilyn Monroe’s and the Frank Sinatra’s and the Bette Midler’s.”
Celebrity branding professional Suhn Lee (2011b) also defined the term as being:
Someone whose fame is timeless. I think most of the clients we represent at CMG
are icons, e.g. James Dean, Bettie Paige, Clark Gable etc. ... Although their careers
(and even in most cases, their lives) have long been over, they still maintain not only
their fame, but commercial value against celebrities of the present day.
Notable in Suhn Lee’s comments are the commercial value of a brand and that images of
deceased stars are still used today to endorse products.
A prime example is Tag Heuer’s continued use of Steve McQueen’s image to endorse their
watches, even though they have enlisted many other A-list stars to endorse their other
ranges. Evidently his brand value is still profitable, even though he died in 1980 (Steve
Mcqueen 2013). Similarly, images of James Dean wearing Converse shoes are still used in
advertising and placed within Converse stores in order to transfer the cool and rebellious
connotation linked to his image, while also reinforcing the length of time that the company
has been designing shoes (CMGNews 2010). Their iconic status makes them globally
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recognisable and ensures a powerful meaning transfer, as McQueen and Dean’s perceived
brands are unlikely to change after so many years since their deaths.
Maxim Toby Saint Just shared a similar view on iconic power and reflected on the changes
in the industry that have transformed how the public perceives celebrities. Saint Just (2011)
stated:
I'm an old fashioned publicist; I believe in icons, I believe in idols ... I was born in
1975 and when I was born stars were still stars. It started in the 80s and 90s where
they got more exposed and exposed and exposed. You would never have seen an
Elizabeth Taylor without make-up in the 60s and 70s. And then the whole 'I want to
expose you era' began, where you can see 'look Pamela Anderson without make-up,
look Kate Moss on drugs' and etcetera. So I think we are taking away a lot of what
celebrities can or could be.
Rob Schwartz (2011) also referred to Elizabeth Taylor as being the definition of an iconic
celebrity and explained the change in society today:
They were celebrities and they were so far away ... we couldn't touch them as meremortals. And now you know celebrities are next door and … we're obsessed with
celebrities ... As much as they're accessible, we're looking to celebrities for choices,
for our brand choices.
With paparazzi and the public using their camera phones capturing their every move,
celebrities today lack the aura that once used to surround celebrity culture. Furthermore, the
use of Twitter and similar resources is also allowing for more public and media based
criticism, as well as intruding on their privacy and breaking down the barriers that once
divided stars from the public.
Celebrity-Fan Interaction
Fans can now get constant updates on what their favourite celebrities are doing. They can
also contact them directly, and see how they interact with other celebrities and fans online.
There is a new community within Twitter that allows fans to see which celebrities are friends
with other celebrities, revealing the ‘six degrees of separation’14 theory, and the interest that
fans have with celebrities’ lives. As will be described in the case studies, many of the
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The ‘six degrees of separation’ theory is also referred to as the ‘small world problem’, which has been studied by
many scholars and is well summarised by Watts and Strogatz (Watts and Strogatz 1998). Ultimately, it is a common
myth suggesting that everyone is connected by at least six people. This concept has also been adapted to become
the ‘Kevin Bacon Game’, suggesting that all movie stars can be connected back to Bacon through six or less
associations. This game was created in January 1994 by students at Alrbight College in Pennsylvania, and has now
been incorporated in Google’s search engine, by typing in ‘Bacon number [insert actors name]’ (Child 2012). This is
yet another example of the intrigue that consumers have with celebrity culture.
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celebrities who have a Twitter account will also have a Facebook page, which are
simultaneously updated to reach all fans.
However, being part of this environment means the expectations of fans increases. They
want the celebrities to post regularly, be entertaining, funny, revealing and personal. They
seek authenticity, transparency and validity in this environment. Fans are able to give direct
feedback to celebrities and are able to communicate with like-minded fans, creating a virtual
fan club. Even deceased celebrities have their brands represented through social media,
such as Elvis Presley. Prior to this space being available, fan clubs were much less social
and immediate. Now Twitter allows for global, constant communication among fans.
An example of a fan’s potential direct interaction with the celebrities online is the ‘tweetautograph’. Retweets have become a symbol of an autograph for celebrity-fan interaction. If
a fan posts something about a particular celebrity and that celebrity retweets their message,
this is perceived as being a direct acknowledgement from the celebrity. Higher levels of
interaction include receiving a tweet reply where the celebrity mentions the fan’s name or to
have the celebrity become a follower of the fan. However, the highest level of interaction
would be to gain an inbox private message from a celebrity via social media. While a real
autograph, and photo with a celebrity, will always hold more tangible value than the
uncertain credibility and authenticity of contact via an online environment, social media’s
frequency and immediacy far outweighs the traditional fan’s method of writing letters to fan
clubs, but also puts pressure on the celebrity to respond.
Power and Branding Online
Both online and offline branding are crucial to a celebrity’s success. As Suhn Lee (2011b)
explained, this branding is increasingly important with the bombardment of celebrity culture:
In this day and age, celebrity branding is essential because there is so much competition
out there. The market is so saturated that you can’t simply make movies or songs and
expect to make it big with just your talent. The public today is bombarded with celebrities
and even ‘normal’ people every day, through all the different channels of media, so I
think it’s important for celebrities to brand if they want to make it in the business today.
The growing use of social media has allowed celebrities to create direct contact with fans
around the world, control their branding more than ever, maintain media status with minimal
effort and clarify public relations issues instantly. However, they also have more
responsibility in terms of their online branding and this is reflected in their content, language
and imagery posted. The businesses surrounding them are also largely affected with
magazines having to compete against the faster process of spreading celebrity gossip and
publicists having less control over the celebrity’s communication to the world. Even popular
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celebrity gossip bloggers such as Perez Hilton have greater competition, as celebrities can
now tweet their own news or defend themselves against negative reviews and gossip
immediately.
Advertising Industry
Advertising Today
The Web has affected advertising in various ways, as have numerous new technologies
such as DVRs (digital video recorders), tablets and smartphones. With so many new devices
allowing consumers to skip past advertising, an escalation in illegal downloading and a rise
in the multi-tasking generation, it is increasingly difficult to reach audiences through
traditional television viewing. New forms of online advertising, viral marketing, product
placement and social networking trends are being used now to reach audiences. New
branding and integrated marketing plans are also being put in place to reach audiences
through various mediums. This change in the industry impacts not only the clients but also
the creative personnel in the field, as they must all adapt to these changes and learn to use
these new tools appropriately and responsibly.
Advertising agencies are changing both structurally and strategically. Digital/online
production teams are either being created inside agencies, or developing as separate
companies, while integrated cross media and Internet marketing is becoming a large part of
campaigns. Web designers must now design for more variations of screen sizes and various
new capabilities such as linking social media sites to clients’ Webpages. The interfaces need
to be more user and device friendly, entertaining and faster to load as consumer
expectations are rising. Online branding and the use of social media are becoming more
important for designers to consider for all clients, as well as their own agencies. Even
technological design must be more compact to suit the new fast-paced Web 2.0 lifestyle,
hence the rise of smart phones and tablets.
Advertising techniques to reach audiences in an ever-busier media scape run the risk of
being intrusive, such as embedded pop-up graphics advertising for upcoming television
shows appearing while a programme is running. Outside of television, advertisers are also
becoming more interactive, for example using sounds and smells to catch people’s attention
in bus-shelter advertising. This is due to static, non-interactive advertising being less
interesting to the new tech-savvy generations who are consumed by their smart phones
while waiting for transport rather than looking at their surroundings. A lot of magazines and
outdoor advertising are now incorporating QR codes that can be scanned using smart
phones that take consumers to their Websites for updates, promotions and other resources
that offer interactivity. Many companies also create competitions to recruit more followers.
The number of ‘likes’, ‘retweets’, ‘sharing’ and ‘comments’ on sites also works as two-way
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communication, offering advertising agencies statistics and feedback about consumer
responses, and can even be used to demonstrate success to their clients.
The celebrity endorsement aspect of the advertising industry is very important in catching a
busy audiences’ attention in the Web 2.0 environment, but also requires significant changes,
such as the use of digital product placement, a rise in group celebrity endorsements, viral
marketing endorsements, tweet endorsements, increased accidental endorsements, leaking
advertisements prior to official release, having advertisements banned for publicity reasons,
and a need to increase consistency in branding across all territories. These impact the
clients, the advertisers and also the celebrity industry.
Using Celebrities to Sell
Traditional Celebrity Endorsements
Celebrity endorsements have been around for a long time, with famous faces used to sell
products and services on billboards, bus-shelters, magazines and television. However, it’s
not always their faces that are used; sometimes it’s just their voices. As Linda Daubson
(2011) explained:
Sometimes we use them as a voice-over, but not everybody is going to know who
that voice-over is, they might be intrigued by that voice if they've heard it before and
it leads them to try and find out who that voice-over is.
Hence, some endorsements work as brand recognition and stand out from clutter, while
other times they work to create intrigue through vague familiarity.
While endorsements have existed perhaps for as long as there have been celebrities, the
frequency has certainly dropped and risen with surrounding trends, as noted by both Nelson
Aspen (2010) and Rob Schwartz (2011). Schwartz (2011) explained that during the 1990s,
many celebrities didn’t want to appear to be too commercial or become ‘sell-outs’, which he
attributed to the poor economy and change of attitudes. However, there has been a
significant rise in celebrity endorsements since then, both because it has become more
acceptable, and also because social media allows ‘casual’ and ‘accidental’ endorsements.
Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) spoke of the reasons for doing endorsements stating: “It's a
good platform for celebrities to still stay present in the public eye ... Not giving anything away
from yourself but being present.” However, as Craig Buchanan (2010) explained, there are
risks with doing any form of endorsement, and the selection of products or services to
endorse can directly impact the celebrity’s brand. Buchanan (2010) also suggested that it is
the role of the celebrities ‘people’ to choose appropriately. The selection criteria and brand
matching process is crucial to any career choices made by celebrities, but particularly with
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endorsements. When a celebrity signs an endorsement contract they are lending credibility
to the other brand, but this can backfire if it’s not authentic.
Mitch Lee (2011a) shared a similar view with a concern for transparency in endorsements,
but believed that they can work very successfully when the brands matchup:
If the celebrity is not aligned with the brand and you have to use that person, it can
do more damage to the brand … than good. If they're totally aligned, then I think the
brand needs to cater its messaging and its communication assets to work for the
brand and leverage what that celebrity brings to the brand. So the celebrity is a plus.
Mitch Lee (2011a) further explained the potential threat of using celebrity endorsements
stating: “If things aren't aligned because of social media, because of full transparency,
because of 24 hour access it can be more detrimental than positive.” Therefore, authenticity
in endorsements is more important today than ever before, as celebrities can be easily
caught out because of the combined use of mobile cameras and social media.
Nick Pacelli (2011) explained the qualities that make celebrity endorsements so important in
advertising:
Celebrities lend credibility, likability and relevance to a brand, allowing them to reach
mass or specific audiences. They allow you to deliver your message to certain
demographics. They often time … put a face on a brand to make it more human,
relatable and tangible.
Linda Daubson (2011) supported this view: “I think that the clients believe and the creatives
believe that it lends a credibility to the brand, maybe a certain elitism to the brand and that
consumers like celebrities.” While this is true, it can also become a risk. As Rob Schwartz
(2011) noted: “The biggest issue with celebrities for clients is overshadowing the product.”
Often consumers remember a funny advertisement or remember a celebrity in the
advertisement, but cannot recall the brand being advertised. This is known as vampire
advertising.
The celebrity is usually chosen by a combined effort between the client and the marketing
team for a particular endorsement deal. Alternatively, clients come to an agency with a
celebrity who recently signed with their brand and ask for the agency to work with their two
brands. The latter can work successfully, but if the client has not chosen a celebrity that
aligns well with their values, it can be a difficult task. As Linda Daubson (2011) explained:
“It's important to use the right celebrity for your brand and not just any celebrity just for the
sake of celebrity.” A celebrity’s value drops if the brands conflict with their image or ideals.
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There is also much to be negotiated between the client and the celebrity’s agents to ensure
both brands are protected. Creative Director Rob Schwartz (2011) shared his process of
deciding on endorsement deals stating:
You have to start with your brand first, not the celebrities. Because the celebrity
becomes a tactic, and it can grow into something more, but it is invariably a tactic.
So, when you work with strong brands, they'll have, say, three words that can
describe them, and you look for celebrities that can amplify those ideas.
Schwartz (2011) then elaborated on how the brand matching process works:
You find the values of the brand that you're working on and ... you try to match the
values of your brand with that celebrity. And where those two meet, then there's
quite a bit of simpatico in terms of the celebrity's brand and the brand you're working
on … It's the merging of two brands that becomes very powerful ... so as the
celebrity’s brand builds, the brand builds along with it.
Schwartz is of course referring to a long-term endorsement contract in the last part of his
sentence. The duration that brands choose to align for can also affect the decision of how
the endorsement deal is structured and how closely related the brands become. For
example, Ashton Kutcher’s brand is very closely tied to Nikon, as they have been united
since 2008, as will be discussed in Chapter Six.
Group Celebrity Endorsements
As mentioned in the literature review and will be discussed further in the Leonardo DiCaprio
case study, there is a rising use of group celebrity endorsements and more research is
needed in analysing its success (Hsu and McDonald 2002; Saleem 2007; Um 2008). One
key reason for the increasing use of group celebrity power is because the world is saturated
with information, so there is a need to find ways to stand out against clutter. Group
endorsements provide a wider reach to target all fans and create intrigue in the celebrity’s
mutual interest in a product or service. It also becomes more memorable and entertaining,
quite often resulting in viral spread. However, group celebrity endorsements can also be very
expensive, hence why they are mainly used for charity related messages, which they are
usually not paid to do. This still benefits the celebrities in terms of developing their brands as
being sympathetic and caring, and also creating exposure for them.
Charity and Paid Event Endorsements
Although charity endorsements are usually not directly paid for, they must still create brand
alignment in order for the endorsement to be authentic and effective. Quite often, non-profit
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organisations attempt to create long-term brand links with celebrities to ensure a stronger
brand strategy. Pamela Anderson and Leonardo DiCaprio are both prime examples of
celebrities that have developed their own brand identities based on their consistent charity
endorsements over time, lending them credibility (as will be discussed further in Chapters
Six and Seven). Hence, non-profit advertising can benefit all of those involved.
Leigh Oblinger is responsible for bringing celebrities to charity events and is currently
working for Mercy Corps. Oblinger (2011) shared her views in the use of celebrities for
promotions: “It's a proven fact that they help raise more money … I think it's that they're
bringing more awareness and more attention.” Oblinger (2011) claimed that Mercy Corps
had researched the success rate of using celebrity endorsements for non-profit advertising
and were happy with the results, which lead to their decision to implement it in their
marketing strategy. Oblinger (2011) insisted that they do not pay celebrities for
endorsements, nor do they ask them to donate. She explained: “For celebrities, their
currency is their celebrity, so it's unusual that a celebrity is going to donate time and money
to you … Our job is really just to get them to show-up and then if they decide they want to
donate money or get more involved, then that's their choice” (Oblinger 2011). Therefore, the
value of a celebrity brand can be more beneficial than their direct donations.
Oblinger (2011) was also responsible for implementing the use of Twitter at another nonprofit company and explained its significance:
It was just a nice way to have celebrities leave our events and still talk about what
was going on. If they link our site to their tweets then obviously it's sending more
people to our site who, hopefully, will donate.
Oblinger (2011) reflected on how the industry has changed in recent years stating that when
she first began, her role was to get celebrities to give speeches or sign letters that would be
used as direct mail, but today it’s all about trying to get the celebrity to use social media, do
a guest blog or a travel video on behalf of the cause. Oblinger (2011) concluded: “I think
social media has absolutely changed the way we're trying to use celebrities in the past few
years.” Hence, it is important for all those involved in the celebrity endorsement industry to
adapt to the changes around them in order to reach out to consumers.
Oblinger (2011) also spoke about the selection of celebrities for charity related
endorsements:
Everyone really wants the Angelina Jolies and the George Clooneys. But Mercy
Corps is very realistic of the fact that that kind of celebrity is taken. Most of the
people at that level already have their own charity or they have their own cause. So,
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we sort of dropped it down a level and we're looking for people don't necessarily
have their own charity or own cause at this point, who would be willing to work with
us. So, they may not be as big of names, but they are people that we think might be
willing to commit to us long-term.
Interestingly, the top choices that Oblinger mentioned are not the celebrities using Twitter.
Stars such as Clooney and Jolie attract media attention without them using social media.
Their A-list status means that not only do they often have automatic mainstream coverage;
they have a legion of fans and celebrity news/gossip bloggers reporting their actions via
online and social media for them.
Oblinger (2011) later explained the reason that so many celebrities are already involved with
particular charities is because:
Even if you're a young celebrity, from an agent and management side, when you
sign on with a firm like CAA ... one of the first things that they have you do is sort of
pick a charity ... It used to be a little bit more unusual for celebrities to align
themselves with a particular charity and now I think that they understand that a part
of the culture is that they are sort of expected to give back when they have these
jobs.
Hence, in some ways celebrity culture is becoming very much dependent on celebrities
becoming more accessible, more giving and more inspirational in order to gain the respect of
consumers. Their brands are dependent on linking to a charity, as it makes fans perceive
them as being humble and caring. It is rare that celebrities do charity work without creating a
strong promotion for themselves, which is why adding Twitter to the deal is suitable for both
the charity and the celebrity. When a celebrity tweets about attending a non-profit event it
gains them fan respect, while also promoting the charity.
Similarly, paid event endorsements not related to charities also rely on celebrities tweeting
both before and after attending. As Mike Esterman (2011) explained:
Every buyer wants to make sure that the celebrity themselves will post the flyer or
banner on their Facebook page or obviously tweet when they are there or coming …
Everybody gladly does that anyway, because they want their fans to come. They
want their fans to know, yes it's a valid event … So we do put it in the contract.
Ultimately, social media helps to authenticate a celebrity’s involvement in any event,
especially when images or videos are posted. It also gains more attention for the events,
which benefits the paying client.
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Accidental Endorsements
The term ‘accidental endorsement’ is used to refer to a celebrity being caught by paparazzi
photographers using a particular brand, for example, carrying a certain brand of bottled
water or wearing a specific brand of clothing, as they take their daily walk. Such images
would be shown in magazines around the world and function as an indirect endorsement,
leaving consumers unsure whether the celebrity is being paid for it or not. This uncertainty of
payment adds authenticity to these images. Today, this same underlying concept has
transferred to the social media environment.
Celebrities can now post ‘candid’ images of themselves with their friends, co-stars, pets
etcetera and be wearing or using a particular brand. This makes the endorsement less
obvious than a posed image on a billboard. A similar method is using online product
placement, which again shows supposed candid videos or images of a celebrity but with
certain products carefully placed into the background. Examples of these techniques include
Donnie Wahlberg’s15 tweet of a photo of him with multiple cans of Red Bull (October 30,
2012) and Justin Bieber’s Instagram upload of his arm next to an iPhone 5 (September 22,
2012) (Donnie Wahlberg's Twitter Page 2012; Justin Bieber's Instagram Page 2012).
Again, consumers are left uncertain of whether these are paid endorsements or not, which
adds credibility to the linking of brands.
Various industry professionals shared their views on the topic of accidental endorsements.
Barbra Maultsby (2011) stated: “I think when the exposure of the brand is completely
incidental, it can be effective and believable. But when it’s too blatant, I believe it loses its
effectiveness.” On the other hand, some celebrities who are renowned for endorsing a
particular brand may use self-photo opportunities to reiterate that they actually use the
product and use honesty to add credibility to their endorsement. Leigh Oblinger (2011)
explained this further and how it can damage the overall candid technique:
Jennifer Aniston is a really good example of that; she's always photographed now
with her Smart Water and we all know she's getting paid a lot of money to represent
that brand. So, I think those ... random photo opps (opportunities) are increasingly
rare. I'm sure that happens every once in a while, but on the whole, anything I watch
or any time I see a photo like that I'm thinking 'oh that person is getting paid to carry
that coke'.
Nick Pacelli (2011) differed in his views and explained the potential power of such an
endorsement:
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Donnie Wahlberg is a singer and actor, who has been a member of boy band New Kids On The Block (NKOTB)
since the 1980s and stars in television show Blue Bloods (2010).
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Seeing a celebrity use a product or brand is the best and most natural kind of
endorsement. They appear to be that way, but they’re not always accidental;
sometimes they are paid for, but consumers don’t know that … Seeing celebrities
using products and brands like any other person lends a greater sense of ‘realness’
to their image and fans can’t get enough of knowing what they like/use everyday.
Rob Schwartz (2011) shared a similar view to Pacelli stating: “[Accidental endorsements]
work simply because there's a connection between the brand value and celebrity value and
the paparazzi is nothing more than a condor to expose it.” Furthermore, with the rising use of
phone cameras, the public is also able to capture these moments and spread them online,
which adds even more validity through the non-biased source uploading the images.
Mark Mills (2011) explained the accidental endorsement technique from the client’s
perspective:
I do believe that can be ‘accidental’ that a celebrity is caught or seen with a product
that they may have gotten from one of their swag bags. It is also common for
companies to send specific products to specific celebrities specifically hoping that
their products will be photographed and published showing their product associated
with the celebrity. This is why there are so many style and gift lounge events put on
by companies who gets the participating products to pay for the event so they can
gather and gift products to the attending celebrities.
Thus, many advertising clients believe in the power of celebrity status. Another prime
example are fashion designers who give away dresses to celebrities in hopes they will wear
them to red carpet events, as mentioned in the literature review. In a red carpet environment,
this technique is obviously blatant. However, when a celebrity is photographed in day-to-day
environments wearing a particular brand of clothing, it is a much more subtle form of
endorsement because it is unknown to fans whether they bought it or were given it. Yet, the
fact that the celebrity has chosen to be associated with it establishes credibility.
Tweet Endorsements
Celebrities have embraced the social media environment and used it as a platform to brand
themselves, advertise their own careers, endorse products and promote charities. As
mentioned previously, celebrities are often asked to tweet about the events they attend to
create more widespread awareness and viral discussions. This change is so significant to
the advertising industry that it has given rise to specialist social media endorsement
consultants like Ad.ly, Izea and TwtMob. Craig Buchanan (2010) explained the technique
behind using Twitter:
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The best tie for marketing is one-on-one advertising, so if someone feels that
through Twitter … that a celebrity is talking to them direct, even though you kind of
know they’re not, it still makes you feel a certain way about the person and the
brand.
Hence, this two-way communication allows consumers to feel that they are a part of a
community but also a part of a personal discussion with celebrities.
The majority of those interviewed shared positive views on how Twitter was used by
celebrities for endorsements. Gareth Kay (2011) stated: “It’s just an extension of what
they’ve always done through PR, endorsements, etc.” Kate Downie (2010) described the
interaction as being “more real and approachable” then continued with: “It’s a very strong
medium. Any celebrity that backs a product, it will get noticed.” Mitch Lee (2011a) shared
Downie’s view on the power of the medium, but warned about the impact fading away:
Brands can have a celebrity endorser go and broadcast out, use it as a broadcast
channel and if you can get enough people following you then that will justify the
reach. The reach of your communication and the reach of that message. But if that
begins to fade then you're going to see a lot of those things ... die off.
Hence, Twitter is only powerful if consumers are following the celebrities and the reach is
worth the fees paid. Tweet endorsements are particularly useful for targeting very specific
audiences that relate to a fan base, but if clients are looking for a wider reach, then they
would need to ask multiple celebrities to tweet their message.
Leigh Oblinger (2011) stated: “The power of social networking and social media right now is
definitely changing the way that we deal with celebrities.” Mitch Lee (2011a) shared a similar
view, suggesting that clients need to know how they are going to use a celebrity to support
the rest of their marketing strategy. Contracts must be negotiated to include the use of social
media so that it doesn’t harm either the client’s or the celebrity’s brand.
Online Advertising and Viral Marketing
There are a wide variety of different online advertising opportunities. Some of these include
traditional banners, pop-ups that open in a separate window, floating advertisements that sit
above ones screen for a period of time before fading out, leader board advertisements and
skyscraper advertisements that sit in different sections of a Webpage, advertisements within
text often used in articles, takeover advertisements that are repeated throughout a Webpage
as they scroll down, unicasts embedded into a page like a television advertisement,
interstitial advertisements that appear between site flicking, sponsorship based
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advertisements, mailing-list technique that uses newsletters to deliver advertisements
directly to consumers inboxes, viral advertisements spread through share buttons and
contextual advertisements used predominantly by Facebook based on the information
shared by consumers (Aggarwal 2007; Overland 2005). With this growing list of online
advertising techniques, it is important for advertising agencies and clients to be aware of the
possibilities and adapt to this environment. Yet, the public regard many of these techniques
as interfering, anti-privacy and unreliable.
With the accessibility and interaction of the Web also comes fears of viruses and scammers,
which leaves consumers uncertain as to the credibility of certain sources. This often leads to
low click rates on advertisements. However, these concerns about clicking on links do not
apply to viral marketing, as it gains its credibility through the fact that the source is a known
contact of the recipient. Because viral advertisements are spread between friends, they are
more likely to be opened, acted on, and spread further. When a viral campaign becomes
particularly successful it can also gain traditional media attention, gain the credibility that
appearing on television brings, and spread even further. Viral marketing is cheap to produce
and has a massive potential global audience. Yet, it is difficult to do well.
Producer Kate Downie (2010) stated: “I think, used in the right way, viral marketing is
strong.” This view is shared by creative director Craig Buchannan (2010) who discussed the
power of viral marketing:
It’s also very cheap; you can put an ad on YouTube for free … and people feel like
they’re being spoken to on a one-to-one sort of basis … in an interactive way, as
opposed to being a passive viewer, which is television. You’re not really involved in
the experience, the ad just comes on.
Hence, viral marketing breaks down the barriers of traditional mass media and allows for
two-way communication and direct feedback to companies. However, it is rare that a video
would just be placed online in hopes people will see it. As Mitch Lee (2011a) explained:
One trick that a lot of people do nowadays, with regard to all kinds of videos, is they
seed it. There are seeding companies out there that will take that piece of content
and they'll put it onto either blog sites or relevant other forum venues with share
buttons. And so, it allows you to share that video or it will link it to a YouTube page,
so they can actually begin to cue views.
It’s also important to note that just as with traditional television advertising even though a
video advertisement may be viewed many times, this does not necessarily translate to sales.
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Nick Pacelli (2011) shared his views on the topic:
Online advertising does not compete with other forms of media; it supports,
enhances and provides another channel to tell the story … It allows you to continue
the conversation online in an interactive, open forum. Every campaign should have
an online component because it provides the only way for consumers to continue the
conversation. If you don’t allow them to engage with you online, your brand will get
lost because no other medium allows for it.
Thus, to ensure reach an integrated marketing plan should be implemented. Mitch Lee
(2011a) also shared this view:
As a singular thing, it would be hard for a big brand that wants to generate a ton of
volume from a revenue stand point to only use YouTube. There's a role for it, as part
of a greater thing. If you want to leverage YouTube to push out content, like to curate
a contest so it can become a conversation, then you use it as a stepping-stone to, I
guess, create an exponential kind of voice for that effort. But alone, you would never
just post it, and then say 'ok we've posted this thing on YouTube, let's watch the
sales go'. It's got to be a part of the program.
Hence, many companies are still adapting to this change and struggling to use this medium
successfully. Often the combined use of viral marketing and a celebrity endorser can help to
gain momentum online, as will be shown in the case studies.
Another way to gain hype online is to spread a video of an advertisement that is banned off
television, but can be watched online on YouTube. As Craig Buchanan (2010) explained:
The strategy of getting banned in an outrageous way, as long as it doesn’t damage
the brand, can be a really smart way of marketing. You know there’s some very
famous ads that only ever made it on air for a very short period of time, but became
iconic brands. So getting banned is not such a bad thing.
A prime example of this is demonstrated in the Pamela Anderson case study in the following
chapter, which discusses the banning of her Crazy Domains advertisement.
The success of viral marketing is also evident through the new form of releasing super bowl
advertisements, the most expensive television advertising space in the world, held during the
American Football season finals. As Rob Schwartz (2011) explained:
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It changes every year, it evolves or maybe devolves. It used to be that the Super
Bowl was a surprise, so the spots would run and it would be like 'wow did you see
that?' Then as social networks began to mature … you could still do a surprise at the
game but then the feedback was immediate, so the water-cooler happened right
after the game. Then we were in a third phase, which was, we're going to leak early,
so even before this year they started some leaks and that was, let’s get the chatter
going so we can justify the high cost of this Super Bowl spot. And this year was the
most extreme where they launched it all, even some people ran old spots on the
Super Bowl, it didn't matter because they were just going for the volume of eyeballs.
Therefore, the advertising industry are, and will continue to, incorporate online/social media
into their strategies, which is already affecting the content of even the most expensive
advertising space in mainstream media. Schwartz (2011) continued to say: “If you can get
millions of impressions before, millions of impressions at the game, millions of impressions
after, you've exponentially justified the cost.” This is important to the clients investing the
money into the advertising spot, as well as those paying extra for a celebrity involvement.
Product Placement
The traditional arrangement of product placement or integration is to negotiate ahead of
filming how and what products will be used in the movie, television show or music clip. With
traditional product placement, most consumers know that just because the character is
drinking coke, it does not mean the actor likes it or that they should, but it does affect the
perception of the product’s brand values. With the rise of social media and growth in
technological advancements, there are now two new forms of product placement that the
industry must adapt to, online product placement and digital product placement.
As mentioned earlier, online product placement relates to celebrities casually placing brands
in the background of their ‘candid’ videos. On the other hand, digital product placement
allows for products to be digitally placed into videos after it has been shot. This also applies
to adding product placement into 1980s television shows or 1950s movies. Mirriad is the first
company to do this and it will probably grow more common in the coming years. However,
the problem with this system is the credibility and authenticity of the endorsement. As Rob
Schwartz (2011) stated: “If there's one theme to product placement and manufactured brand
... it's authenticity.” Digital product placement can take away from authenticity and can create
issues of historical validity if older footage is interfered with. Yet, if the digital product
placement is done subtly, relevantly and entertainingly it can be largely successful and open
up a whole new revenue stream, changing the way films are shot. Thus, whatever the form,
product placement works in the same way and can be quite successful in creating branding
recall and recognition, and the connection to celebrities is potentially powerful.
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As Mark Mills (2011) stated: “The implied brand endorsement by a star character and/or the
studios associated with a film production can bring added value to a brand.” While the way
product placement is done may transform in the future, it seems likely it will remain
prominent. As Mills (2011) explained: “It’s been in existence since Clark Gable took off his
shirt in ‘It Happened One Night’ and his lack of an undershirt caused a huge decrease in
sales for undershirts.” Since then it has grown largely and as Mills (2011) clarified:
In an abstract way, the Internet has affected placements, because of the decrease in
traditional television ad revenues and the resulting increase in paid integrations.
However, this same fact can also be a result of an increase of cable networks, which
are more specific to the viewing needs of individual consumers and have created
segmentation in viewing audiences.
Barbra Maultsby (2011) agreed that changes have occurred in the product placement
industry:
The sheer number of avenues for placements has increased over the years; on the
TV side, the number of channels has grown from four to hundreds of outlets. The
existence of the worldwide web provides another new element. And the business
itself has grown from a small unknown to a global business embraced by brands
around the world. The increased use of DVRs (Digital Video Recorders that allow
viewers to skip advertisements) has had a big impact as well ... brands are losing
viewers of their commercials, so it’s more effective to be integrated within the
programming itself.
Thus, it is quite possible that the product placement and integration industry will grow
stronger as other forms of traditional mass media converge into the Web.
Producer Leigh Broadbent (2011) stated: “I think that product placement is probably more
valuable than any other advertising.” He then clarified that it needed to be done subtly in
order for it to work successfully. Broadbent (2011) explained:
People underestimate the intelligence of the audience ... When a consumer sees
what is blatant product placement, I think it turns them off the product. You know, the
product itself has to compliment the medium, it has to assist in the telling of the story
and as with anything, the more subliminal it is then the more effective it is.
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Mitch Lee (2011a) shared a similar view:
I think product placement is a pretty interesting space and people have been trying
to figure out how to do it right for a long time. Again, things work if it feels like it fits. If
it's totally out of left field then it gets tricky. You've got the health nut smoking a
cigarette or something, it just doesn't feel right.
Hence, authenticity and subtlety are key to successful product placement, however it is
important that the products are not too subtly placed that audiences ignore them. As
Maultsby (2011) explained, there is a negative side to product placement, as “there is no
guarantee of exposure, or how many people will see any particular placement.” Finding this
balance between being subtly placed but noticeable and memorable is often dependant on
the director of the film/show/music clip.
As Mills (2011) described: “The more prominent the use, key to storyline and star interaction
there is with a product, the more the value and the higher the pricing.” Hence, the more
interaction the celebrity has with the product the more meaning is transferred between
brands. Maultsby (2011) explained this also:
I believe that product placement is effective because it offers an implied
endorsement of a product or service. The consumer is always interested in what
celebrities are using, wearing, eating, drinking ... and on-screen exposure provides
the implied endorsement.
However, often this implied endorsement is perceived to be from the character rather than
the celebrity themselves. Mills (2011) clarified this further:
Product placement associates a product with a character or setting in a film or TV
series. It is not a direct endorsement, but rather an implied endorsement as the
product may or may not have interaction with the star. Therefore, product placement
does not usually carry the same impact as a direct celebrity endorsement.
Examples of when there are particularly natural alignments are in the case of fashion. Iconic
characters for the fashion community such as those in the television shows Sex in the City
(1998-2004) and Gossip Girl (2007-2012), discussing brands and shopping at specific stores
seems natural, and can help to create a strong brand connection.
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Overexposed Celebrities
Risk of Celebrity Endorsements
As with any form of advertising, there are risks that are taken with celebrity endorsements.
When a client is relying on another person’s brand identity to deliver a particular message or
create a certain tone many things can go wrong. This had always been a threat, however
with the rise of social media there are increased concerns beyond just a brand match-up.
Two of the key risks are being caught out using a competitors brand and a celebrity’s brand
being damaged, reflecting badly on the client. Rob Schwartz (2011) described the first one:
I think the most important evolution or phenomenon is ... the Internet keeps you
honest. Authenticity. So, if I am an endorser of Nike and the paparazzi shoots me
wearing Reebok one day ... I'm busted. And I think that there are a whole school of
people out there who love busting celebrities.
It is not only the paparazzi capturing these moments, but also the general public capturing
evidence on their phones and spreading it globally within seconds through the use of social
media. This harms the client, but also the credibility of the celebrity. Schwartz (2011) later
explained that there is less risk when using a voice over, as “it's not them showing the
product it's them lending their voice to make the work better. A different kind of use of
celebrity, but effective nonetheless ... a familiar voice.” Voice-overs only work of course if the
celebrity’s vocals are renowned. For example, Richard Dryfus, Morgan Freeman and James
Earl Jones have all done voice-over endorsements and are all easily recognisable through
their voices.
Losing Credibility
Overexposure has also led consumers to wonder how certain celebrities could be endorsing
so many different products all simultaneously. While it is common for sports celebrities to
represent multiple sponsors simultaneously, for Hollywood stars it is important that multiple
endorsements do not damage their credibility and brand identity. All those interviewed were
asked if they thought a celebrity could lose credibility by endorsing too many products. While
there were a range of responses, nobody could put a specific number on how many
endorsements should be the limit, but the majority agreed that it was a risk. Gareth Kay
(2011) stated:
There are definitely some celebrities who ‘shill’ themselves far too much. I wouldn’t
want to put a number on what quantifies ‘too much’ but you can just tell. Most smart
brands will put some exclusivity around their category.
Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) also showed concern for saturation stating: “People are
getting tired of seeing the same face every day ... You can definitely over do it.” Similarly,
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Nick Pacelli (2011) stated: “Yes, they can lose credibility by endorsing too many products”,
and then went on to give a direct example:
Black Eyed Peas (BEP) are an example of reaching the threshold of negatively
impacting their own brand by supporting too many. They’re not selective in who they
work with, i.e. Super Bowl 2011, BEP aligned with two different advertisers and
performed during halftime. Celebrities need to take great care of maintaining balance
of product/brand endorsement where they can endorse something that enhances
their image while keeping it within reason before it starts to confuse audiences.
Therefore, to avoid over-endorsing it is particularly important to consider the time span
between endorsing brands, how those brands relate to one another and how widespread the
endorsements are.
YouTube’s Affect on Celebrity Endorsements
With the Web providing a single viewing platform for all media, the way brands are
represented in different regions has changed. YouTube provides a globalised television
station, which presents material organised by searches for key words. Thus, a viewer in
America can search for a particular celebrity and find material relating to that star from
around the world. YouTube effectively packages celebrity red carpet moments, their
interviews, their endorsements and fan dedications from around the world, which can
strongly impact on their brand identities. For example, if a celebrity tells stories the exact
same way in each and every interview while doing a promotional tour, they can all be viewed
in one spot, which means they can be more easily exposed and criticised as contrived. It can
also become an archive of their ‘embarrassing’ youthful pasts, which they have attempted to
move past. A prime example of that would be Mark Wahlberg, who rebranded himself from
rapper Marky Mark to serious actor. YouTube’s archiving system also exposes celebrities’
overseas endorsements to the world, which often do not match their brand identities in
Hollywood.
For example, actor Brad Pitt is known in the entertainment industry for doing many out of
character endorsements in Japan such as his Roots Coffee advertisement
(YokohamaBalmer 2007). This advertisement shows him in an office struggling with a
photocopy machine, then drinking the canned coffee brand and throwing the machine down
a staircase to get his paper. The relevance of ‘Brad Pitt’ working in an office space distracts
from the message. The advertisement is also a hyperbole, as many of these advertisements
are showing an exaggerated energetic and violent reaction to drinking the product. This
advertisement does not utilise Pitt’s brand well, nor does it reflect well on his cool, sexy A-list
identity.
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Mitch Lee (2011a) shared his views on overseas endorsements:
I think it's getting harder and harder for celebrities to want to participate in those
kinds of endorsements. Because one, it's not true to their brand and it's clear that
they are there for the money. Two, it's accessible, so it's not a great piece of work
and 'I'm an actor or an actress ... I don't want to be remembered as selling the robot
dog' or whatever. So, I think those kinds of things are going to disappear a little bit
more ... But at the same time, that advertising still exists because that's how that
market, that's how that culture, embraces communication.
This issue will be discussed further in the Leonardo DiCaprio case study, as he is a prime
example of a celebrity whose recent overseas endorsement deals match his brand identity. It
is important that celebrities do not exclude any particular market, but also manage their own
original brand.
Conclusion
The changes established within the celebrity industry and advertising industry are all
evidence of a paradigm shift, where everyone relies on the Web and social media for daily
functions. All of these changes have impacted the world socially, economically and
politically, affecting the way money is made, how consumers interact and creating a global
media platform. These current trends and themes identified in this chapter will become more
evident in the case studies in Chapter Six and used in the following chapters to predict some
of the future challenges and outline the impact of Web 2.0 on the endorsement industry.
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Chapter Six – Case Studies
Introduction
For the purposes of this research, ‘Hollywood’ refers not to the geographic location in
California, or the specific movie industry based there, but to the Americanised popular
culture that has impacted global consumption and advertising worldwide since its emergence
th

in the early 20 century. In this entertainment and marketing mechanism, celebrities are
more than just people. They are a product created through the interaction between the
celebrity, their promoters, mass media and consumers. They are defined by what they do
and the status they represent. Their brand identities are constructed from their work,
television appearances and interviews, paparazzi-captured images, endorsements of
products, services or charitable work, and in the past decade, their online activities. Society
has been used to seeing celebrities endorsing products on billboards and in magazines, but
with the birth of the Internet, there have been significant changes to the way they reach an
audience, brand themselves and endorse other brands. This will be clearly demonstrated
through the following case studies of Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton
Kutcher. Each case study will outline a brief biography, the development of their brand
identity, endorsement deals and online activity, and examine the importance of adaptation,
authenticity, credibility, transparency and consistency.
Pamela Anderson
Introduction
Born in Canada in 1967, Pamela Anderson moved to Los Angeles in 1989 to begin her
career as a model (Pamela Anderson 2011a). Anderson is of particular interest to this study
for being the first high-profile celebrity to have an online sex-tape scandal, having a very
consistent brand identity and for using the Internet over two decades to maintain her image.
Anderson proves the power of iconic roles, using her image from Baywatch (1989) to sustain
16

a sex symbol career . Although, her visual identify has been consistent for the whole of her
career, she has also adapted to the changes around her and endeavoured to alter the
meaning in her brand.
Brand Identity Development
Pamela Anderson has appeared on thirteen Playboy magazine covers since 1989 (The
Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012). Famous for her large breast implants, blonde hair,
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While Pamela Anderson is not the first to be considered a sex icon or a blonde bombshell, she certainly is iconic
for this image. As Young (2009) stated: “The blonde bombshell is best typified by Marilyn Monroe or Pamela
Anderson; this blonde is beautiful and often perceived as ‘dumb’”. The representation of women in the media and
celebrity culture’s role in this is largely significant, however it is not the focus of this thesis. It is touched on briefly in
later chapters but gender theory is outside of the scope of this research as outlined in Chapter One.
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scandalous sex-tapes, wild partners, vegan diet and running in slow-motion along the set of
Baywatch, Anderson has stood the test of time, outlasting other stars of her calibre and era.
While her talents as an actress are arguable, there is no denying that she has powerful
celebrity status and is recognised globally, with Google Insights showing that the top three
countries that have searched for “Pamela Anderson” most online between 2004 and 2012,
are Lebanon, Guatemala and Bolivia (Pamela Anderson 2012). Google Insights also shows
that the top search relating to Anderson is for “video Pamela Anderson” and number five on
the list being “naked Pamela Anderson”, reinforcing the notion that her brand identity is still
based on her sex icon status (Pamela Anderson 2012). Her image is also perceived as
being outrageous, ditzy and flirty. Unlike celebrities such as pop singer Madonna, whose
style of music and fashion changes regularly to follow trends and accommodate her
advancing age, or actress Angelina Jolie who has transitioned from a ‘wild child’ to a
charitable mother of six, Anderson’s visual branding has remained consistent over the years.
Furthermore, of particular note is that Anderson has remained in the global media spotlight
even though the height of her mainstream media career was almost 20 years ago.
Throughout those decades, Anderson’s branding has progressed with her scandalous
lifestyle publicised by the media. The main defining moments of her branding can be
summarised in five stages; Playboy model, Baywatch babe, Internet sex tape star, mother
with rebellious partners and raunchy ambassador for People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA), and currently an aging star expanding her career paths. However, all these
stages of her branding surround the same underlying identity, that of a sex icon.
Anderson transitioned from modelling into acting in the early 1990s, shooting to fame with
her roles in Home Improvement (1991-1993) and Baywatch (1992-1997), instantly being
type-casted into erotic roles (Pamela Anderson 2011a). In 1998, the year following the end
of the Baywatch series, Anderson’s first publicly released sex tape was circulated on the
Internet (Pamela Anderson 2011a). This was a period when the Internet was just finding its
way into everyday life. The incident occurred just as Anderson was transitioning from
Baywatch to her new show VIP (1998-2002) (Pamela Anderson 2011a). Whether by design
or accident, the timing was important to Anderson’s career as a sex icon, attracting massive
publicity. Significantly, this publicity arose without the need for conventional broadcast and
print mainstream media to initiate it.
Anderson has also taken on various other acting roles throughout the years such as Scary
Movie 3 (2003), as well as cameos in Scooby-Doo (2002) and Borat (2006) (Pamela
Anderson 2011a). Again, these roles centred on her sexy image and were of a comical
nature. However, it demonstrated her awareness of her image, and this continued ability to
remain in the public eye has ensured her longevity. In more recent years, Anderson has
relied on nostalgia to remain in the media. An example is her appearance in the Genie of the
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Lamp Pantomimes in England, where she performed on stage as a flirty Genie in a red
bodysuit reminiscent of her Baywatch days (The Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012).
Anderson also appeared on Dancing With The Stars in 2010 and re-joined for the “All-Stars”
season in 2012 (Cavaliere 2012). She has further expanded into other fields, becoming an
author (Star in 2004 and Star Struck in 2005), perfume designer (Malibu in 2009) and most
recently a fashion designer (The Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012). Anderson released
a lingerie line in July 2011, titled the Pamela Couture Collection through the company
Secrets in Lace (The Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012). While many celebrities create
their own brand extensions17, it is rare to find a better-suited match-up of celebrity branding
and product. Anderson’s seductive brand identity will transfer to the consumer who wears
the lingerie items, perhaps giving them confidence in their own sexuality, as indicated by
McCracken’s (1989) meaning transfer theory. Anderson models her own range, creating a
stronger link between the products and her brand, often posting these images on her social
networking sites to gain more attention. Anderson was early to adapt to social media, joining
Twitter and Facebook in April 2009 (Stats and Ranking of Pamela Anderson 2012; Pamela
Anderson's Facebook Page 2013). Anderson demonstrates how celebrities can adapt to the
changes brought on by the Internet to maintain a coherent brand and fan base, independent
of mainstream print and broadcast media. Ironically, this success creates new opportunities
back in the mainstream.
Anderson’s spicy image is moulded largely from her troubled, short-lived marriages and the
images of her ex-husbands, who all present rebellious personas, as seen in their
professions, relationship history, and physical appearances. Marrying heavy metal musician
Tommy Lee in 1995 and divorcing in 1998, Anderson then married another musician, Kid
Rock, in 2006 and the following year was divorced again (Pamela Anderson 2011a). That
same year, she married film producer Rick Salomon and then annulled that marriage in
2008, and returned to being in a relationship with her first husband for a year before
breaking up yet again (Pamela Anderson 2011a). These high profile relationships heavily
crafted her image at the time and also kept her in the media, as gossip surrounding her
relationships circulated. Since then, Anderson has not had such high profile relationships,
but has instead focused much more on her endorsements and goodwill.
Endorsements
Most major celebrities are affiliated with at least one charity and this compensates for the
possible perception that they are superficial or indulgent. Of course, a celebrity may have
genuine reasons for supporting a charity, but this choice will impact the celebrity’s identity.
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Many companies create brand extensions of their products and so do celebrities. A brand extension of a celebrity
refers to them using their own name to sell a product. For example, Mariah Carey created her own perfume line and
Jennifer Lopez created her own fashion line. These depend on the image of the celebrity to sell the product, and
thus are mainly targeted towards fans.
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Pamela Anderson has worked with various charities over the years including MAC
Cosmetic’s MAC AIDS Fund, American Liver Foundation, Waves For Water, but most
consistently PETA (The Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012). PETA is an organisation
that aims to protect the rights of animals, often campaigning for people to become
vegetarian or vegan. They frequently utilise celebrity endorsements but have had a
consistent brand match-up with Anderson since the 1990s, who claims to have been a
vegan since before she was in the public eye (The Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012).
Anderson’s charity work and being a mother of two children helps brand her as
compassionate and generous. However, many of her PETA endorsements do leverage her
outrageous sexual personality, designed to evoke scandal and media hype through a
combination of raunchy imagery and thought-provoking copy-lines.
In an interview conducted with a PETA representative (2011) for this research project, the
spokesperson explained their use of celebrities and outrageous advertising techniques:
We have found that people do pay more attention to our more provocative actions,
and we consider the public’s attention to be extremely important. Sometimes this
requires tactics – like naked marches and colourful celebrity ad campaigns – that
some people find outrageous or even ‘rude’, but part of our job is to grab people’s
attention and even shock them in order to initiate discussion.
Hence, there is a great brand match-up between PETA and Anderson, as both generate
attention by being outrageous, while sharing the same belief, creating a strong symmetry in
the meaning transfer process that feeds both the client and the celebrity’s brand. This is an
important aspect of any brand match-up, charitable or otherwise. The endorsement must
positively increase the celebrity’s brand identity, not diminish it.
Some of the advertising campaigns Anderson has participated in on behalf of PETA include
All Animals Have the Same Parts, Cruelty Doesn’t Fly, Turn Over a New Leaf, Give Fur The
Cold Shoulder and Save the Seals (Peta 2011). In each campaign, Anderson uses her wild,
sexy image to gain consumer attention and deliver the message against animal cruelty.
However, McCracken’s (1989) meaning transfer process is also apparent in the transfer of
the emotive meaning related to confidence, strength and power of activism from Anderson,
through to PETA and onto the consumers who decide to make a change in their own lives.
The majority of PETA’s advertisements show celebrities who are slim and good-looking,
which also reinforces the notion that being vegetarian/vegan is an attractive choice for the
consumer. While PETA benefits by using Anderson to cut through advertising clutter, the
meaning transfer process works in reverse to benefit Anderson, by keeping her in the media
and maintaining a consistent brand that shows a more intelligent and considerate side to her
persona.
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Figure 8 - A screen capture taken on January 9, 2013 of a video on YouTube showing Pamela Anderson standing
in the Stella McCartney's store window protesting on behalf of PETA (TheCelebFactory 2011).

An example of their combined tactics took place in 2006 when Anderson posed almost
naked in fashion label Stella McCartney’s store window in London with a sign against the
window that stated: “We’d rather bare skin than wear skin - PETA” (Figure 8). Five years
later, the footage was uploaded onto YouTube and is still being viewed globally, creating
ongoing promotion for PETA, Stella McCartney and Anderson. Evidently, YouTube can give
a second life to footage, creating lasting free advertising space and viral marketing
opportunities for companies. Thus, the power of social media means that the work Anderson
does with PETA may be able to outlast her own lifetime, potentially maintaining her brand
identity post-death, and forever associating her with animal rights.
Industry professionals interviewed about Anderson and her PETA endorsement, were varied
in their opinions, for example Mitch Lee (2011a) stated:
Her brand is so weird and it's so out there, because of who she's affiliated with from
a … personal relationships standpoint. It's kind of hard to measure whether or not I
believe what she's doing because I'm not really sure that PETA fits with her brand.
We don't know enough about her as a person, because we only know her through
the characters she plays on television or how she’s seen in the press ... PETA's a
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pretty aggressive organisation, but she's not really a super aggressive type of
person or personality … She may not be paid for it, I mean this could be something
she totally believes in.
Leigh Oblinger (2011) indicated that Anderson may be a brand in decline:
She's kind of considered, just recently in the past year or two, to start having gone
off the deep end a little bit. She doesn't seem to be embracing aging that well and
you just read these stories about her every once and a while … It's an interesting
question if people take her PETA involvement as seriously as they used to. I think it
was a novelty when she started doing that years ago, no one was really doing that.
Because PETA has branched out so much and had so much reality, kind of stars do
stuff for them now ... I think the novelty of that maybe has warn off a little bit. But I
admire her, I mean I like her. Pam Anderson sort of chose one cause and has stuck
with it. She's clearly passionate about no fur and about the ethical treatment of
animals. But her sun here has certainly faded over the past few years, that's for
sure.
Nelson Aspen (2010) shared a similar view, wary of her aging image stating:
She adores publicity and strives to use her sexpot image to keep her socially viable
for as long as possible before age and wear and tear force her to reinvent herself …
or disappear altogether.
Nick Pacelli (2011) had the most negative view of the Anderson–PETA brand alignment:
There’s not much value in Pamela as the endorser of a product unless it’s with the
adult entertainment industry. Her window for commercial endorsements passed with
Baywatch. When aligning with an organisation that stirs up controversy, and is very
black and white, it’s important that your spokespeople don’t bring their own set of
baggage to the effort. It’s very easy for people to use the flaws of Pamela to discount
the great things PETA is doing.
In support of many of these industry views, Anderson has had some recent branding
problems, with media reports she “owes state tax authorities $493,144 in unpaid personal
income taxes” (Fahmy 2010). As a result, there is a possibility of doubt about the authenticity
of some of her recent endorsements, since the public may feel she is undertaking them
simply for money. However, as Drea Clark stated: “She's someone who's so brand loyal …
[and] she's a very mature person too”. Anderson certainly has proven her brand loyalty to
PETA not only through the campaigns and documentaries, but recently they have also joined
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together in support of Downforce1 Racing, with PETA being listed as a partner and
Anderson reportedly the founder of the racing team (Ernst 2012).
Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) is a publicist who has represented Anderson for the past few
years, and not surprisingly, presents a positive view of Anderson:
I think she gets really tired of the fact that everyone just calls her Baywatch Babe
and Playmate and not really what she is. So my mission was, and is, to actually
make sure that people understand that she is, well, first of all she is a mother of two
children, which she's really proud of, she's an activist, she's very intelligent, she's a
very, very clever businesswoman actually, she's an entrepreneur, she's a
philanthropist, I mean there's so many things she does outside of her being 'Pamela
Anderson' … She is very aware of the fact that she is not turning younger and I
mean who wants to have a 55-year-old ... Baywatch Babe ... I think it is a bit turning
away from being 25 years in the business into ... more celebrating the icon.
Saint Just is clearly trying to deflect the idea that Anderson is just a physically fading sex
icon. In discussing the PETA endorsement, Saint Just (2011) stated:
It has affected her a lot, I mean she gets a lot of responses, all of the fan mail I get is
one way or another mentioning that, how amazed they are and how thrilled they are
what she's done for PETA and all the work she's doing ... And she's very proud of
doing it. She actually did more than any other celebrity for the brand, but also
attracted other celebrities to have a think about it.
Whether or not Anderson is a rapidly fading sex icon, as some observers indicated, or an
important animal rights leader as her publicist suggested, there is no question Anderson has
had a unique impact in the way the celebrity business has adapted to the Internet, and that
is in regard to pioneering, inadvertently or not, the use of sex tapes. Sex tapes, released on
the Internet have become an almost regular means for minor celebrities to achieve
enormous exposure very quickly, such as Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian. Sex tapes can
be seen as an extreme example of viral marketing using social media to create hype around
a brand.
While even more traditional viral marketing and social media advertising are still considered
risky, businesses are increasingly incorporating this new trend within their marketing plans.
One of the main risks with viral marketing is that it is difficult to assess the success rate of an
advertisement and often difficult to ensure it is seen and spread online. A tactic used in
recent years to promote viral sharing is to create a television commercial likely to be banned
from television due to its content. This seems counter-productive, but since the
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advertisement can still be seen online, it can then go viral based on its reputation as having
been banned and without the ongoing cost of buying airtime. In addition, while television
advertising slots are bought in specific geographic zones, online advertisements can
disperse globally.
This technique of creating deliberately unacceptable advertising for mainstream broadcast is
a relatively new technique used in advertising, since it depends on social media to justify
investing money into an advertisement that will not be aired for long, or even at all. Several
of Pamela Anderson’s endorsements have gained publicity for being banned. For example,
Anderson’s 2009 endorsement of Crazy Domains (Figure 9), an Australian Internet domains
company, was banned after a short period on air due to consumer complaints that the
advertisement was too raunchy for mainstream television, but went viral online (Sonti 2010).
Media coverage of this advertisement being banned occurred not only in Australia, but also
in America, creating a global effect on Anderson’s brand identity. Of course, it was not a
negative backlash for Anderson, as it fitted her brand perfectly and kept her in the media.
Images from the commercial and variations of the advertisement are also shown on the
company’s Website.

	
  
Figure 9 - The banned Pamela Anderson endorsement of Crazy Domains on YouTube, screen captured January 9,
2013 (CrazyDomains 2010).
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Anderson has also been a part of other campaigns, which were specifically designed for
online use, such as a viral competition advertisement in 2010 for the Nokia N8 phone. The
idea behind this campaign was to have two fans star in a mini-movie called The Commuter,
which would be recorded on the phone and would be spread virally. In doing so, it showed
the high quality of the phone’s camera in an entertaining way. This campaign cleverly used a
young up and coming actor, Ed Westwick, with an established sex icon, Pamela Anderson,
to gain consumer attention and intrigue. Both stars are highly relevant to the product.
Westwick is renowned for his role as Chuck Bass in the television show Gossip Girl, the
dramatic premise of which is based on the use of phones, while Anderson is of course
relevant for her sex tape scandal, and this was used strongly in the promotion of the
competition, which showed Anderson in bed inviting the audience to join her in the film
(Figure 10). Anderson is always consistent in using her established branding in all that she
does, creating unity in her image through intertextuality.

	
  
Figure 10 - Screen capture of Anderson's Nokia N8 promotion on YouTube on January 9, 2013 (Nokiauk 2010).

	
  

A prime example of intertextuality being applied in advertising is the recent endorsement
Anderson did for a Turkish chips company called Yeni Patos Sticks. In one of the
advertisements she is shown walking along the beach in a black bathing suit when four men
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eating the chips notice her and realise she’s Pamela Anderson. One of the men then runs
into the ocean to pretend to drown and Anderson runs in slow motion to save him. The
advertisement finishes with Anderson asking for some help applying sunscreen but the guys
are too busy eating chips to want to help. She then steals the pack of chips from the man
she saved. The advertisement itself is not particularly strong in the link between chips and
Anderson, however it is entertaining and cuts through media clutter because of the use of
Anderson. Even though she was not wearing the iconic red Baywatch swimsuit, the image of
Anderson on a beach in a swimsuit was still a very strong reference to the high point of her
career.
Another not so well designed advertisement using Anderson recently is for a company called
FrogAds, which is an online company. It shows Anderson reporting on the company in a
news-like manner, as she lists the benefits. However, it seems to be a low budget
advertisement, based on the style of filming and the distracting element of Anderson looking
as if she is reading off a screen as her eyes jolt back and forth. The campaign finishes with
her announcing that she is not only a spokesperson for the brand but also a shareholder.
This announcement aims to gain consumer trust, while the rest of the campaign aims to use
her fame and sex appeal to gain attention. Yet, the fact that the advertisement looks so
cheaply produced does not communicate a sense of quality or trust worthiness.
Anderson has even used her own branding to make direct profits through means such as
publicly advertising that her house is available for rent in 2011 (Brenoff 2011). While many
celebrities apparently rent out their houses, often it is done subtly, without ‘name dropping’,
however Anderson’s technique can certainly increase the marketability (Brenoff 2011). This
shows the power of a celebrity name and the currency attached to it. Anderson has also
used her currency in recent years to create political influence by showing her support for
President Obama, announcing it on various talk shows in America and even placing an
advertisement to encourage people to vote for Obama on her Website (Figure 11). Anderson
knows the power of her brand and uses it to sell products, services and beliefs, using both
traditional media and social media.
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Figure 11 - Screen capture on September 19, 2012 of Pamela Anderson’s official Website, with an advertisement
promoting her support for President Obama and creating promotion for herself on Dancing With The Stars (The
Official Site of Pamela Anderson 2012).

Online Activity and Branding
While Anderson’s brand identity was once crafted and reinforced through magazines,
television appearances and characters played on screen, it is now also significantly based
on her tweets, videos and topics discussed online. Anderson is a celebrity who has adapted
to the opportunities and expectations brought on by Web 2.0. Anderson uses an official
Website, Twitter account, Facebook page, and the Secrets in Lace Website (Figure 12).
Anderson’s number of Facebook fans almost doubled within one year, reaching 445,955 on
1 May 2012 (Figure 13). Similarly, her number of Twitter followers went from 330,766 to
571,187 in the same period (Figure 14), proving that after two decades in the entertainment
industry her fan base and celebrity status is still current.
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Figure 12 - Summary of Pamela Anderson’s online branding as of November 2012.

	
  

	
  
Figure 13 - This graph is based on monthly online data collected and shows the increasing number of likes on
Pamela Anderson’s Facebook page.

	
  
Figure 14 - This graph is based on monthly online data collected and shows the growing number of Pamela
Anderson Twitter followers.
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An analysis of how Anderson’s Web presence is manifested can be achieved through
semiotic analysis of imagery and colours, as well as the exploration of the tone of language
used and topics discussed. One of the important themes identified in Chapter Five was that
of authenticity, so there must be at least a perception of celebrities posting themselves or an
honest acknowledgement that it is the celebrity’s publicist posting. The impression of
authenticity can also be created through various techniques such as a casual tone of voice
and the posting of candid photos/videos using hand-held devices.
Fans want direct responses to their tweets, creating a sense of interaction. However, this
can also open celebrities up to criticism from fans and the media if expectations are not met,
resulting in damage to a celebrity's brand. Thus, Anderson’s posts remain quite direct and
simple, with not much personality coming through in the language used. Those related to the
PETA charity are serious, while her music posts are succinct. There are some personal
images yet, these are few and with limited commentary. Such a restrained online presence
may distance Anderson from her fans and create doubt in terms of who is posting, but it also
protects her from media ridicule that would arise from an ill-considered, real-time comment.
While it is difficult to be certain about whether a celebrity is directly involved or not, the
verified tick offered by Twitter reinforces that at least it is an official account with credible
information being posted by the celebrity or on behalf of the celebrity.
Anderson’s publicist Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) stated:
Pamela does a lot via Twitter … Facebook is something she uses also as a platform
to post pictures. Private pictures of her dogs or her holiday with her kids … Some
celebrities want someone else to take care of it, and other ones actually insist on
doing it themselves, which is like, for example, Pamela.
Obviously, the comments of a celebrity publicist such as Saint Just must be taken in light of
his desire to fulfil the needs of his client. However, his comment shows that celebrities, in
this case Anderson, want their fans to believe the celebrity is personally involved. Saint Just
(2011) also indicated that many celebrities do secretly rely on their publicist to tweet for
them, or at least have their posts proofread before publishing, to protect their brand.
Fans now expect to be able to contact Anderson directly and get a response without having
to write physical letters. The fact that Anderson’s social media followers continue to grow
indicates that this strategy works. The use of personal images and seemingly direct
interaction with fans helps to create credibility in an online presence. Although there is no
certain way of knowing whether a celebrity is doing the tweeting/posting themselves, the
overall perception of intimacy and credibility is enough to deliver messages directly to their
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fans. This rapid, intimate relationship can have positive and negative impacts on celebrities
and businesses if not managed carefully, thus brand authenticity is essential.

Figure 15 - Pamela Anderson’s Facebook page screen captured August 1, 2011 (Pamela Anderson's Facebook
Page 2011).

Anderson’s online branding is created through her image selections, colour choices,
language and topics of discussion. All of her sites include links to each other, which unifies
her online identity and verifies the legitimacy of the accounts. On Facebook and Twitter,
Anderson’s posts are identical, featuring music clips, videos and images related to animal
cruelty, photos of her modelling and advertising for her lingerie line (Figure 15). On Twitter,
Anderson’s main image is of her topless and the background is black with a stencilled image
of herself signifying her confident, seductive persona (Figure 16). The colour scheme
consists of pink, black and charcoal, which denote her feminine, yet wild image. Similarly,
Anderson’s official Website is laid out like a personal diary with a collage of sexy photos,
lace strips, various informative tabs and ‘share’

18

buttons, signifying an invitation to fans to

read about her latest activities. Overall, her online presence creates a unity in her brand
identity and reinforces her online authenticity, which allows for a stronger meaning transfer
when posting endorsements.
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A share button refers to an icon placed on a Website that links directly to a social media page such as Facebook,
Twitter or YouTube.
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Figure 16 - Pamela Anderson’s Twitter page screen captured August 1, 2011 (Pamela Anderson's Twitter Page
2011).

Many celebrities create their own YouTube channel and content to deliver videos directly to
their fans and create viral marketing. While Anderson does not have an official YouTube
channel, or post any video material herself, there were still 19,100 YouTube videos linked to
her name on August 1, 2011 (Pamela Anderson 2011b). These include fan dedications,
acting scenes, interviews on talk shows, endorsements and red carpet appearances. This
demonstrates an important aspect of how Web 2.0 works in that much of the content is
created/published by the users, in this case, Anderson’s fans. This has the effect that
Anderson herself cannot be in control of this material. However, it also gives her celebrity
status enormous authenticity because it demonstrates her genuine popularity. Much of the
footage is of Anderson wearing revealing clothing or practically naked, confirming her fans
like her this way, and this in turn reinforces her brand identity.
Anderson has also directly participated in using online trends to promote charities in more
creative ways. Two prime examples are her endorsement of BamPoker on Facebook and
using the virtual gaming world Second Life to create a PETA event. PETA launched the first
global virtual anti-fur protest, using Second Life in 2007 (Updates and Full Schedule for
Peta/Stella Mccartney Second Life 2007). Within this a virtual version of Pamela Anderson
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was created and a protest took place on the virtual PETA/Stella McCartney island (Updates
and Full Schedule for Peta/Stella Mccartney Second Life 2007). Within this event, Stella
McCartney’s new clothing line was promoted, there was a competition for consumers to
come up with the best new anti-fur slogan and a virtual naked Pamela Anderson photo
opportunity (Updates and Full Schedule for Peta/Stella Mccartney Second Life 2007). Thus,
anyone from around the world could take part in this virtual event and interact. The nudeAnderson event certainly reinforced her sex icon brand, while drawing in more publicity and
interest, however it may have also taken away from the underlying message that PETA was
trying to promote, as indicated by some industry professionals who felt the match up
between PETA and Anderson was better for Anderson than for PETA. The effect of the
event on Anderson’s brand is minimal as it simply supports her existing image, while the
overall use of Second Life helps to show her current/tech-savvy side.
On the other hand, creators of the charity based BamPoker Facebook App stated that they:
“Wanted BamPoker to have a ‘personal touch’ like no other site, so who better to
bring on board than international celebrity and poker fan Pamela Anderson? Pamela
is much more than BamPoker's spokesperson and creative consultant – she is an
active member of the BamPoker community where she maintains a Facebook fan
page, plays poker, and periodically chats with members via the BamPoker Facebook
App” (Pamela Anderson & Bampoker Give Back to Free the Children 2012).
The meaning transfer between Anderson’s brand and BamPoker relates to being trendy, wild
and sexy, as well as caring with the charity aspect. The BamPoker page uses a black and
white photo of Anderson in lingerie as the background, as well as a caricature of Anderson,
signified through her big eyes, big blonde hair, pouty lips and big breasts (Figure 17). The
way Anderson is portrayed in this brand match-up is well suited to her existing branding and
allows for Anderson to reconnect with fans, while also being perceived as supporting
charities.
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Figure 17 – BamPoker Website screen captured September 19, 2012 (Bampoker 2012).

Further evidence of Anderson adapting and staying on top of Internet trends is her
involvement in the Wakey Wakey App. The app was designed by Darren Winterford in 2010
(Ireland 2010). It is an alarm, which shows Pamela Anderson rolling around on a bed,
seductively telling the consumer to get out of bed. This concept relies on Pamela Anderson’s
sex icon image and seems targeted towards existing Anderson fans. Its effect on Anderson
is simply reinforcing her sexy image, creating publicity for herself and maintaining contact
with fans.
Summary
Pamela Anderson is a good example of how Web 2.0 offers celebrities the opportunity to
maintain a career, which would have otherwise died out years ago. Although Anderson’s
mainstream media career ended many years ago, she self maintains her branding and
global status through social media and endorsements. She also exploits the nostalgic
aspect, by reminding people of her heyday. Many celebrities who were famous years ago
are now attempting to reignite their careers using Twitter, but Anderson’s use of the Internet
began at its earliest common usage, and thus, she has never been without media coverage
for an extensive period of time, as she constantly adapts to media changes and maintains
her profile in the public eye.
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Leonardo DiCaprio
Introduction
Born November 11, 1974 in Los Angeles, actor Leonardo DiCaprio is perhaps best known
for his leading role in the film Titanic (1997) (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). He has had an
ongoing, successful film career and in recent years has created his own film production
company called Appian Way Productions. DiCaprio is also known among his fans for dating
models, being nominated for Oscars and not winning, dying in many of his films and for
working regularly with director Martin Scorsese. These elements reinforce his brand as being
a serious actor, but also as a part of Hollywood ‘A-list royalty’, with gorgeous girlfriends and
choice of top directors to work with. In the majority of the industry interviews conducted for
this research, responses were quite positive towards DiCaprio and his branding. In fact,
Leigh Oblinger (2011) stated: “Within the industry he's thought of as the closest thing as we
have to the Robert De Niro of our generation” and further explained that DiCaprio is “taken
very seriously in Hollywood”. This reference to Robert De Niro is a large compliment, as De
Niro is known as being a classic A-list actor and is often voted by the public to be in ‘best
actors of all time’ lists (The 50 Greatest Actors of All Time 2012; The Best 100 Actors
2012).
DiCaprio is of interest to this study for multiple reasons. DiCaprio’s brand identity has
matured over the years as he has grown up in the eyes of the media, from child actor to
Hollywood heavy weight, and thus his use of social media makes him an ideal subject for
this study. In addition to using several social networking sites in maintaining his profile,
DiCaprio has also personally invested money in a video-based online community called
Mobli, he led a group of celebrities using viral marketing for the 2008 and 2012 presidential
elections, and he is linked to the still unsurpassed longest trending topic on Twitter for his
film Inception released in 2010 (Kelleher and DiFilippo 2011). Hence, DiCaprio is not just
participating in social media, he has also become an influential factor in its development.
Brand Identity Development
Interestingly, DiCaprio has never needed a major ‘comeback’ rebrand, as his success has
been ongoing since he was a teenager. His film choices have been the main crafting device
for his brand identity, as he leads a very private life away from the media, and rarely appears
on television chat shows. Growing up ‘on screen’, DiCaprio has gone through five main
branding phases. After a series of small roles in film and television, he started to gain more
popularity and a permanent role on the television show Growing Pains in 1991, launching his
brand as a cute teenager (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). His image then grew to be known as
the talented young up and coming star in films such as What's Eating Gilbert Grape (1993)
and Basketball Diaries (1995), playing roles ranging from a disabled child to a drug addict
(Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). In tragic, romantic films such as Romeo and Juliet (1996) and
Titanic (1997) he became a teenage heartthrob (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). This image
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started to become more masculine and serious in Gangs of New York and Catch Me If You
Can in 2002 (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). From then, he had a string of Academy Award
(Oscar) nominated films such as The Aviator (2004) and Blood Diamond (2006) (Leonardo
Dicaprio 2011b). With his trademark slicked back hair and stubble, DiCaprio had moved
from his pretty boy image to become the classic masculine, sexy Hollywood leading man,
and renowned as a serious actor.
Today, DiCaprio’s brand continues to be based on his most recent films, but he is also
known as an environmental activist through his support of charities, and making his own
th

documentary on the topic, The 11 Hour19 (2007) (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011b). DiCaprio has
described himself as being an “Actor, Environmentalist and Philanthropist” on his verified
Twitter account (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page 2011b). Overall, the five stages of
DiCaprio’s brand development can be summed up as: cute teenager, up and coming talent,
pin-up boy, mature and serious actor, and A-lister environmental ambassador.
A detailed understanding of brand identity development is crucial to understand the branding
of a celebrity who is representing other brands in endorsements. As theorist Grant
McCracken (McCracken 1989) has shown, there is a meaning transfer that occurs in
endorsements, where the identity of the endorser is transferred directly to the product being
advertised and indirectly enforced onto the consumer. This is demonstrated in DiCaprio's
advertisements.
Endorsements
While many celebrities support charities and causes, it takes strong brand development to
become an icon of a cause. For example, Oprah Winfrey and George Clooney are renowned
for helping those in need in Africa; Winfrey built the Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for
Girls20, and Clooney focuses on helping those in Darfur21. Angelina Jolie is well known for
her work with the United Nations22, Elizabeth Taylor will always be remembered for her
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th

The 11 Hour is a documentary that DiCaprio created to raise awareness of environmental concerns and the
threat of global warming.
20
The Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls is based in South Africa and their mission is “to provide a
nurturing educational environment for academically gifted girls who come from disadvantaged backgrounds” (Oprah
Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls 2012).
21

George Clooney is a cofounder of an organisation titled Not On Our Watch, which “generates lifesaving

humanitarian assistance and protection for the vulnerable, marginalized, and displaced” (Not on Our Watch 2012).
This organisation focuses on helping people in Darfur, Burma and Zimbabwe (Not on Our Watch 2012).
22

Angelina Jolie is the UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees) Goodwill Ambassador and uses

her celebrity status to “generate media coverage about the plight of refugees and the conditions under which they
live. She has traveled widely to remote refugee camps and receiving centers in countries including Tanzania,
Namibia, Cambodia, Pakistan, Thailand, and Ecuador” (Un Works: Angelina Jollie's Story 2003).
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support for the AIDS23 cause, and Paul Newman’s face remains on his Newman’s Own24
food range in supermarkets, reminding the world of his charity-based products. Equivalently,
Leonardo DiCaprio is already well known for his efforts in raising awareness of
environmental issues and has become iconic in this role.
The Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation was established in 1998 and focuses heavily on both
animal specific campaigns such as saving endangered tigers, stopping the ivory trade and
protecting sharks from being killed for shark fin soup, but also for building a generally
sustainable future (Leonardo Dicaprio 2013). DiCaprio has become so strongly linked to
environmental concerns over the years that he was on the cover of Vanity Fair’s ‘green’
issue in 2007 as a symbolic representation of environmental change, as well as a form of
th

publicity for his documentary 11 Hour (The Magazine: Inside the May 2007 Issue 2012).
DiCaprio is on the board of the World Wildlife Fund, International Fund for Animal Welfare,
The Natural Resources Defence Council and Global Green USA (Leonardo Dicaprio 2013).
In early 2012, he began a new project, teaming up with a coffee company La Colombe to
create a new “blend of directly sourced and sustainably grown coffees from the mountains of
Haiti, Peru, Ethiopia and Brazil”, with all profits of the Lyon brand going towards the cause of
sustainability (Leonardo Dicaprio 2013). On July 3, 2012, DiCaprio also announced a deal
with Fisker Automotive to promote global sustainability through eco-friendly vehicles
(Leonardo Dicaprio 2013). Fisker and DiCaprio aim to create ‘cool’ sports cars and luxury
cars, as well as a more affordable range (Leonardo Dicaprio 2013). This adds to DiCaprio’s
eco-image, while also supporting his classy Hollywood status. Hence, his brand image is
being constantly supported by the charity work he does globally and the media hype
surrounding it.
Head of Programming at Slamdance Drea Clark (2011) explained:
[DiCaprio’s] gone on like huge trips of research and fact finding and he's giving a lot
of money to things ... I'm sure he does it on an altruistic personal belief, but it's also
not a terrible idea, especially ... for someone who was raised as a child star and then
was like this super human, pre-teen sex symbol, took on something grounded and
passionate like environmentalism to be his saving grace, but also it's going to give
his personal brand some maturity and depth. But again, I'm sure he got there
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Elizabeth Taylor was one of the first people to speak out about HIV in the early 1980s; it was a time when the

discussion was feared because of its link to homosexuality (Respers 2011). She later created The Elizabeth Taylor
AIDS Foundation in 1991 to help raise awareness, support and funds (The Elizabeth Taylor Aids Foundation 2009).
24

Newman’s Own is a food company created by Paul Newman to raise money for his charity. On the labels there

are various illustrations of Newman’s face wearing hats or having a moustache. The branding is very tightly linked to
him, even after death.
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because he cares about it. But I think it is a nice fit and again he's stuck with it now
for however long.
Leigh Oblinger (2011), the Talent Relations Manager at Mercy Corps, shares a similar view
stating: “He really genuinely seems to be passionate about the environment, so I think
people take it seriously. And it's a known thing in Hollywood, like I would never ask him to do
anything outside of the environmental causes, because it's just kind of a known thing, he's
not going to do it.” This consistency and respect from industry professionals, shows how well
DiCaprio has branded himself.
However, DiCaprio has done non-cause related product endorsements, such as the Find Me
campaign for a Chinese phone called OPPO Mobile, which was released around the same
time as DiCaprio’s film Inception (Mélopée 2011). In this case, DiCaprio relied on his
character in Inception to endorse the product rather than his own personal brand. The
advertisement was designed to look like a scene from the film, depicting DiCaprio as a
heroic character looking for a mysterious girl. Thus, the endorsement relied on people linking
it to the mood and genre of the movie. The campaign was broken into a series of videos to
create intrigue about the plot and evoke word-of-mouth. The meaning transferred to the
product was futuristic excitement, which differs to the usual transfer of DiCaprio’s modern,
sexy, serious, eco-friendly persona.
Working within advertising and marketing, with a specific interest in endorsements, Nick
Pacelli (2011) described DiCaprio’s development of his brand: “Leo is well-known for being
an environmental ambassador from the films he chooses to be in … projects he donates his
time to, and his general service to the world is largely around the environment.” Another
example of this is DiCaprio’s use of solar panels on the set of his film Inception (2010),
which he posted about on Facebook, as can be seen in Figure 18. This again helps to
maintain his eco-image and encourage fans to take action. Some observers doubt the real
value of these attempts to reach audiences with a particular message, as Nelson Aspen
(2010) explained: “Only if they’re already fans of Leo’s and/or already eco-conscious.
Otherwise, I don’t think celebs can persuade the disinterested in those issues.”
Nevertheless, what DiCaprio does offer as an environmental ambassador is awareness, as
he helps to gain attention. These endorsements also benefit his brand in that, as the
meaning is transferred from his branding to his endorsed causes, the environmental
endorsements help to craft his identity as being a caring, thoughtful person.
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Figure 18 - Screen capture of Leonardo DiCaprio's Facebook page on December 1, 2011, showing his
endorsement of solar panels and enhancing his eco-branding without physically being photographed with it
(Leonardo Dicaprio's Facebook Page 2011).

Like many celebrities, DiCaprio has done some Japanese television advertisements
throughout his career. An example of one of his earlier endorsements is for Orico Card in the
late 1990s, which shows him ‘saving the day’ in an overacted action scene, which may
possibly cause him some embarrassment today, as the advertisement can still be viewed on
YouTube (Tanaka2192 2006). While many Hollywood celebrities have done these Japanese
advertisements, which are stylistically at odds with the celebrities preferred image, this has
had little impact due to the fact that they were never previously shown outside of Japan.
However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to keep these advertisements regional, as the
Internet is creating a global entertainment sharing platform. Therefore, in more recent years,
DiCaprio’s overseas endorsements have been strongly tied to his current branding. An
example of one of these is his endorsement of Toyota's hybrid car in Japan, shown in Figure
19, which reinforces his eco-image. Hence, it is crucial for celebrities to maintain a globally
consistent brand identity, which DiCaprio has clearly developed.
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Figure 19 - Screen capture of DiCaprio's Toyota Hybrid endorsement in Japan, on YouTube September 15, 2010
(LeonieDiCaprio 2010).

This is further demonstrated through DiCaprio's global endorsement of Tag Heuer's luxury
watches (Figure 20). In January 2009, it was announced that Tag Heuer and DiCaprio
signed a contract in which the royalties generated from the deal would go towards the
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) and Green Cross International, which are both
environmental causes that DiCaprio supports (TAG Heuer 2009). This choice of
endorsement was not about making an immediate profit for DiCaprio, but charity funding and
positive brand reinforcement globally. As a result of this relationship, DiCaprio is lending his
environmental branding to Tag Heuer, creating a charitable image for the company, as well
as confirming and strengthening DiCaprio's classic Hollywood image, with its connotations of
wealth, luxury and prestige. Of course, the purpose of the press release is that the public will
know that DiCaprio's fees will go to charity. If this were a purely altruistic act on his part,
there would have been no need to declare his effective donation to the cause.
Nelson Aspen (2010) supports DiCaprio’s choice of this endorsement, stating that DiCaprio
is “one of my favourite A-listers, because he has the talent and intelligence to back it up. He
chooses his endorsements with care. TAG Heuer is among the crème de la crème.” Tag
Heuer maintains this ‘crème de la crème’ brand image through high prices and high quality
products, as well as the endorsements of sporting heroes and A-list stars, including past
endorsers Tiger Woods and Brad Pitt. Even the image of late Steve McQueen is still used
today to represent the TAG Heuer brand as being cool, sexy, fast and classic.
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Figure 20 - Screen capture of Tag Heuer's Website on December 6, 2011 (Tag Heuer 2011).

Tag Heuer’s global campaign is executed in a classic magazine photo-shoot style, with
dramatic lighting and an almost mono-chrome colour range, invoking both stylish
sophistication, and a connection to an earlier ‘classic’ period in Hollywood, which reinforces
the value of the watches. DiCaprio’s pose is serious, restrained and in control. This
consistent art direction throughout the campaign allows for the various celebrities to be
united in representing Tag Heuer’s products. The campaign shows how strong group
celebrity endorsement can gain more attention, a wider target audience and secure a brand
identity.
The power of group celebrity advertising is also evident in DiCaprio’s creation of the 5
Friends campaign. This two-piece campaign was designed to encourage Americans to vote
in the 2008 USA Presidential election. The campaign relied solely on viral marketing and the
media hype surrounding the campaign to deliver their message. Those appearing in the
advertisements include DiCaprio, Halle Berry, Kevin Bacon, Julia Roberts, Tom Cruise,
Orlando Bloom and many more. The celebrities asked viewers to register online to vote and
send the video to five friends, creating a chain effect. This campaign was a playful,
innovative way of reaching the audience in the cause of increasing participation in the
democratic process, and by 2012, it had been viewed by more than 6.5 million people on
YouTube (5friendsvote 2008). It also had the effect of reinforcing DiCaprio's serious,
leadership side in his concern for politics and the planet as he again used this medium to
activate the power the public has to make sure environmental changes are made to create
sustainability.
This campaign was so successful that DiCaprio and actor Tobey Maguire created another
campaign for the 2012 USA Presidential election titled Vote 4 Stuff (Vote4stuff Facebook
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Page 2012). Again DiCaprio enlisted the help of multiple celebrities such as Joseph
Gordon-Levitt, Jonah Hill, Selena Gomez and Zac Efron. The advertisement maintains the
same level of humour, tone and directing style to encourage people to vote, but also has
become more interactive by asking the public to interact directly by sending in things they
would like to vote for, either serious or humorous, through Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
(Leonardo Dicaprio, Joseph Godron-Levitt and More Urge You to Vote 2012). A day after
President Barrack Obama was re-elected on November 7, 2012 it was announced on the
Vote 4 Stuff Facebook page: “We are so proud & excited to announce that youth vote share
was up this year, and young people have once again played a critical role in electing a
president” (Vote4stuff Facebook Page 2012). These voting campaigns are evidence of how
the advertising industry is transforming and becoming increasingly influenced by the Internet
and celebrity culture. Further proof of this is the Twitter phenomenon and how celebrities
interact online.
Online Activity and Branding
Leonardo DiCaprio can be found on various social networking sites and is attached to
multiple Websites, as listed in Figure 21. Interestingly, DiCaprio also showed his interest in
social media by joining Mobli, a visual media firm, as an advisor in October 2011 (Kessler
2011). Not only has DiCaprio financially invested in this company, but he has also set up two
accounts; one for his career and one for his charity (Figure 22 and Figure 23). This is a
feature of DiCaprio’s online identity, as is shown in Figure 21; where he has his Facebook
page and then a Causes page, as well as his main Website and then a link to his Save
Tigers Now Webpage. Even his main Website has two parts to it, dividing his charity work
and career.

	
  
Figure 21 - Leonardo DiCaprio’s online presence, as of November 2012.
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Figure 22 - Screen capture of DiCaprio's personal Mobli page on November 22, 2011 (Leonardo Dicaprio 2011a).

	
  
Figure 23 - Screen capture of DiCaprio's charity Mobli page on November 22, 2011 (The Leonardo Dicaprio
Foundation 2011).
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Before his use of Mobli, DiCaprio was not an active YouTube user. He created a YouTube
th

channel in 2007 to promote his film 11 Hour, which stayed active only for a short period of
time. However, even without his own active YouTube channel, there were still 50,800 videos
related to his name on November 1, 2012 with the majority being published by fans. Since
he did not publish this material, DiCaprio is not in control of it, but it does create another
resource for his fan-base to engage with, and show just how popular he is. This indirect
online interaction includes interviews, fan montages, behind the scenes footage and red
carpet videos, as well as variations of his endorsement videos. These still provide DiCaprio
with feedback from fan comments and the number of video viewings, which can be used to
guide his branding.

All of the posts on DiCaprio’s social media accounts relate to either his film or charity work.
Looking first at Twitter, DiCaprio’s tone of voice in his tweets are often quite official and
formal and along with the content of his messages, he is branding himself as being a serious
person who is focused on his work. The rather bland and impersonal tweets suggest that his
publicity team may write them. However, regardless of who actually writes the messages,
they are perceived as being from DiCaprio.

	
  
Figure 24 - Screen capture of DiCaprio's Twitter account on December 1, 2011 (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page
2011b).

His profile picture is a professional, clean, simple head-shot and the background image is
often a scene screenshot from his current film; in late 2011 a shot from his movie J. Edgar
was used, as can be seen in Figure 24. His choice of a blue panel also reinforces a sense of
masculine authority (Color Wheel Preo - See Color Theory in Action 2012). While he used
to have a description of himself under his name, he has replaced that with links to his main
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Webpage, Facebook and charity Website. This creates online authenticity and brand
consistency, allowing fans to locate his information easily and also to stand out against
imposters online.
DiCaprio’s charity related tweets are often informative and factual, using statistics, videos
and photos to reinforce the significance of his messages. An interesting deviation from his
carefully reserved, controlled tone is that his charity tweets are often concerned and urging
for action from fans to make conscious decisions to save animals and the environment, or to
donate to a particular charity. His tone of voice can also be cautionary, as he warns people
of future environmental disasters. Some examples of his tweets include:
Since 1979, wild elephant population is down 50%! Alarming news.
http://bit.ly/ifawelemarch #stopivory @action4IFAW. (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter
Page 2011a)
and
It’s Animal Action Week @action4IFAW and this year, we’re focusing on the
majestic wild elephant http://bit.ly/oUvU7Y #fb. (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page
2011a)
More personalised tweets are also sent out, however these too refer to charity events, such
as:
Check out my friend @edwardnorton 4 @waterforpeople & @crowdrise. Clean H20
is our global crisis. http://bit.ly/nL1y3d #donatetodrink. (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter
Page 2011a)
A typical tweet relating to his film work is more factual, for example:
New film #JEdgar comes out next week. More pics from the set, check it out http://bit.ly/pLrBpU. (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page 2011a)
Twitter does not embed videos, and only recently began allowing photos to be uploaded,
and so it is critical to include links to where these resources can be found. Allowing the
public access to photos and videos creates promotion for the film, but importantly, allows the
fans to feel that they have received an insight into behind the scenes footage.
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Figure 25 – Based on monthly online data collection, this graph shows the increasing number of Leonardo DiCaprio
Twitter followers.

Despite the fact that the majority of tweets from DiCaprio lack any personal information and
remain very professional, he still has an increasing number of Twitter followers, as can be
seen in Figure 25. Therefore, the constant endorsement tweets (for both his own career and
his chosen charities) that DiCaprio sends out doesn't seem to hinder his success on Twitter.
Nor does it on Facebook, which also has a consistent increase in likes, as shown in Figure
26. While many of the Facebook posts are highly similar to DiCaprio’s tweets in terms of
meaning, they do vary in wording based on the use of the medium. When posting photos on
Facebook, messages are not necessary as they are on Twitter, while reference to other
tweeters and hashtags is obviously not relevant to Facebook.
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Figure 26 - Based on monthly online data collection, this graph shows the rising number of likes on Leonardo
DiCaprio’s Facebook page.

	
  
	
  

	
  
Figure 27 - Screen capture of DiCaprio's Facebook page on December 1, 2011 (Leonardo Dicaprio's Facebook
Page 2011).
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Although the capabilities are there, DiCaprio does not place videos on his Facebook page,
instead providing links to other sites such as news Websites, charity Websites or his Mobli
accounts. The photos displayed on DiCaprio’s Facebook page are again from his movies or
from charity related events (Figure 27). He has a link that leads to his Causes page, which
aims to help save tigers. Under the ‘about’ section, he has a link to his main Website and his
Twitter name. Within the list of things he ‘likes’ on Facebook, are his own movies, Mobli and
various non-profit organisations. It is clear from this that DiCaprio’s strategy is to use
Facebook to draw traffic to other Websites, rather than as a primary means of delivery.
DiCaprio launched a new Webpage in 2012 (Figure 28), which works as a core for his
branding, incorporating his film career and charity work through the Leonardo DiCaprio
Foundation, as well as links to his Facebook, Twitter and Mobli accounts. There are various
tabs and sections within the Website that are structured for easy use. For example, under
‘Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation’ there are subsections for each main charity campaign such
as Save Tigers Now, End The Ivory Trade and Protecting Sharks. There is also a side panel
showing the latest news about DiCaprio’s movies and achievements by his foundation
relating to new projects like Lyon coffee and the Fisker Partnership. There is a tab for his
current films and a gallery tab paying homage to some of his most successful films from his
career. The gallery shows screen shots from his movies, but also works as a visual timeline
to show his growth and range as an actor.

	
  
Figure 28 - DiCaprio's main Webpage screen captured January 1, 2013 (Leonardo Dicaprio 2013).

Consistently, DiCaprio’s main Webpage has a serious, professional tone. There are no
candid images of him or diarised entries, nor are there links to any articles discussing his
personal relationships. The design of the Website is modern and fresh using grey, blue,
white and black, which again is consistent with his other online branding. The fonts used are
sans serif, with all main titles in caps and bold, which reinforces the contemporary feel of the
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page. The panels are divided by gutters, which helps to distinguish between his film career
and philanthropy, while also uniting them in one setting and validating his online identity.
This care taken in the overall graphic design treatment is extended to the individual
photographs, in which each photo, although taken at different times and locations, are colour
corrected to appear uniform. The overall effect is one of serious, controlled, conservative
corporate credibility.
It seems likely that DiCaprio’s financial investment in the Website Mobli has manifested in its
role in his online strategy. Mobli is a vlogging Website like YouTube and Qik, which allow for
video content to be uploaded and shared, but it also allows for photo sharing. The other
point of difference is that Mobli has created a mobile phone App, which “allows users in real
time to share photos and videos, which are automatically tagged by location … So at a
football game, for example, you could easily locate photos from different angles” (Rubin
2011). This creates a community within an event, uniting people to share their experiences.
This could possibly be a trend that will grow further, especially with the investment and
support of DiCaprio’s brand.
However, DiCaprio’s own main use of Mobli is simply as a location for uploading videos,
which are linked to from his Twitter and Facebook accounts. This creates an archive for fans
to look at all Leonardo DiCaprio related footage and also gives DiCaprio another stage for
promoting his films and philanthropy. Of course, it also introduces his fans to Mobli, which is
currently much less popular than YouTube. DiCaprio’s Mobli page is very simple, with a grey
background and a professionally posed photo of himself, much like his other online sites.
Users are able to comment on the videos, and there is also a verifying tick to confirm that it
is actually DiCaprio’s account. It is elements such as these verified ticks and official
Webpages that add authenticity to an online brand, which in turn enables celebrities to
endorse products through the Web. Brand consistency is also a significant part of this, which
DiCaprio has clearly achieved. His eco-friendly, serious tone expressed online is consistent
with his overall brand identity.
Summary
Leonardo DiCaprio is a good example of how celebrity brands are constructed and
maintained over a long career. He also demonstrates the power of celebrity influence and
consistent branding through his iconic status as an environmentalist and his online
authenticity. DiCaprio’s online identity reflects all the careful aesthetic design that is to be
expected of someone expert in the film industry, especially in the consideration of images,
colours, language and content. This application of traditional styles has allowed DiCaprio to
use social media to send information to his fans, rather than relying solely on traditional
mass media.
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What DiCaprio perhaps lacks in his online identity is in allowing his actual, spontaneous
personality to come through, which is one very valuable potential in social media. However,
this may be a deliberate choice, protecting his brand from possible media ridicule, and from
being seen as overly accessible by fans, thus maintaining the ‘unreachable star’ concept of
Hollywood. If so, it is a legitimate concern, as can be seen from the experiences of Ashton
Kutcher, who is famous for being an active user of social media, which has had some
significantly negative consequences for him.
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Ashton Kutcher
Introduction
Born 1978 in Iowa, Ashton Kutcher got his first leading movie role in Dude, Where’s My Car
in 2000 (Ashton Kutcher 2011c). Since then, he has starred in and produced many movies
and television shows. Kutcher is best known for his role in the sitcom That 70’s Show (19982006) and as the host and creator of Punk’d (2003-2012), a reality television show in which
celebrities are subject to pranks (Ashton Kutcher 2011c). Both of these television shows
strongly influenced his brand identity as being comical and goofy. Today, Kutcher has his
own production company called Katalyst, is the co-creator of charity organisation Thorn with
his ex-wife Demi Moore (previously titled DNA - Demi and Ashton Foundation), is the long
term face of Nikon cameras, and endorses various other causes and products, as well as
maintaining his acting career. Kutcher is of particular interest to this study because of his
regular use of social media, his various investments in social networking companies, and for
being the first to have one million Twitter followers in a well-broadcasted race against CNN.
Brand Identity Development
Kutcher’s brand identity has been through five main stages of alteration, although always
stayed consistent with his original funny, charismatic, cute image formed through his comical
roles in television shows and movies. When he began a romantic relationship with the much
older Demi Moore in 2005, (Ashton Kutcher 2011c) the gossip media speculated about the
age difference and referred to him as a ‘toy boy’. After marrying Moore, his branding
changed again, as they became a ‘power couple’. Kutcher continued to play comical
characters on screen, however his serious role as husband and stepfather crafted his brand
identity in a slightly different way, creating a more mature image.
In the past few years, his branding strengthened towards being known as ‘tech-savvy’, due
to his frequent use of social media and candid uploading of his own videos. This image is
also supported by his investments in technology-based companies and the work his
production company Katalyst does with projects such as Thrash Lab. As the co-founder of
Thrash Lab, Kutcher created an online series titled Dream Bigger, searching to find new
content creators to pitch original Web series ideas (Bloomberg 2012). This was broadcasted
through one of the hundred original official YouTube Channels released by Google, allowing
Kutcher and the Thrash Lab team to have complete control over broadcasting (Delo 2012).
Hence, Kutcher has become the actor, the producer and the broadcaster, showing the power
that the Web can give celebrities and general consumers. As a technology-savvy
entrepreneur, Kutcher’s brand has strengthened past his comedic characters on screen.
However, in 2011, Kutcher’s brand underwent a significant transformation, due to a series of
closely occurring events. During the period September to November 2011, Kutcher took the
place of Charlie Sheen on the long running hit sitcom Two and a Half Men, was reported as
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having an affair, then was criticised for tweeting an insensitive and misinformed message
that seemed to imply his support for a cover-up of a sexual abuse case, and then lastly
announced his split from wife Demi Moore on Twitter. He also announced that he was
handing over management of his Twitter account to his management team.
The improbability of all of these events occurring in such a short period of time, and
coinciding with his beginning a new role on television, is of interest to this study, since it may
indicate some level of deliberate organisation, or exploitation of the speed with which social
media can communicate both good and bad news. The fact that Kutcher’s new life
circumstances resemble those of his character in the television show Two and a Half Men
adds to speculation that there is some level of contrivance of the events, or at least a careful
scheduling of the timing of announcements of the real life events.
The collapse of the Kutcher/Moore relationship has predictably been widely reported in both
print and social media. As of early 2013, Kutcher is currently dating ex-co-star Mila Kunis,
beginning less than a year since his split from Moore. Meanwhile Moore has reportedly been
treated for drug dependence (NewsCore 2012) and has changed her Twitter name from
@MrsKutcher to @justdemi. That is one of many examples of how the couple used social
media to rebrand their relationship. They also used it to change the name of their charity
organisation from DNA Foundation to Thorn, to take the attention away from their
relationship. The identity of the Foundation was originally strongly linked to their power
couple status, thus there was a need for rebranding. The rebranding took place in November
2012, a year after their split. The actors simultaneously tweeted the exact same message to
their fans stating that they were excited about the upcoming work they were going to do to
fight human trafficking through Thorn and included a link to the new Website and new Twitter
account (Demi Moore's Twitter Page 2012; Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2012b). With this
rebranding the focus has been put more specifically onto online trafficking and child
pornography, which again relates to Kutcher’s Web based branding.
As a result of the series of late 2011 controversies, Kutcher’s social media channels have
allowed the public to express their negative views of him. Posts on Kutcher’s Posterous
page, indicate that some people feel betrayed, blaming Kutcher for his alleged infidelity
against former wife Moore, for example: “You're nothing but a pig, a cheating pig who
doesn't get how lucky he was” (L 2011). Kutcher’s misled Tweet also resulted in comments
such as: “Where the hell have you been over the last couple of days...do you not go online,
turn on a TV or radio, or read a newspaper? .... youre (sic) full of crap” (Annonymous 2011).
Thus, Kutcher may be seen by some of the public as a cheating, irresponsible and careless
person. However, many of his fans continued to support him with statements such as, “We
all make mistakes…people who attacked you are just ignorant…and stupid. I wonder how
many mistakes they have all made??” (Eah 2011) and, “You’re human, you make mistakes.
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at least you apologized. one thing tho, you've gotta work on your grammer...your spelling
sucks lol (sic)” (Rianna 2011). Of great significance is that even with the controversy,
Kutcher’s Twitter followers are still increasing, showing that even bad publicity can certainly
aid in raising the profile of celebrities, and thus increase their reach.
Kutcher has recently focused his attention on his television show Two and a Half Men, which
has made him currently the highest paid television actor in Hollywood, earning $24,000,000
dollars from May 2011 to May 2012 (Pomerantz 2012). Kutcher has also been working on a
new film role where he plays Steve Jobs, the creator of Apple, which will be released later in
2013. If this film is successful, it is certain to aid in building both the association Kutcher has
with technology, and also establish him as a serious actor, playing a modern American hero
who has died young leaving behind his company as his legacy. Furthermore, it has been
announced that Kutcher “is the 500th ‘astronaut customer’ to sign up for a trip to the outer
edges of the earth’s atmosphere on Virgin Galactic, the space line founded by British
billionaire Sir Richard Branson” (Kindelan 2012). Again this reinforces Kutcher’s trendy,
modern image and his willingness to try to new things, and represents a carefully stagemanaged brand meaning exchange. Whether or not the series of controversies of late 2011
were contrived or not, these new activities create positive media coverage to capitalise on
the increased attention, and focus more on Kutcher’s future, rather than his past.
In summarising Kutcher’s brand development, the key changes have been as follows;
comedic young actor, Demi Moore’s toy-boy, a part of a mature Hollywood ‘power couple’,
tech-savvy star, and now a controversial tweeter and entrepreneur open to new
opportunities. Still only in his 30s, Kutcher’s branding has a lot more development to go and
is certain to continue to transform over the years.
Endorsements
With Kutcher’s erratically shifting profile and image, the risk for brands considering offering
him endorsement deals increase. As with all celebrity endorsements there is some risk being
taken on both sides. Enrique de Argaez (2010) explained this further:
The risk really is … on the producer of the article or the service because if
that celebrity does not last or has a fall, their advertising will no longer work.
So they spent a lot of money on something that’s no good anymore and that
they will not be able to transmit again or use again … That has happened
with sports, let’s say Tiger Woods advertising products when he was a
famous golf star and then he had an episode, that he was in the black list of
everybody and his contracts for advertising dropped and the people that had
paid him a lot of money lost their investment. So the risks really are not for
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these stars or the celebrities but really the risk is for the business people that
are paying for that advertising.
Creative Director Rob Schwartz (2011) shared a similar view stating: “In some ways, the fate
of the celebrity can literally affect the fate of the brand positively or negatively.” Thus, risk
evaluations must be made prior to any endorsement deals being organised, and an
understanding that with any celebrity endorsement comes a gamble.
Head of Communications at Venables, Bell and Partners advertising agency Mitch Lee
(2011a) explained the significance of the brand match-up process:
Brands need to identify celebrities that fit to their brand. And those
celebrities need to decide whether they want to endorse that brand, if it
fits with their brand.
An example of this match-up process being a success is Kutcher’s endorsement of Nikon
cameras. It draws on his existing tech-savvy brand, as well as reinforcing it. Additionally, the
values transferred to Nikon from Kutcher revolve around his fun, playful image, as is
conveyed in the advertisements themselves, which appeals to the young target audience.

	
  
Figure 29 - Kutcher's Nikon advertisement on YouTube screen captured January 18, 2013 (Jay 2010).
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The Nikon campaign shows Kutcher using a variety of Nikon Coolpix cameras at social
events (Figure 29). It plays off of his Punk’d image, where he is known for capturing
celebrities on camera. The advertisements are consistent with their social, cheeky, teasing
tone, but they vary in plots. While the core of the campaign was designed to air on television
it has also been used in print forms, spread virally through YouTube, has an entire Website
devoted to the endorsement and has created interactive online competitions. The Webpage
includes the extensive campaign and more significantly, behind the scenes footage of filming
the advertisements to reward consumers for visiting the Website (Figure 30).

	
  
Figure 30 - Screen capture of the Kutcher-Nikon Webpage on November 25, 2011 (Nikon 2011).

The Kutcher-Nikon brand match-up has existed since 2008, and is well known in the
industry. Description of the match-up by industry professionals reveals the intangible nature
of, how brand transfer works.
To me those make sense, that he did those ads, as a sort of quirky; him both being
at this fabulous party and then both being obnoxiously being in people’s faces with
the camera. I think it's a good fit. He's attractive and obnoxious and stylish. You
know, everything you want in your camera. (Clark 2011)
Leigh Oblinger (2011) shared a similar opinion stating that it goes “with his sort of young,
hip, Twitter, social mastermind kind of thing. Photography totally goes with his whole image.
To me that works.” Nelson Aspen (2010) claimed it is “pure branding. Keeps his image as
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playful, fun and a bit of a cad.” Not every industry professional thought it worked, though.
Mitch Lee (2011a) appreciated the connection of the campaign to Kutcher’s Punk’d image
but said it felt “bolted-on”, indicating the possibility that it may be testing the boundaries of
credibility.
Nick Pacelli (2011) was most critical of the campaign stating:
I think Ashton is great for endorsing certain products if he’s used in a smart way. The
Nikon campaign is TV focused. That’s not the strength of Ashton, social media is.
Secondly, I feel like there are true content creators in the directing, and professional
photography world that are also personalities who would make a better brand fit
(David Lachapelle).
As Pacelli observed, Kutcher’s brand strength is in social media, which has suited him well in
the past. For example, he joined Leonardo DiCaprio’s endorsement to encourage Americans
to vote in the 2008 election. Taking part in the 5 Friends campaign developed Kutcher’s
identity further, portraying his more serious and intelligent side, while also reinforcing his
social media image. Kutcher’s DNA foundation had also often advertised through social
media and now titled Thorn, focus more on the Web’s impact on human trafficking. Again,
supporting and creating awareness of an issue as serious as sex slavery depicts Kutcher as
being caring and generous, while also being aware of the effects of current online trends.
Other brands Kutcher endorses using social media include Sound Cloud, Hipmunk, Airbnb,
Warby Parker Eyewear, Chloe + Isabel, and Zaarly, which are all referred to on his
Facebook page and many have been tweeted about (Ashton Kutcher's Facebook Page
2012). However, he has financially invested in these companies and thus the endorsement
is not exactly the usual brand value exchange, as the Nikon television campaign is. Kutcher
not only uses social media to do such endorsements, but also used his first episode on Two
and a Half Men. “Several scenes depicted Kutcher with his own laptop, which is plastered
with stickers from startups such as Foursquare, GroupMe (recently acquired by Skype),
Hipmunk, Chegg and Flipboard” (Parr 2011). According to Parr (2011): “CBS didn’t like him
promoting companies that didn’t pay for promotion. They let it go for the first episode – but
will obscure the stickers on the laptop in any future appearances.” While a celebrity’s power
in product placement is limited in film and television by the broadcaster’s business plan, they
certainly have the power online, as the celebrity has direct and immediate control of the
broadcasting. Kutcher has shown his power repeatedly, with one prime example being his
endorsement of Barack Obama by posting videos on his Qik page of himself and then wife
Moore on their way to the inauguration (Kutcher 2009).
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Yet, this capacity to project an image comes with a risk, as Kutcher has discovered with an
apparently ill-informed, ill-considered tweet. But this capacity to project the wrong image can
occur even when the message being sent out is much more carefully considered. In 2012,
Kutcher appeared in a social media endorsement of a snack food product called Popchips.
As Popchips targets a younger demographic who typically have enormous exposure to
social media, Kutcher was a suitable match-up. Kutcher not only invested financially in the
company, but acted in an online-only video advertisement for the product, which gained
negative publicity for being perceived as racist and setting a socially irresponsible example.
Kutcher wore brown makeup to play a stereotyped Indian character. The advertisement was
quickly taken off the Popchips Facebook page and temporarily removed from their YouTube
page but was then returned on YouTube with the following statement:
While the new and improved version of this video can be viewed
at http://www.worldwidelovers.com, we felt it was important to retain the comments
to the original video so we've kept it available on youtube (sic). (Popchipsfans 2012)
Various other videos have also been released on YouTube showing clips from the
advertisement, as people discuss their opinions over whether or not it is racist. This shows
that even if Popchips had removed it completely, it would still be accessible online. This
controversy also shows the power consumers have online to give direct feedback on
advertising.
This scandalous advertisement again affected Kutcher’s brand making him seem insensitive.
A safer endorsement for Kutcher is his more traditional advertising as a model for the Colcci
men’s fashion label. His endorsement for this clothesline helps to brand him as being
fashionable and attractive. Being an international brand, it also helps to gain Kutcher
worldwide attention. The scenes in his most recent campaign for Colcci show him relaxed
and casual on a beach with a beautiful topless model. The meaning transferred between
Kutcher, the clothing and the consumers is young, trendy, laidback and sexy, thus benefiting
both brands involved.
By having several endorsement contracts operating simultaneously, Kutcher is able to
protect his own brand from a reliance on just one product association. The fact that each
endorsement is from a different product category (cameras, snack foods, fashion and online
services) means that his choices do not clash. Each of these adds an extra connotation to
his overall brand identity.
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Online Activity and Branding
As well as the brands already mentioned, Kutcher has also invested in businesses such as
Brizzly, DailyBooth, Square, Etacts, Nowmov, CitizenNet, Spotify, Mobile Roadie, Milk,
TinyChat, Fab.com, Path, Airbnb, Optimizely and Blekko, which are all Web oriented
services (Ashton Kutcher 2011a; Parr 2011). It is widely publicised investments like these
that help identify Kutcher as being a forward thinking tech-savvy entrepreneur. Renowned
also for his candid use of social media, Kutcher reached almost nine million Twitter followers
at the beginning of 2012, which climbed to over 12.6 million towards the end of 2012, even,
or perhaps aided by, the controversy surrounding his actions and his claim to have handed
over his Twitter account management to his people. Kutcher is not only an early adopter of
social media; he has one of the largest followings.

	
  
Figure 31 - Summary of Kutcher’s main online interaction as of January 2012. The most personalised and
frequently updated are Twitter and Facebook.
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Mercy Corpse talent agent Leigh Oblinger (2011) stated:

I can first remember Ashton Kutcher tweeting and thinking it was the craziest thing
I'd ever seen. Because I've done this job on and off for 15 years and the only way, if
you don't know them personally, to access a celebrity was to go through their
personal publicist.

The fact that Kutcher spreads himself through so many networks also shows how eager he
is to interact with all his fans and embrace new trends. Figure 31 shows Kutcher’s main
social networking accounts. Interestingly, Kutcher does not utilise a standard official
Webpage, as many other celebrities do. He shares one with Demi Moore for their
foundation, Thorn, which also links to various social networking sites and one for his Nikon
endorsement. He seems to prefer to utilise social media fads, which helps craft his brand
identity as being modern, young and trendy. Although he has admitted that he does not
independently update each social networking site himself all the time, his broad utilisation
allows for him to reach a larger audience (Ashton Kutcher's Myspace Page 2010).

Although Kutcher announced the handover of his Twitter account and other social media
channels to professional managers, he still claims to write most tweets himself, but has his
team check them before publishing each post. Consistency in his posts both prior and post
the handover, as well as still having candid images posted, suggests that this is true. Either
way, the perception of his genuinely personal, intimate and candid online interaction has
clearly found an important appeal with a huge and increasing fan-base.
Kutcher’s online visual branding presents him as being relaxed, funny and quirky. In all the
social media sites Kutcher uses, his profile pictures are often taken from his laptop or phone
in a casual manner, rather than the modelling posed shots that many other celebrities use.
Furthermore, the photos and videos he uploads are often candid, as opposed to
professionally shot behind-the-scenes footage. Hence, the style of Kutcher’s use of social
networking is much like the general public’s use.
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Figure 32 - Screen capture of Kutcher's Twitter page on November 29, 2011 (Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2011).

	
  
His Twitter page background often shows a quirky, strange image and the panel is pale
green (Figure 32). After splitting from Demi Moore, Kutcher made his profile image black,
which attracted a lot of hype and speculation in the media, linking it to his mood and
relationship status. He later created a competition for his fans to design him a new profile,
which he would then use for a period of time. This competition created interaction with his
fans, rewarding them for their support and also reinforced his genuine link with social media.
His Twitter name is @aplusk, which he also uses for his Posterous account, written as ‘A+K’
and his Ustream account. This use of various naming devices rather than ‘Ashton Kutcher’
adds to the sense that he is relaxed, while also working as a brand mark for his online
image. All three pages have used his A+ stamp image (Figure 33), while his Twitter,
Posterous and MySpace accounts all use red text, which is also used in his logotypes for
Katalyst and as a supporting brand colour for Thorn. Kutcher’s Posterous and Chime.in
pages are very basic using mainly grey and white. Kutcher often links his posts on Chime.in
to his tweets. Many of Kutcher’s other networking sites listed are limited in their visual
designs and customising layouts, however they are all consistent with his style of profile
images and tone of voice.
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Figure 33 - Screen capture of Kutcher's Posterous page on November 29, 2011 (Kutcher 2011).

His Facebook page has almost 14 million likes (Figure 34). Using this space, Kutcher lists
some of his online accounts including Twitter, Ustream, Posterous and the Katalyst
Facebook page, while the pages he has ‘liked’ on Facebook are mainly companies he’s
affiliated with such as Popchips (Figure 35). Although Ustream is a similar vlogging service
to YouTube, Kutcher still uses his YouTube channel where he calls himself ‘mrkatalyst’. Both
accounts have gradually become less active in the past couple of years. His company
Katalyst, on the other hand, is an active user of YouTube, having a channel to broadcast its
content. Overall, Kutcher’s online use is a little unstructured, as he leaves many accounts
open but inactive. By not having a prime Webpage to link all his accounts, Kutcher’s online
image seems to lack a formal brand authenticity, which may affect his long-term brand
identity. However, his consistent use of the colour red and the style of imagery and videos
posted do create a relaxed, informal unity.
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Figure 34 - Based on monthly online data collection, this graph shows the increasing number of likes on Ashton
Kutcher’s Facebook page.

	
  

	
  
Figure 35 - Screen capture of Kutcher's Facebook page on November 29, 2011 (Ashton Kutcher's Facebook Page
2011).
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Kutcher’s online messages are on a variety of topics including his work, world current affairs,
films, his foundation, travels, competitions and new purchases or new Websites he’s
interested in. The language he uses certainly reinforces his young, trendy image, as he uses
a lot of slang, some course language and humour. His wide range of subject matter shows
his diversity of interests and also maintains the attention of his fans, as suggested by his
increasing number of Twitter followers (Figure 36).

	
  
Figure 36 – Based on monthly online data collection, this graph shows the ascending number of Ashton Kutcher
Twitter followers.

Kutcher often proves it is himself tweeting through his use of vlogs (video posts of him
talking to the camera) and sharing quite intimate and/or mundane details of his daily life.
This personal touch allows fans to feel they are gaining an insight into his life and as if they
are getting to know the real him, rather than the media portrayed image, thus creating a form
of online reality television. This type of online interaction with fans creates a perceived
relationship between the celebrity and the consumers. Even though the celebrity is not
directly speaking to one particular fan, this form of communication allows people to feel as if
they are actually Kutcher’s friends and also gives them the opportunity to respond through
comments, sharing, likes and retweets. These responses then work as feedback for the
celebrities, in terms of what their fans enjoy and how to better brand themselves.
An example of just how open Kutcher appears to be is how he responded to the controversy
over his mistaken support for the football coach who was sacked for taking part in a cover up
of a sexual abuse case. Kutcher posted a message of support for the coach and then later
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retracted the support, claiming to have initially been unaware of why the coach had been
sacked. Many of Kutcher’s fans’ responses were highly negative. Kutcher’s reaction to this
was to apologise and allow his staff at his production company Katalyst to manage his
accounts. He wrote on his Posterous page on November 10, 2011:
Up until today, I have posted virtually every one of my tweets on my own, but clearly
the platform has become too big to be managed by a single individual. When I
started using twitter, it was a communication platform that people could say what
they were thinking in real time and if their facts were wrong the community would
quickly and helpfully reframe an opinion. It was a conversation, a community driven
education tool, and opinion center that encouraged healthy debate. It seems that
today that twitter has grown into a mass publishing platform, where ones tweets
quickly become news that is broadcast around the world and misinformation
becomes volatile fodder for critics. Last night after returning home from work, I
walked by the television and simply saw a headline that Joe Paterno had been fired.
Having no more information than that, I assumed that he had been fired due to poor
performance as an aging coach. As a football fan and someone who had watched
Joe's career move from that of legend/innovator to a head coach that fulfilled his
duty in the booth, I assumed that the university had let him go due to football related
issues. With that assumption (how dare I assume) I posted a tweet defending his
career. I then when (sic) about my evening, had some dinner, did a little work, and
about an hour later turned on ESPN where I got the full story. I quickly went back on
my twitter account and found a hailstorm of responses calling me an "idiot" and
several other expletives that I've become accustom to hearing for almost anything I
post. I quickly retracted and deleted my previous post; however, that didn't seem
enough to satisfy people’s outrage at my misinformed post. I am truly sorry. And
moreover am going to take action to ensure that it doesn't happen again. And as an
advocate in the fight against child sexual exploitation, I could not be more
deeply saddened by the events at Penn State. A collection of over 8 million
followers is not to be taken for granted. I feel responsible to deliver informed
opinions and not spread gossip or rumors through my twitter feed. While I feel that
running this feed myself gives me a closer relationship to my friends and fans I've
come to realize that it has grown into more than a fun tool to communicate with
people. While I will continue to express myself through @Aplusk, I'm going to turn
the management of the feed over to my team at Katalyst as a secondary editorial
measure, to ensure the quality of its content. My sincere apologies to anyone who I
offended. It was a mistake that will not happen again. (Kutcher 2011)
The link to this page was also sent out on his Twitter and Facebook accounts to reach more
fans. Interestingly, there are many errors in this message, which suggests his people at
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Katalyst did not proofread it. I am personally sceptical about this and wonder if it was done
on purpose to give the impression that it was personally and informally written by Kutcher to
make the apology more sincere, as an overly structured apology would have seemed
staged.
Authenticity and transparency is hugely important in online branding as Mitch Lee (2011a)
explained:
I think the trickiest part for celebrities nowadays is if they are going to jump into that
space ... whatever they do ... it has to speak to their brand. I think the social
networks and the access that people have, have put more pressure on celebrities
because they can't just hide. They've got to be transparent. If they’re in the space
they need to be transparent. If they make a mistake they need to be transparent.
And if they don't, then they need to be able to have that crisis management group or
that damage control team that kind of deal with it.
Kutcher was certainly transparent in how he dealt with the majority of his scandals. Despite
not commenting on his alleged affair, he did apologise publicly online for his mis-tweet,
transferred management, and announced directly to his fans that he and Demi Moore were
getting a divorce simultaneously as she spoke to her fans. Kutcher has always prioritised
social media to communicate with his fans, so that the traditional media only find out about
Kutcher’s messages as the millions of fans do.
This shows respect for his fans, but also demonstrates the extent to which celebrities are no
longer dependent on the decisions of editors of mainstream media to reach an audience.
Kutcher even has a smart phone app, created for such direct release of information. The app
is titled ‘aplusk’ and was created by Mobile Roadie in January 2010 (Download the Aplusk
App 2010). It is listed as “The Official Ashton Kutcher App” and is free to download through
iTunes, which shows not only that Kutcher is on top of trends, but also creates a stronger
brand loyalty with consumers (Ashton Kutcher 2011b).
While the concept behind celebrity Apps is strong, Kutcher’s execution is not. The app offers
information about his career and a biography, but does not unite all online elements and is
not kept updated. While the biography still states that Kutcher is married to Demi Moore,
over a year since they split, the section titled ‘career’ only lists That 70s Show (1998) and his
film Killers (2010). The title of Kutcher’s foundation has also not been updated. The section
titled ‘links’ connects to the following accounts Daily Booth, Twitter, Killers Facebook page,
DNA Foundation Facebook page, Posterous, Ashton Kutcher’s Facebook page and the DNA
Foundation’s MySpace page but a lot is still missing from his online interaction. Various
other icons on the app such as ‘about’ and ‘Ustream’ lead to blank pages, which again
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creates a negative perception around the app as it is not well maintained. However, there
are some very strong points to Kutcher’s app.
The app features obvious sections for videos, photos, news and a mailing list, but also a
section titled ‘buzz’, which includes gossip articles about Kutcher. This is very interesting, as
many celebrities claim to not want to be the subject of gossip in magazines/social media, yet
Kutcher is feeding this information directly to his fans, possibly to promote intrigue, to make
fun of it, or just to make sure that his fans can read unofficial gossip about him in a Kutcher
endorsed channel. The mailing list is a strong way to create a tighter bond with his fans and
asks for the consumer’s postcode, which can work as marketing research for Kutcher’s
brand. The ‘fanwall’ also has a map for people to post where they are interacting from to
reinforce his global appeal. The wall is used by fans to write messages or send images
directly to Kutcher in a more personalised environment than other social media.
The other part of the app, which makes the design a bit more unique, is the ‘favourites’ and
‘top users’ sections. The fans are able to click on a heart icon to save their favourite images,
videos and posts into a separate section, creating a personalised scrapbooking approach,
while the ‘top users’ section publicly identifies to all app users who uses the app most. Points
are given to users and lists showing the most users of all time, monthly, weekly or daily are
created. This encourages fan loyalty and dedication.
The fact that Kutcher has created this app indicates his awareness of the limits of social
media channels, which are limited by the business plan of the owning company. For
example, Kutcher has no control over the advertisements that appear to his fans while they
view his Facebook profile. In creating a smartphone app, Kutcher is gathering fans into a
space away from all the distractions inherent in the social media business model, and this
may help deliver more specific advertising messages, in a more branded way. Hence, apps
have the potential to be very strong branding devices, yet they must be updated regularly.
Summary
Ultimately, Kutcher’s brand identity is hugely associated with social media, which he uses to
brand himself, promote companies he’s invested in, endorse products and create brand
loyalty with his large fan following. While Kutcher is prepared to risk loss of credibility by
endorsing multiple brands simultaneously, he has avoided negative effects by being
extremely careful in creating a complementary suite of endorsements that reinforce his
rapidly evolving brand identity.
Kutcher’s product placement, whether in film and television or online, has been subtle and
relevant, such as in the television show Two and a Half Men, where it was relevant to his
computer savvy character and the placement was not obtrusive. Similarly, in his tweets and
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posts about the companies he’s invested in, they are sporadically spread out and written in a
casual tone, thus making the endorsements less blatant. They also enhance his brand
identity as being up to date with trends.
However, Kutcher’s visual identity in his use of social media and his app is at odds with
conventional media design wisdom. He lacks visual unity, and there is no one defining list of
Kutcher’s social media accounts to verify his online identity, and no central Website. While
his Facebook account lists some of his main social media accounts, it doesn’t connect all of
them. Some of his accounts are not updated regularly or are completely inactive but remain
open to the public. Yet, this has not stopped Kutcher from developing a huge social media
fan-base, suggesting that the rules of branding may be different in an online world than in
the mainstream. Are Kutcher’s apparent lack of clear visual branding and sense of
disorganisation carefully contrived to connect with an audience demographic who want noncorporate intimacy?

Conclusion
These three celebrity case studies deliver various uses of social media and online branding.
Their endorsement decisions, their brand identities and their careers differ largely, however
they have all adapted to the changes in their industry that were brought on by Web 2.0.
Various themes of change, status and branding emerged from these case studies, which will
be explored in Chapter Seven, as comparisons are drawn between these celebrities in order
to analyse the different ways they brand themselves online and through endorsements.
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Chapter Seven – Comparative Analysis of Case Studies
Introduction
As explained in Chapter Three, Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher
were selected for this study for their significant similarities, such as their current celebrity
profile and conspicuous use of online interaction and endorsement deals. This chapter will
identify the meaningful differences between the three case studies presented in Chapter Six,
revealing the complex interplay between celebrity brand, endorsement choice and target
audience. This chapter will also discuss the various themes that arose from the case studies,
such as the changes in the industry, approaches to branding, importance of status, future
risks and the need for adaptation.
Branding Comparison
Anderson, DiCaprio and Kutcher are Hollywood actors that use social media to promote
themselves, their careers and charities, and who also have endorsement deals. However, as
the case studies demonstrated, they each have very different brand identities. Anderson is
the aging sex icon and animal activist, DiCaprio is the serious A-list actor and
environmentalist, and Kutcher is the goofy tech-savvy comedic actor.
Their online strategies also differ. Anderson and DiCaprio both use their main Webpages as
the core for their online presence, linking all elements of their online communication with a
clear visual identity and theme. Kutcher, by contrast, follows social media trends, creating a
profile for each new platform as they emerge into the market, and as identified in his case
study, this has resulted in a large number of social media platform profiles, many of which
are not updated regularly. Although Kutcher relies mainly on Facebook to list some of his
main social media channels, there is no real central point for his online branding. It is
notable, however, that this lack of a structurally and visually integrated online presence does
not seem to have affected the success of Kutcher’s online following.
As at October 24, 2012 Kutcher had over 12.7 million Twitter followers and 13 million
Facebook likes, DiCaprio had 3.6 million Twitter followers and 3.7 million Facebook likes,
and Anderson had 705,360 Twitter followers and 469,085 Facebook likes. Evidently, the
outstanding feature of these figures is that Kutcher has almost four times as many online
fans as DiCaprio, and over 20 times Anderson’s following. It is difficult to find a direct
correlation between their use of social media and the number of online fans, as there are
many influential factors such as their brands, careers, online interaction style, frequency of
media attention and the number of their fans that are digital natives. However, the number of
followers is highly significant to the endorsement industry, as this can affect the celebrity’s
currency for online advertising. This of course does not have such a large effect on
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traditional endorsements, which relies much more on their overall brand identity and
meaning transfer.
Comparing Endorsements
The interviews with industry professionals described in Chapters Four and Five showed that
the choice of brand endorsement needs to be very carefully selected, to protect the interests
of the client brand and reinforce the brand of the celebrity. A comparative analysis of the
endorsement campaigns of each of the celebrity case studies can reveal much about the
reasons why these match ups have been made and how they operate.
Anderson, DiCaprio and Kutcher have very different commercial endorsement clients. Crazy
Domains is an Australian Internet domain retailing company, Tag Heuer is an international
luxury watch brand and Nikon Coolpix is a globally recognised, high-end, top of the range
camera brand. While Anderson uses her seductive image to sell Internet domains, DiCaprio
uses his classic Hollywood image to sell expensive watches, and Kutcher uses his playful,
tech-savvy image to sell a fun and advanced camera. The meaning transfer works both
ways where the celebrity’s brand transfers to the product, followed by the consumer, but the
product’s brand also supports the branding of the celebrity.

	
  
Figure 37 - Crazy Domain’s Website screen captured September 19, 2011, showing the companies use of
Anderson’s image to continue the campaign (Crazy Domains 2011).
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To grasp how this meaning is transferred between celebrities and products, the
endorsements can be analysed using semiotics. Looking first at Anderson’s endorsement of
Crazy Domains, it is not a natural connection by topic like her lingerie brand extension is.
Crazy Domains is an online retail outlet for domain names, and only operates in the
Australian market. However, it certainly utilises Anderson’s existing brand image, as a
provocative sexual figure. As discussed in Chapter Six, the commercial was banned from
television but continues to be used online (Figure 37).
Anderson’s image is used simply to gain attention. Anderson is shown with her long blonde
hair dangling loosely down towards her chest. The lighting of the photograph accentuates
her breasts. With lips pouted and her eyes heavily made up, she is staring straight into the
lens of the camera to address the audience. Her long black singlet barely covers her body,
and she firmly holds the bottom of it, suggesting she is covering up her body and/or about to
expose it. Her body is posed to show off her hyper-sexual figure and the ‘z’ from the Crazy
Domain’s logo is strategically placed on her clothing above her breast, to tie it back to the
service being sold and gain the most attention. The image is also signed with a love heart
and her name to ensure people recognise her and to show her ‘love’ for the brand,
personalising the endorsement. Other characters from the original banned Crazy Domains
television advertisement can also be found throughout the Website continuing the theme.
The advertisement was banned from Australian television due to its unsubtle portrayal of
sexual acts between Anderson and another woman, as imagined by a stereotyped Internet
nerd. While the portrayal is not actually explicit, it is unnecessarily unsubtle merely to make a
humorous connection between Anderson and the Crazy Domains brand. The advertisement
exploits the public’s knowledge of Anderson as a 1990s sex icon and for being a part of the
first well-publicised sex tape leak online, to gain attention. Crazy Domains is now branded as
being cheeky, fun and modern because of this campaign and the media hype surrounding it,
and its brand is also now attached to Anderson and all that she represents as being
controversial and unique.
This match-up for Crazy Domains is low risk and high yield. It is also brand reinforcement for
the aging Anderson, as the campaign presents her as an ongoing object of sexual desire
and attention. However, the comments of industry professionals about how long Anderson
can go on credibly maintaining this image in the face of advancing age might suggest that a
risk to Anderson is that such reinforcement is stopping her from transitioning her brand to a
more sustainable image. This is very different than the match up between DiCaprio and Tag
Heuer, in which both brands are already consistently considered classy and sophisticated.
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The coherent brand image of Tag Heuer’s watches is represented through the claimed
quality and price of their products, but also through many years of using celebrity
endorsements. Tag Heuer’s celebrities are almost always A-list actors or heroic
sportspersons at the top of their field, shown in glamorous yet powerful poses. This history of
association with A-list celebrities and sports stars gives enormous credibility to the match up
between Tag Heuer and DiCaprio, since it has a precedent, and therefore, a sense of
naturalness.

	
  
Figure 38 - DiCaprio endorsing Tag Heuer (Tag Heuer 2011).

This selection process is reinforced by the photographic technique used, which serves to
maintain its expensive, strong, elegant, sophisticated, classic image that transfers to the
celebrities involved. In many Tag Heuer adverts the celebrities are shown, not wearing the
watch conventionally on their wrist, but grasping it in their hand, with their fingers clutched
tightly, creating a sense of urgency, power and strength, as DiCaprio has done in Figure 38.
DiCaprio has a contemplative, smouldering facial expression, which is also consistent with
other endorsers in the campaign. His lips are tightly closed, again adding to the intensity of
the photograph. There is a strong lighting contrasted across his face, adding a sense of
drama to the image. The composition allows for the focus to be on DiCaprio’s eyes, which
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leads down his face. The tilt of his head guides the readers eyes to the watch, which is then
followed by the environmental details and finally to Tag Heuer’s logo and tagline.
The watch is well lit to show the texture and details of its face. DiCaprio is wearing a clean,
sophisticated, well-manufactured black coat, which depicts well-to-do circumstances,
juxtaposed by the collar being up, reflecting a James Dean sense of coolness and
youthfulness. His hair is slicked back, which is frequently the way DiCaprio wears his hair in
public. It also supports the classic feel of the image and the product. DiCaprio is looking out
into the distance as if pondering something of importance. With his eyebrows slightly raised,
he looks as if he is concentrating, which differs largely to the majority of product modelling
photographs of happy consumers smiling at the reader. However, this pose adds intensity
and creates intrigue. The sepia tone of the photograph also adds to this dramatic feel and
reinforces the idea that Tag Heuer has been around for a long time and is a classic brand.
The use of the phrase “joined forces” adds passion to its mission and allows Tag Heuer to
associate itself more with the charity effort. The slogan currently used by Tag Heuer “What
are you made of?” has a sense of strength and power, challenging the audience to ask if
they are ‘made of the same stuff as DiCaprio’. In this instance he embodies controlled
passion, class and strength, showing that one man can make a difference by his beliefs.
There is a logical connection between the two brands and a sense of credibility, because of
the charity aspect and because of their individual perceived classy statuses. Therefore, this
advertisement has been well thought out to benefit both brands. This has also been a low
risk match up for DiCaprio, since he is famous for being an A-list Hollywood star, and that
relates to the history of the Tag Heuer brand. Tag Heuer is also protected by not relying
solely on DiCaprio’s brand.
On the other hand, Kutcher is the sole face of the Nikon brand and the campaign has been
ongoing for many years, constantly being updated with the release of new products and
advertisements. Figure 39 shows one of the final frames of the Malibu Nikon advertisement.
It shows the product clearly and shows Kutcher sheepishly surrounded by women, who he
was photographing on the beach in previous frames, using the extra zoom lens, which was
the selling point of the camera. These lead up scenes show the camera’s features and in a
humorous way suggests the benefit of this camera is great photographic memories of fun
times.
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Figure 39 – Kutcher’s Malibu endorsement for Nikon on YouTube, screen captured December 8, 2011
(KyleKoromaldi 2011).

Like the rest of the campaign, Kutcher is shown as wealthy, fun, social, flirty and
mischievous. All advertisements include a form of seduction between Kutcher and an
attractive female character, quite often showing him flirting through his camera with a woman
already in a relationship to add humour to the campaign. This particular advertisement
portrays Kutcher relaxing at his beach house in casual, summer clothing. These are qualities
that also transfer to the camera – high quality, yet relaxed. The camera is personified
through Kutcher’s use of it, suggesting the camera has his persona’s characteristics of social
and cheeky.
The credibility and logical connection between the two brands is based on Kutcher being
known for his tech-savvy interests and knowledge. This endorsement suggests that these
cameras are modern and forward-thinking designs, which is supported by the product
benefits of including touch screens and editing capabilities. Intertextuality is also evident
throughout the campaign, as it links to Kutcher being known for his show Punk’d and the
concept of capturing people on camera in a comical way.
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Looking at these three endorsements in detail it can be seen how crucial brand alignment is
to the meaning transfer process working successfully. Celebrity endorsements help to
communicate the brand values and message of the company faster by using recognition and
the cultural understanding already inherent in consumers’ minds. In these case studies it is
clearly identified that the selection of these celebrities for the products they represent are
well aligned and benefit both brand images.
Comparing Social Media Strategies
The examples of Anderson, DiCaprio and Kutcher endorsements for Crazy Domains, Tag
Heuer and Nikon all utilise, to a greater or lesser degree, traditional media such as television
or print as an important or exclusive delivery mechanism, and thus, maintain some of the
formality required of those media forms. Social media is more directly in the control of the
celebrity, and also allows, or even needs, an informality to function. Examining several
examples of endorsement tweets/posts it can be seen that their language, content and
approach do largely differ to one another.

	
  
Figure 40 - Anderson's tweet screen captured February 29, 2012 (Pamela Anderson's Twitter Page 2012c).

Figure 40 shows an endorsement tweet by Anderson, urging her fans to sign a pledge for
PETA to help stop animal homelessness. This particular tweet seems generic, as if preprepared by PETA or a publicist. She doesn’t say ‘join me’ or personalise the tweet in any
way, which does detach the meaning and emotion in the message. However, the tweet is
referring to a serious problem and for those who care for animals, the message would still
resonate.
Figure 41 is a photo Anderson posted of her parents, which is a much more personalised
approach. Similarly Figure 42 is a photo Anderson posted of herself as a baby. This allows
fans an insight into her personal life, hence rewarding them for their loyalty and support. It
also suggests that it is her posting, rather than her publicist or manager, although we have to
consider that these posts may be specifically intended to create that perception.
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Figure 41 – Photo of Anderson’s parents on Facebook, screen captured December 28, 2012 (Pamela Anderson's
Facebook Page 2012).

	
  

	
  
Figure 42 – Photo of Anderson as a baby on her Facebook page screen captured December 28, 2012 (Pamela
Anderson's Facebook Page 2012).
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Another example of Anderson attempting to reinforce her involvement online is shown in
Figure 43, which uses the word “my” and also promotes her charity work, linking to a video
for her Waves For Water endorsement. However, the majority of Anderson’s tweets
resemble those shown in Figure 44, which, as mentioned in the case study, are posts of
music video clips Anderson is a fan of, which she is not particularly connected to and may
genuinely be her taste in music. Although words such as ‘my’ or ‘me’ may appear in some of
her posts, Anderson’s overall online tone of voice is still quite reserved and not particularly
personal.

	
  
Figure 43 - Anderson's tweet screen captured December 28, 2012 (Pamela Anderson's Twitter Page 2012b).

Figure 44 – Anderson’s Twitter page screen captured October 7, 2012 (Pamela Anderson's Twitter Page 2012a).
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Although DiCaprio is also quite guarded in his tone, all of his posts have a very clear and
direct function, endorsing specific causes or his films. For example, Figure 45 is a tweet by
DiCaprio promoting his then new film J.Edgar (2011). He is informing his fans of when it is
being released in cinemas, but is also offering behind the scenes photographs to reward his
fans for their loyalty. Celebrities often use this feeling of exclusiveness, as it attempts to
create a personalised link between celebrity and fans. Another example of his film promotion
tweets is shown in Figure 46, however this one attempts to personalise it more by saying
“me”, thus enforcing the idea that it is DiCaprio tweeting the message himself. Overall, even
with Anderson and DiCaprio speaking in first person, it does not have the same credibility
that Kutcher has created for his online presence.

	
  
Figure 45 - DiCaprio's tweet screen captured January 16, 2012 (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page 2012a).

	
  
Figure 46 - DiCaprio's tweet screen captured December 28, 2012 (Leonardo Dicaprio's Twitter Page 2012b).

Figure 47, shows a very obvious endorsement by Kutcher. He is in fact financially linked to
Chegg, however even without knowing this, the blatant endorsement used makes this
apparent. On the other hand, Figure 48 shows a more subtle form of endorsement, which is
Kutcher’s usual style. Kutcher’s excitement is depicted through the use of repetition,
exclamation marks and the slang word “jazzed”. The casual language of this tweet makes
the endorsement friendlier and therefore increases its credibility. There is a sense of
candidness to this tweet, which DiCaprio’s tweets never have and Anderson’s only rarely do.

	
  
Figure 47 - Kutcher's tweet screen captured November 29, 2011 (Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2011).
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Figure 48 – Kutcher’s tweet screen captured November 29, 2011 (Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2011).

Other examples of Kutcher’s online candidness are shown in Figure 49 and Figure 50.
These are also examples of online product placement/endorsement. Consumers are
bombarded with advertising and bombarded with technological devices that distract them
from advertising, so to stand out from the clutter, advertisers must adopt other strategies, of
which product placement is one, and which the candidness and ephemeral nature of social
media makes easy. Often, celebrities photograph themselves in a candid manner using a
particular brand. Consumers are unsure of whether it is a paid endorsement or not, but the
message is already delivered with the meaning transfer process attaching the celebrity’s
brand values to the product and, at the very least, product awareness passed on to the
consumer.

	
  
Figure 49 - Image tweeted by Kutcher October 23, 2012 (Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2012a).

Figure 49 shows one of many of Kutcher’s posts of himself wearing his Chicago Bears hat in
support for the football team. He also tweets during or after games in support of the team.
This works as promotion for the Bears, and encourages his fans to follow them also. Figure
50 shows Kutcher holding a bag of Popchips, a company he openly endorses. The caption
of his image says he has run out of petrol and he is showing his fans the view of where he is
stuck.
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Figure 50 - Image tweeted by Kutcher September 6, 2011 (Ashton Kutcher's Twitter Page 2012a).

The style of the photograph suggests that he has taken the picture himself on his phone.
The chips have been appropriately cropped to seem accidental, yet clearly showing the
logotype, just as a product would appear in a film as product placement. His style of clothing
is casual, reinforcing his visual branding. Kutcher also mentions that the car that was being
driven is “eco friendly”, again attempting to create positive publicity for himself, while also
using humour in his tone. Furthermore, this consistent tone reinforces the notion that he is
tweeting himself, which encourages a stronger following online. It is important that there is
an appropriate brand match-up between the celebrity and product for the message to be
delivered successfully. In Kutcher’s case, it is the consistency with which he endorses the
products in casual settings that provides authenticity as if he really is a fan of the product
and actually uses it regularly.
Ultimately, these three celebrities utilise social media in different ways, which may be one of
the influencing factors for their differing number of online fans. The issue of size of the online
fan base is significant because what social media and mainstream media do have in
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common is that the size of the audience is very important to the client. As the number of
followers indicates the reach of the advertisements, celebrities with a larger following will be
more attractive to clients. Therefore, celebrities who plan to make social media an important
part of their careers need to adopt strategies that increase their online followers.
One such strategy is to take advantage of the current trend for mobile apps that fans can
download to their mobile devices. Although all three celebrities case studied are linked to an
app in some form, none of them have used an app to its full potential. Anderson’s Wakey
Wakey App, is an alarm clock that allows fans to wake to her voice, but is not interactive and
does not develop her brand in any apparent way, such as drawing fans more frequently to
her Websites. The Mobli App that DiCaprio endorsers through his promotion and investment
in Mobli only aids in creating a more tech-savvy image for DiCaprio that maintains his young,
modern brand. He doesn’t have much direct involvement with it, which he certainly could do
if he wanted to interact with fans at the Lakers basketball games that he is renowned for
going to. On the other hand, Kutcher has an actual customised app directly created to
promote his brand, yet he does not keep it updated. Other celebrities have created a much
more unique connection with fans such as pop singer Nicki Minaj, who has designed her
own app called “My Pink Friday”, which includes a “Nictionary” that details all of the
definitions of her own terms in her songs and daily slang. This generates interaction with her
fans and promotes her brand identity. The potential for celebrity apps to grow is large, yet
the brand strategy must be strong and there must be some purpose behind the app, which
offers consumers something different to the social media channels they are already
subscribed to.
Authenticity and Transparency
While Anderson and DiCaprio are less candid in their tweets and posts, Kutcher is renowned
for his more personalised interaction online. Both approaches can have positive and
negative impacts on their brands, especially with regard to the authenticity and transparency
that fans will perceive, as this can affect their endorsements and their own branding. Their
messages must realistically depict their brand and/or they must be honest about who is
posting. For example, Kutcher has clearly proven that it is him tweeting, but has also
admitted that sometimes he has help from his team. Thus, it is also important that celebrities
find a balance between candidness and structured publicity online to craft their brand. The
purpose of celebrities using social media is not only to promote themselves or endorse
products, but also to meet the expectations of fans and create brand loyalty. This must be
done by rewarding them with extra footage, behind the scenes photos or even direct
interaction by tweeting to particular fans. As was established in the case studies, there are
various ways to create an online brand strategy and many celebrities are still struggling to
adapt to these changes within the industry.
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With their celebrity status and power to globally broadcast, celebrities have a responsibility
to their own brand, their fans and those within the industry that have an invested interest,
such as sponsors. Hence, when celebrities are caught up in an online drama, they must also
have a strategy prepared to deal with the backlash, just as they would with traditional public
relations issues. While Kutcher allowed for his content to be monitored after the twitter
controversy he faced in 2011, other celebrities have had more dramatic responses to their
online troubles. Actor James Franco’s reaction was to close down his account completely
after facing complaints for his use of Twitter. Franco, who starred in films such as Spiderman
th

(2002) and 127 Hours (2010), joined the social networking world on February 18 2011
(James Franco 2013). Just 15 hours after his first tweet he had 53,295 Twitter followers and
14 hours after his first video post on Facebook, he had 115,268 likes. By 10am the following
day, Franco’s Twitter followers had almost doubled, even without him having any new
tweets. Franco used the video posts to clearly identify himself as being the real James
Franco and to encourage people to follow him online by supplying candid footage.
Franco’s decision to join other celebrities using social media came shortly before his
appearance as co-host of the Oscars in 2011, however controversy soon followed. It was
reported that Franco posted a photo of himself surrounded by naked women from a film
shoot, then stated: “My thought was 'this is my Twitter. I can do whatever I want.' But certain
companies I work with contacted me about what I was saying” (NewsCore 2011). This
controversy followed other apparently inappropriate tweets such as one where Franco “had
tweeted a photo of an object protruding out of an open fly on a pair of his jeans” (2011).
Franco also received a lot of criticism at this time for his co-hosting role at the Oscars, being
the first ever to tweet backstage throughout the Oscars, giving fans behind the scenes, real
time details. As a result of all this controversy, and Franco not being able to have complete
control of his own voice online, he closed his social networking accounts only one month
after opening them.
Franco’s honesty at the time of announcing the closure of his account helped maintain his
branding. However, his lack of initial management was risky. Furthermore, the suspicious
coinciding use of Twitter around the time of the Oscars does raise the question of whether
the one-month use was pre-planned for the short-term. Franco re-opened his Twitter and
Facebook accounts in 2012, rebranding his online identity, using different visuals and
structure, as well as creating a main Webpage to unify his online image.
Mitch Lee (2011a), head of communications at Venables, Bell and Partners advertising
agency, explained the importance of online management:
Everything has to be thought through because consumers, as you know, can smell
bullshit a mile away … I think a lot of times, a lot of brands and a lot of celebrities,
don't quite think long term, they're just responding or they’re just reacting. And
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reactions create chain reactions and chain reactions often times create negative
perception. And so, that's why I think a lot of people, in terms of marketers that use
celebrities and celebrities that use social media, need to be able to at least have the
humility to reach out and have … someone help them kind of manage what's being
said or what is going to be put out in the world. A lot of the time it's going to be the
manager.
Whatever the truth is behind Franco’s Twitter use, his decision to leave and later return to
social media doesn’t really seem to affect his branding as he is not dependent on it. On the
other hand, every decision made by Kutcher online is crucial to his brand identity, and with
so many millions of existing followers, he is dealing with a huge potential to disenchant his
fans with mistakes.
Just as businesses and celebrities must consider the risk and the brand match-up of
celebrity endorsements, candidness verses controlled publicity is a decision all celebrities
must make. Evidently candidness has been a threat for both James Franco and Ashton
Kutcher. However without the perception of candidness, Twitter and other social media lose
its value. If authenticity and transparency are not maintained on Twitter and Facebook, it
may lead to its depreciation and eventual demise for celebrity endorsements of their clients,
and their own brands. Hence, celebrities that want to take part in this media must adapt to
the changes of consumer expectations and provide a balance between candid personas and
a publicist’s structured online branding.
Online Branding
As mentioned in the case studies, there are two forms of use with social media, those that
the celebrity is in control of and those that they are not. Both are crucial to a celebrity’s brand
image online. As was noted in the Anderson case study, the YouTube videos published by
fans helps to authenticate her brand image as being a sex icon. YouTube also forms an
archive, for example, allowing fans to see her PETA/Stella McCartney nude event five years
after the actual event. This paradigm shift in sharing and reviving footage may aid in
celebrity brands living on long after their deaths. While many icons such as James Dean,
Elvis Presley and Marilyn Monroe have lived on for many decades without the use of social
media, there has been a change in recent years. Companies such as CMG Worldwide, that
protects the intellectual property of celebrity brands such as James Dean, have noted the
power of social media and have adapted to this change, creating a Facebook account for
Dean to celebrate his career and iconic status. This allows for icons to be celebrated by
existing fans, while also reaching new generations.
Social media can also be used for rebranding. Many celebrities rebrand throughout their
careers using changes in their performances, their appearances and their endorsements to
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craft their images in slightly different directions and recreate hype. Today, changes in
colours, tone of voice, content and language on social networks can also aid this transition.
Yet, this modification to the branding must be either subtle or extremely obvious through a
comeback style. For example, if the celebrity is consistently working and looking to adjust
their brand from being targeted towards teenagers to being more for an adult audience, then
they can either close down their social media and all other forms of branding and then return
with a new image. The other way is to subtly transition into more mature performances, like
Leonardo DiCaprio, and gradually transform the online branding to replicate that change in
career. Actor Zac Efron seems to be taking a similar path to DiCaprio, while pop singer
Britney Spears rebranded herself in a more sudden motion. However, it also has a
significant possible problem for a celebrity who is trying to rebrand themselves through
traditional means or online, as they will never be able to prevent a certain fan group from
reinforcing their older image using a social media powered archive to celebrate their past
image.
When asked about the importance of celebrities rebranding, branding professional Suhn Lee
(2011b) stated:

I think it depends on the individual. Sometimes change is needed/wanted and the
public wants to see constant transformations and what the celebrity is going to do
next ... but other times, a celebrity is loved for a certain image and changing that
image may lose fans.
Hence, as discussed in the Pamela Anderson case study, Madonna and Angelina Jolie have
both been quite successful in rebranding their images, while Anderson has chosen to stay
consistent with her brand identity. Anderson, has however, created a brand extension to
reinforce her image and has promoted this strongly through social media.
Brand extensions often rely on dedicated fans wanting the celebrities product to smell or
accessorise like the celebrity, thus Twitter allows for the celebrity to advertise directly to their
target audience. Brand extensions can be promoted through mentioning their own
excitement about a launch or perhaps meetings regarding designing the product. They can
also promote them through uploading images of them using the product or linking the
products Website to their account. In the case of Anderson, she has promoted her lingerie
line through uploading photos and mentioning information such as her products being one
hundred precent nylon, so she can keep reminding fans of her products, rather than paying
for advertising space in more traditional media spots.
Ultimately, social media offers many branding opportunities including brand control, a
rebranding platform and a space for promoting brand extensions. It also aids in maintaining,
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reviving and creating brand identities. However, to use this space successfully authenticity,
credibility and consistency must be adopted. In participating in this environment, celebrities
must be strategic, as it is a broadcasting medium with a global audience.
Censorship and Ethics
Issues of celebrity ethics and limited online censorship are rising, as their power to
broadcast to a worldwide audience is increasing. With celebrity power comes responsibility
and, as noted in the case studies, all three celebrities have pushed the ethical boundaries of
appropriate conduct, as it was once understood to operate as an informal code of conduct in
the mainstream. While Anderson’s Crazy Domains advertisement was banned from
television for its sexual content and then went viral online, Kutcher’s online endorsement of
Popchips was temporarily removed after being perceived as racist. DiCaprio has been using
his brand and the influence of group celebrity power in his 5 Friends campaign and Vote 4
Stuff campaign, to influence politics. These three endorsements raise various issues such as
sexual content being available to all ages online, cultural and racial respect, and also the
crossing of a boundary from endorsing watches to promoting political change.
All three celebrities have shared political views over the years, with DiCaprio being a large
supporter of previous US presidential candidate turned environmental activist Al Gore, while
Anderson and Kutcher have both shown recent support directly for Barrack Obama. This
issue of whether celebrities should share their personal opinions on politics has created a
fair bit of discussion in terms of ethical responsibility. This issue has risen in recent years
because of the large support by celebrities for Barrack Obama in particular, including
celebrities as diverse as Oprah Winfrey, George Clooney and Jon Bon Jovi. Significantly, it
is the existence of social media that has given these celebrities, either directly or indirectly,
the power to be heard on such issues, which otherwise would have been unlikely to have
reached an audience.
The deliberately designed provocative Crazy Domains campaign that was banned from
television for being too sexual has a continued presence online, leading to an interesting
issue of accessibility of hyper-sexualised imagery and a change in risk evaluation for
advertising. This freedom to create shock advertising is breaking down the barriers built by
traditional media’s censorship and codes of practice, and encourages more outrageous
advertising techniques to gain online attention. In the long-term, this could have large effects
on society with hyper-sexualised imagery being spread online, which is accessible for all
ages. However, it is evident through Kutcher’s Popchips endorsement that there is some
form of online censorship that created awareness of the issue that led to a temporary
removal of the video. Yet, even if its creators had removed the video permanently, the video
could still be viewed in versions published by the public. Therefore, online censorship cannot
occur after an event. Celebrity ethical responsibility and limited online censorship will
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certainly be ongoing issues that will need addressing, especially for celebrity endorsement
industry professionals adapting to the Web 2.0 paradigm shift.
Conclusion
Kutcher’s overall brand relies heavily on his online interaction, while Anderson uses it as an
adapting tool to reach her old fans and remain current. However, DiCaprio doesn’t really
need to use social media to enhance his image or career, as he is highly established and
current. DiCaprio’s main use of social media is to promote his charities and his films. While
many A-listers such as Brad Pitt, Johnny Depp and George Clooney are choosing not to join
Twitter and Facebook, DiCaprio’s use of online media allows him to reinforce his Hollywood
classic image with a very modern platform, and to have a broadcast channel for his
philanthropy.
Significantly, all three of these celebrities had their initial careers developed by mainstream
film, television and print. Despite this, they have each used social media and their online
presence in different ways. The type of endorsements they have been offered and accepted
has also been complexly influenced by their existing brand identities. It can be seen through
these case studies how crucial brand alignment is to the meaning transfer process working
successfully. Celebrity endorsements help to communicate the brand values and message
of the company faster by using recognition and the cultural understanding already inherent in
consumers’ minds. All of these endorsements affect the target audience of the companies,
but also the fan base of the celebrities. It can often open the celebrities to a wider audience
in terms of their branding and it can draw in the fans of the celebrities to notice the brands.
From the comparison of these case studies, it can be seen that a specific celebrity’s use of
social media is influenced by a complex interplay between celebrity brand, endorsement
choice and target audience. However, constant themes for the industry as a whole have
emerged, in particular the increase in viral marketing, authenticity and transparency, the
balance between candidness and structured publicity, risks of the use of social media,
adaptation to industry changes and creation of subtle online product placement. Chapter
Eight – Future Challenges, draws on these aspects and applies them to a consideration of
how the celebrity endorsement industry is likely to adapt to probable and possible further
changes in the rapidly transforming media landscape.
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Chapter Eight – Future Challenges
The Web 2.0 paradigm shift of the Internet from around 2004 brought many changes to the
celebrity industry and advertising industry. New trends emerged from this, which have more
broadly affected the world socially, economically and politically, as was discussed in detail in
Chapter Five – Changes and Trends. This chapter will consider what major challenges the
celebrity endorsement industry will face in the future, given the likely changes that will occur
in the media environment, which might be called the Web 3.0 or mobile age. More
specifically, this chapter considers three main issues; the future of the Internet and mass
media, the future of Hollywood celebrity culture, and the adapting advertising industry.
Future of the Internet and Mass Media
It is very clear that the growth of the Internet will continue (Argaez 2010) since there are
large populations yet to fully enter into the use of the Internet. However, it is not just
population growth that will drive the increase in use of the Internet, but services and
technologies that enable it to become even more ingrained into the everyday lives of those
currently using it. Such an increase occurred in both the number of people and frequency of
use by individuals when Web 2.0/social media emerged. While the rise of a distinct new
phase may already be evident in features such as cloud storage and data processing, and
increased semantic Web capabilities, there have also been discussions of more virtual
worlds for social networking, similar to the style of Second Life, which is an online virtual
game that allows players to create their own persona and avatar, and make virtual
purchases, as well as interact with other players globally. Already Facebook has created
apps such as Shaker, which offers a virtual environment for Facebook users to interact, yet
the graphic style is nowhere near as sophisticated as the more advanced games such as
Second Life (McNicholas 2011). Therefore, this may grow in the future, to allow for more
realistic virtual environments to be shared among Facebook users or other social networking
sites.
Other professionals believe that Web 3.0 will not occur, but an app phase will rise in which
the conventional computer and Internet browser will give way to the mobile device and
standalone applications that provide very specific functionality (Jackson 2012). It already
exists to some extent, but dependence on apps rather than the Web could transform the way
people are entertained, receive information and communicate in the future. Some popular
apps today include: Instagram, which allows consumers to edit the style of their photos on
their phones easily and upload them to a global audience; Wikipanion, which is an app
version of Wikipedia; iBooks, which is an online library; WhatsApp, which is a free
messaging app; and various games, maps, weather and news related applications. These
apps offer consumers easy to use links all in one device. This growth in dependence on
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apps has transformed the way people use their phones and their reliance on them, which is
likely to grow further.
Television and movie studios are attempting to meet this challenge through a variety of
techniques. Already, the app phase has begun to directly affect the television viewing
experience with apps such as HBO GO becoming available for purchase in selected regions.
It is an American-based app that consumers can buy to watch HBO broadcasted content at
anytime through various technology and also offers extra content, which attempts to
discourage illegal downloading by making television viewing more flexible to suit the
consumers’ lifestyles. Apps for individual television shows, which offer behind the scenes
footage, deleted scenes, cast interviews and other additional content can also be purchased
through iTunes. For example, television show Sons of Anarchy has its own free app, which
rewards dedicated fans by creating greater interaction with consumers (Sons of Anarchy
2012). In Australia, the Fango App has become a popular way to watch television where
consumers can interact through social media while watching their favourite shows. It
encourages conversation about television shows creating word-of-mouth advertising, while
also offering quizzes, polls and prizes (Fango 2012).
Apple TV is a hardware device that allows a connection between a conventional television
set and the Internet, and is another example of how television viewing is changing. It
maintains the original large family sharing screen experience and incorporates the
interaction of new technology and online downloading:
With Apple TV, you get instant access to rent the hottest HD movies – some in
1080p and often available the same day they come out on DVD. That’s perfect for
spontaneous movie nights (or afternoons or mornings). Search by top movies, title or
genre. Can’t decide? Read reviews and watch trailers. Or let Genius make a
recommendation based on movies you’ve watched before. (What's on Apple Tv
2012)
Even YouTube videos can be watched through Apple TV directly, creating a more social, big
screen, online experience. 3D technology has also impacted the television industry. Already,
cinemas charge extra for a 3D experience and 3D television sets have become more
affordable. While 3D television sets encourage group viewing, 3D computer monitors are
also available now, which could stimulate more individual viewing (Prepare for the 3d World
2012).
Many advertising industry professionals are optimistic about the future of television viewing,
and film and television production (Downie 2010). When asked about whether television as
an industry will ever die, Mitch Lee (2011a) stated:
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No. And the reason being, I think there's too much money invested in the media of
television. I think share of viewership will erode and ebb and flow with technology. I
think it already partly started. But what media brands are beginning to do is they're
beginning to identify other ways to attach themselves to other properties that provide
video content … Because a TV is merely the box that you see the image through …
That content can be re-purposed in any number of places.
Here, Mitch Lee is referring to the strategy of producing content that can be used for both the
traditional television format and online.
Leigh Broadbent (2011) had a more cautious view, stating that in the past 10 years the
Internet had transformed the advertising industry budget:
Advertising spend was always concentrated in network television where before the
invention of TiVo, before the invention of DVRs, before the invention of cable, one
had to sit there and watch the TV and along with that came the necessity to watch
the advertisements that went in between the programs. Now that it’s kind of gone
away and the broadcasters aren't receiving anywhere near as much money as they
used to, nor are the advertisers themselves. Because the advertisers ... realise that
their advertising spend needs to be spread far and wide. Their budgets haven't
changed, so if the company has $440 million a year to spend on worldwide
advertising, where they used to put say 60 or 70 per cent of that into traditional
television broadcast opportunities, now they're spreading that same budget through
the Internet ... and films and product integration and all the rest of it. But the ... spend
that they have to put into television broadcasting is nowhere near as much because
they realise that the consumer can record, fast-forward, they can skip it.
Broadbent (2011) also noted the speed of changes in advertising methods online, observing
that forced advertising viewing on network broadcasters’ Websites did not allow for
consumers to skip them. Therefore, when consumers choose to watch a television show
online through the network’s Website, the advertising is even more direct.
Broadbent (2011) also discussed the censorship and protection issues relating to online
broadcasting and “the use of IP addresses and recognition via IP addresses, throughout the
world, and how they dictate the content that you can view.” While many television stations
will upload shows to watch online, viewing of the content is restricted based on one’s IP
address, which is related to the geographic location of the viewer. Thus, while the Internet
has limited censorship compared to controlled traditional media outlets, it still manages to
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protect certain content and control geographic accessibility. This censorship is crucial to the
protection of content and encouraging local viewership.
Another corporate technique that may have a large impact on television viewing is the
YouTube Original Channels. As mentioned in the Ashton Kutcher case study, he is the cofounder of the Thrash Lab Channel, but there are also channels such as Lonely Planet, The
Weather Channel, Fox Sports, Jamie Oliver’s Food Tube and Red Bull (for music and
racing). With Jamie Oliver’s Food Tube, the introduction video shows Oliver talking about
having his own channel and the fact that he can do whatever he wants on it. This is followed
by an interactive part of the video where the audience can click on different items in the
kitchen for different reactions from Oliver. It is online interaction such as this that has not yet
been brought into traditional television viewing. What these channels offer the industry is the
opportunity for celebrities to broadcast their own content and have more control. They are
also able to regulate the forms of advertising used on their channels. In Oliver’s case,
product placement would be very easy to insert into his cooking scenes.
An article discussing Kutcher’s Thrash Lab channel explained YouTube’s strategy for the
future:
Mr Kutcher's production company, Katalyst, was among the first partners YouTube
announced late last year to build professionally produced channels with original
content, part of a strategy to build the next generation of entertainment brands and
to ultimately siphon advertising dollars away from TV. YouTube provided advances
against ad revenue totaling $100 million across 96 initial channels in sums from
several hundred thousand dollars to several million for each channel, depending on
the ambition of their programming strategy and the volume they intended to produce.
(Delo 2012)
Thus, with these growing online trends, traditional television will need to continue to adapt to
maintain its significance in society, as there is a large risk of becoming obsolete in the future.
However, when the question of whether or not YouTube would ever replace traditional
television viewing was posed to the interviewees for this research project many said no.
Nick Pacelli (2011) and Shane Hite (2011) shared a similar view to Drea Clark (2011) who
stated: “I think actual television programming content will continue because there is
something communal and social about that, that people gravitate to.” Clark (2011) also
shared her views on print media’s lifespan:
Print media is dead. Now, people still buy magazines, people love magazines, but
we're traditionalists ... in 20 or 30 years time, magazines will only be available by
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computer. Because the generation that is growing up with computers and is used to
getting content online now, they won’t even know. The only reason they do it now is
because ... you can remember when you were growing up that mum and dad use to
read the newspaper, you get a book if you want to read something, you buy a
magazine from the newsagent. You know, nowadays kids growing up, they don't see
much of that around and they don't need it.
It is difficult to predict whether it will last or not, but the growth of electronic reading is
certainly affecting the number of physical books, magazines and newspapers sold, as
discussed in Chapter Five. With online news sites, fashion blogs and eBooks, there is a
cheaper and more accessible way for consumers to receive information. Yet the iPod and
podcasts have not yet killed radio in its traditional form, so perhaps the nostalgic use of
these media will continue to exist in their traditional form for a while longer.
Already QR codes are used for exhibitions, print advertising and various other spaces to
create a more interactive element to a traditional form. Smart phones can scan QR codes,
leading users to an app or mobile Website for further information. This may also allow print
magazines to continue with the trends, staying in their original form, but adapting slightly to
maintain relevance. However, it is impossible to predict where technology will lead us in the
future, as it depends not only on the technological capabilities, but also on the consumers
and their decisions over what to embrace.
Ultimately, the Internet has clearly converged all forms of mass media into one space,
transforming the use of these traditional media and the way consumers interact. Yet, the
underlying content produced for these media spaces are essentially the same. Hence,
television shows, movies and music will continue to be produced by Hollywood and other
industries around the world, but the way this content is consumed will continue to transform.
It seems that the changes in technology have been creating both individual and communal
experiences in the physical world, while largely encouraging global cyber interaction through
all means, and social networking sites are the major means by which this occurs.
How Will Social Networking Sites Evolve?
Since the history of social media is so recent, it is difficult to predict what will emerge.
Facebook has superseded MySpace, the first highly popular social media platform, while
YouTube is so far unchallenged in terms of online video sharing. The current use of social
networking sites could even be superseded by a completely different form of interaction, just
as chat forums like MSN became redundant and landlines have become less prominent in
people’s lives with the use of text messaging from mobiles and video chat with Skype.
Maxim Toby Saint Just (2011) on this topic:
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Will social networking sites be a lasting trend? Yes, I strongly believe so. I
sometimes just wonder what the next thing will be ... I guess it will get more
interactive … What I believe is more webcams will be included.
As major corporate players in social media and the Internet compete for the attention of
consumers, this could very well become true, with Facebook already having incorporated
Skype in its interaction and planning to expand well beyond Facebook’s original function.
I think Zuckerberg is putting so much money into Facebook that that's going to be its
own eco-system. By my opinion, I can see this is going to become this Google
verses Facebook war because I think Zuckerberg wants everything to go through
Facebook, as Facebook becomes the Internet. (Lee 2011a)
Already, evidence of this can be seen in Facebook, which now has features such as the
capacity to draw information from Wikipedia and the Bing search engine incorporated in the
Facebook search. Hence, Facebook can be used as a search engine for information, which
may expand even further in the future. Facebook has also created an app titled ‘Branch Out’,
which is a professional element to Facebook, working in a similar structure to social
networking site LinkedIn. Hence, Facebook is expanding its branding to include sub-brands
and sub-networks. These features are clearly designed to remove the need for users to
leave the Facebook environment.
The introduction of the Facebook ‘timeline’ in 2011 encouraged brand loyalty towards
Facebook, as it offered consumers a space to import their entire history and future. It
automatically places a space at the end of one’s timeline to include their date of birth and
images from birth. With so many users, and many of them having hundreds of photos posted
on their Facebook pages, it has become more difficult for people to leave Facebook. When
social networking first began, people used the space to interact and place a few images, but
now so many users have invested years of time and effort into social media sites for which
Facebook is the prime example. With such a high personal investment, many consumers
find it would be too time consuming to transition to any other sites. This is possibly why
Google+, Google’s own version of Facebook, has not been as successful yet (Bercovici
2012; Wasserman 2013) . There was much hype surrounding the launch of this new
network, but it did not offer enough difference for people to make the change. Many
celebrities have used the site, updating it consistently with the same posts they place on
Facebook, but have not actively left Facebook for Google+. By contrast, when Twitter
emerged, it offered something different to Facebook, which in many ways supported the use
of Facebook rather than competed with it. Twitter offers a micro-blogging environment for
opinions to be shared globally, leaving Facebook for the more personal posts. Hence, many
consumers and celebrities have both Twitter and Facebook.
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Facebook has been cleverly structured to always be updated with new ways of socialising
and interacting, which keeps people interested and committed. As Drea Clark (2011) stated:
Facebook is just a brilliant, brilliant site. And it's because they're constantly changing
and updating … I'm not saying Facebook will last forever, but they are at least
constantly changing.
When Facebook began, many users followed the fad of using in-Facebook social interaction
actions like quizzes and ‘pokes’, and then games such as Farmville. In recent years,
Facebook has introduced live ‘chat’ and ‘cover photos’. The structure of the original
Facebook ‘wall’ has also been renovated repeatedly before introducing the timeline, which
again keeps the site feeling new. Therefore, it is clear that Facebook is aware of the need to
maintain and build its membership, the purpose of which is to generate income by, primarily,
selling advertising space.
However, one of the main threats that Facebook has always faced is its copyright and
privacy settings. With every large change Facebook makes, new privacy settings are
created, which consumers have to manually update, this often creates many complaints from
the public. Furthermore, an issue that many social media sites have is the ownership over
imagery uploaded, which in the case of Facebook, can be automatically used by Facebook
without requesting any further permission from users (Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities 2013). These issues are an ongoing threat to Facebook’s success, but it
seems that consumers’ value social media so much that it outweighs the negatives
presented by large corporations being in control of all this material.
The use of social media varies between sites and users. While some prefer to post photos,
others share videos, discuss news or talk about their day. As Drea Clark (2011) stated:
The idea of social media sites is not just about you being able to put your face out to
the world in the system of things. But it's about being able to interact with the world
at large.
This is why Twitter has become so successful, as text conversations are made global and
immediate. The value of this to consumers is so great that many phone companies include
free or cheap access to Twitter and Facebook, and this further consolidates the use of these
networks. The accessibility of the sites, as well as being able to take photos on a phone and
upload them immediately for a live update, means that people have become more reliant on
the media for communication.
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While Twitter is highly successful, it too has issues that threatens its future success. For
example, the issues that Ashton Kutcher and James Franco faced with their ill-considered
comments, as discussed in Chapter Seven. On the other hand, celebrities could lose
followers and interest if their tweets and posts become overly structured, losing the sense of
intimacy and credibility. Furthermore, the misuse of Twitter by consumers can also affect its
brand value. For instance, false rumours were spread about the death of celebrities such as
Eddie Murphy, Jon Bon Jovi and Jackie Chan. Another example of Twitter misuse is
‘trolling’, which is a form of online bullying between users. In particular, anonymous Twitter
followers will attack celebrities who share their views on a topic. It has reportedly lead to
suicide attempts, such as Australia’s Next Top Model judge Charlotte Dawson (Australia's
'Top Model' Judge Hospitalised after Suicide Attempt Following Twitter Abuse 2012). The
limited censorship online and the effective anonymity of consumers means they have
freedom of speech to a global audience, which can turn to online harassment. This issue of
anonymity is gradually being approached by individual social networking sites, such as
Foursquare, but is a matter that must be monitored (Grubb 2011; Upbin 2012). However, as
with Facebook’s policy of owning all images uploaded, Twitter’s problems do not seem to
have dampened the public’s desire to engage with it.
In terms of social media’s significance to the advertising industry, it is more than just a media
platform for advertising; it is also a branding and networking system for companies. As Mitch
Lee (2011a) stated: “What social networks do is allows people to engage with a brand or
have conversations, peripheral conversations, around a brand or about a brand.” Other
industry professionals interviewed for this research supported this view, such as Nick Pacelli
(2011) and Rob Schwartz (2011). Suhn Lee (2011b) made clear the special role celebrity
status plays in social media:
I think [social networking sites] may evolve over time, but I think they are here to
stay. I think it allows people to feel more personally connected with celebrities and
gives them a chance to gain somewhat of their own ‘celebrity’ status amongst people
they know.
Thus, it is unlikely that social media will ever die out since it is so valued by individuals, and
therefore, so important to the advertising industry because it offers more branding
possibilities than ever before by creating two-way communication between consumers and
companies. However, social media presents more to the advertising industry than just a
means to reach consumers via celebrities; it can also create celebrities, although most only
ever reach 15 minutes of fame. YouTube, Twitter and blogs allow users to gain followers and
create a stage for themselves to share their views and talents.
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Copyright – YouTube and Illegal Downloading
Just as Facebook has had copyright-based issues, YouTube too is threatened by this
concern. While Facebook’s problems relate to the matter of copyright over consumers’
images, YouTube’s issues are more related to the copyright of Hollywood industry materials,
such as songs, movie and television clips, and photos that are often uploaded by consumers
without any reference to the original source. In 2011, a large debate began over the USA
Congress trying to push through a new bill titled S.978, which aimed to “amend the criminal
penalty provision for criminal infringement of a copyright, and for other purposes (Inside
Congress 2012). The focus of this debate in the media became singer Justin Bieber, who
rose from obscurity to international stardom by posting his own versions of songs by Chris
Brown and various other artists. Those against the bill began a campaign titled Free Bieber
with the Website http://freebieber.org encouraging people to vote against the new bill. While
there are many industry-based people in support of protecting their own work, others believe
in adapting with the times and encouraging the growth of web-founded celebrities. However,
it is important to note that increasingly there are sites that can be used to save YouTube
videos to one’s private computer or convert YouTube videos into mp3 tracks, which creates
an even deeper copyright concern. This debate is ongoing, but could certainly affect the
success of YouTube and other social media platforms, as well as the Hollywood industry.
Another large copyright-based issue brought on by the Web is illegal downloading, which is
a lot clearer in terms of the laws being broken, yet there is difficulty regulating this globally.
As Independent UK reporter Robert Verkaik (2009) explained, consumers have been taping
songs and movies on cassettes and VCRs for years and even sharing these with friends,
which is technically breaking copyright laws. However, this issue has grown with consumers
sharing mp3 files of songs and illegally downloading movies from sites such as Bit Torrent.
Verkaik (2009) stated that between 1997 and 2008 the number of singles sold in the United
Kingdom dropped from 78 million to 8.6 million, showing what a large impact copyright
infringements have had on the entertainment industry. These numbers are likely to continue
to decrease globally if copyright laws are not enforced and regulations are not put into place.
As Leigh Broadbent (2011) explained, the television and film industry is also losing revenue
because of illegal sharing online. However, the issue is the lack of control of digital content
and the digital native generation becoming more and more used to having free access to
materials through the Web. University Law Professor Stuart Green (2012) confirmed that
users do not seem to see illegal downloading as being the same as taking a DVD or CD off a
store shelf without paying for it. Green (2012) further clarified the problem as being an issue
relating to terms and that it should not be referred to as “theft”, but as “trespassing”,
“infringement”, “misappropriation” or “unauthorised use”. This issue will be an ongoing
problem for Hollywood unless global laws can be put in place to protect materials, and
effective technological means developed to enforce them. This could impact Hollywood’s
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economy, the globalisation of celebrity culture and the formation of celebrities. However,
such trends are difficult to predict, just as the changes brought on by social media in the mid2000s could not be fully prepared for.
Future Celebrity Culture
Redefining Celebrity Status – Reality Television
The purpose of this thesis has been to assess how the celebrity endorsement industry is
adapting to the Web 2.0 phenomenon. This has been achieved, in part, by case studies of
three celebrities who are all currently in the process of adapting to the impact and
opportunities. It is important to note that Anderson, DiCaprio and Kutcher all began their
careers in the conventional mainstream media. None of them were created by reality
television or the Internet, and they are in fact good examples of traditional Hollywood
celebrities. However, the underlying definition of the term celebrity has changed with the
growth of reality television in the 21st Century. Many argue that reality television stars are
not ‘true celebrities’ and do not hold the same selling value. Whether or not this is factual,
reality television stars are still being produced and sometimes used for endorsements. As
Leigh Broadbent (2011) explained:
Reality TV is not new, it's been around ... it's something that's always been with us,
it's something that will never go away. And quite often, the truth is stranger than
fiction. People like looking at other people's lives ... And it's developed in the last five
or six years.
This interest in people’s lives has led to the creation of shows based on themes of survival of
the fittest in the wilderness, cooking competitions, finding love and talent based shows.
While Idol, X-Factor, So You Think You Can Dance and the like are effectively modern
versions of the traditional television talent show, they are still viewed as reality television.
These shows aim to find local talent to market nationally and internationally, but in doing so,
produce 15 minutes of fame seekers with great regularity. Reality television shows can still
produce celebrities such as Kelly Clarkson, who transition to genuinely enduring careers.
Another example is Blair McDonough, who came second in the first season of Big Brother in
Australia in 2001 and has since become a nationally successful actor (Blair Mcdonough
2012). His career grew by joining the cast of Neighbours (2001-2006) and then became one
of the main characters in a show titled Winners and Losers (2011-2012) (Blair Mcdonough
2012). Hence, there are some that are able to turn their 15 minutes of fame into an actual
career, but the vast majority are already forgotten by the next season of the show.
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Leigh Oblinger (2011) made an interesting point about reality television stars:
I wonder if they're going to become a saturation point ... in early 90s, everything was
about supermodels, like that was all anyone cared about. Everything was, Christy
Turlington and Cindy Crawford and Naomi Campbell and all those girls that was all
we saw for years and years. They were making all the money and they were on all
the magazine covers. And it sort of burnt out and turned into this celebrity thing, you
know, which was legitimate celebrities at first, which has now sort of turned into
reality stars. But I don't know what the next thing will be after this. But I know that
reality, having worked in reality television, it's so cheap to produce. I don't really see
it going anywhere and it's still relatively cheap to pay those stars to do ads and do
things compared to paying a true A-list star. So it'll be interesting to see if this whole
sort of thing gets saturated and people get really sick of celebrities in five or 10
years. Right now, it seems certainly to be pretty in place.
Thus, the level of celebrity status varies with trends in popular culture, and the question is
whether or not individual celebrities will still be able to maintain a brand identity and career in
such an oversaturated, fragmented market in which celebrities do not need to have any
talent since they will not need to sustain a genuine career.
Oblinger (2011) confirmed the connection between disposable celebrities and the media:
I think absolutely that reality stars have taken over, certainly in Hollywood, as you
don't sadly, necessarily need to have a lot of talent any more, you just need to be
crazy. And you know, look at Jersey Shore … It literally took over America this time
a year ago and I don't think they have any talent, they certainly wouldn't have made
it as regular actors and actresses, but for whatever reason, the media bond onto
them and that seems to be what sells magazines. So, you're right about the viscous
cycle. I don't see it changing any time soon, because for whatever reason, whether
it's escapism or whatever it is, people want to read about those people.
Oblinger‘s comment that celebrities no longer need to have talent, they just need to be
outrageous is an increasingly common, and indeed, dominant feature of celebrity culture.
The stigma relating to a lot of reality television shows is that they are populated with
attention-seeking performers who are prepared to behave badly to gain audience attention.
Even the reality-based shows surrounding existing celebrities can be perceived in this way
such as Newlyweds, which was based on singers Nick Lachey and Jessica Simpson’s
marriage, or Keeping Up With The Kardashians, which is based on Kim Kardashian and her
family. In particular, after Kim Kardashian’s well-publicised wedding and soon after divorce,
the media speculated that the whole marriage had been a publicity stunt (McKay 2011). With
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views such as these circulating, it can certainly damage the original concept behind reality
television shows, which was to capture reality rather than scripted television.
Now, the concept of reality television shows based on existing celebrities has become viral
through the use of micro-blogging and vlogging. A new form of reality television is created as
celebrities choose to share increasingly intimate details about their lives, which are often
contrived. While the mainstream media’s cycle was once so slow that it was satisfied with
images of celebrities walking red carpets and strolling through airports, the speed and
immediacy of social media requires daily and even hourly updates, and the details need to
be sensational or salacious to cut through the sheer mass of other gossip and news
available to the public. This has the possibility of lowering the value of talent-based
celebrities’ brands by association, as well as the overall Hollywood brand, and this may be
why so many A-list celebrities simply do not participate in social media. While this nonparticipation strategy will work for celebrities such as Robert De Niro and Johnny Depp,
whose careers are already so well developed, participation in social media seems to be
likely to be more important for newly emerging talent-based celebrities whose careers are
based on mainstream media and will be unavoidable for celebrities who completely depend
on social media as a platform.
While many in the Hollywood industry may not like this turn of events, it seems inevitable.
Hollywood is not a single organisation, but a mass of competing and overlapping sectors,
many of which respond to public expectation in order to maintain reach. Thus, the rise of the
cheap reality television celebrities cannot be stopped by Hollywood and this trend will
continue, as acknowledged by Suhn Lee (2011b):
Celebrity branding has been around since movie stars started becoming household
names and the public’s fascination with stars seems to be growing ... even ‘normal’
people in reality shows can become celebrities with significant branding power.
Hence, the definition of celebrity may change over the years, but the concept behind
celebrity power will remain. As Downie (2010) stated:
We want to know more about celebrities all the time, you know, that’s why gossip
magazines sell, so I don’t think they’re going to go anywhere.
Evidently, we live in a celebrity-obsessed culture, social media provides the perfect means to
feed this obsession and it seems that the broader public are not concerned about whether
these are talent-based models, such as actors, singers and dancers, or reality television
stars and YouTube stars. Therefore, there will continue to be a dependence on celebrities as
a means for the advertising industry to reach consumers.
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Life as a Celebrity Online
There is an increased dependence on the Internet for public relations, advertising, branding,
marketing, creating celebrities, maintaining celebrities and reviving celebrity careers. While
the Hollywood studios once held control over celebrity culture, it is now in the hands of the
celebrities and the consumers. However, with this power come many additional problems.
There is more pressure for celebrities to lead interesting lives that they can report on daily
and fan expectations seem to be rising. Fans want more interaction and more personal
information from celebrities. Many celebrities feel pressure to join networks to stay current
and protect their branding, competing against mass-produced overnight celebrities. This
rising expectation for intimacy with celebrities produces privacy issues. If celebrities share
too much information with fans, they can inadvertently reveal real time destinations making it
easier for invasive media or stalkers to harass them.
Celebrities also need to protect themselves from fake accounts by gaining verified ticks,
linking all their online brand profiles and creating the perception of candidness through a
casual tone of voice and self-taken photographs. Yet, the threat remains that hoax accounts
will be created, or that real accounts will be hacked into. As the size of the celebrity-onlineindustry increases, it seems reasonable to expect that it will become a target of cyber-crime
hijacking, which is already a growing problem for online businesses.
Mobile smart phone cameras have also become more advanced recently and apps such as
Instagram and Facebook for smart phones allow effortless global sharing. While this works
for the celebrity as another easy to use social media platform that allows them to create
more content to satisfy their fans, it has also directly impacted the celebrity industry with
many fans using their phones to record concert footage when cameras are banned from a
venue, which can then be uploaded onto YouTube. The ever-present smart phone has also
created the growth of ‘mobile amateur paparazzi’. This refers to ordinary people who take
photos of celebrities when they unexpectedly spot them out in public, and upload them to
their own social media, or even sell them to magazines. This creates more pressure on
celebrities when they are out, not just having to hide away from the traditional paparazzi, but
also the general public.
This issue increases when someone captures the celebrity doing something that contradicts
their brand or is seen as controversial, such as getting in an argument, having a minor car
accident, buying alcohol, or even just being badly dressed/without make-up on while
dropping their children off at school. When celebrities can be photographed at any time at
all, it increases the chances of them being associated with a brand that they are not being
paid to endorse, such as the car they drive, the phone they use or the takeaway food they
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eat. Furthermore, this increases the chances of celebrities being caught out breaking an
endorsement contract by using a competing branded product, as occurred with Britney
Spears in 2001 when she was photographed drinking Coca-Cola while she was under a
legally binding contract to promote Pepsi (Zmuda 2012).
A celebrity’s controversial posts can also affect endorsement contracts, as the
product/service relies on the celebrity being perceived in a particular way, thus any change
in the celebrities brand identity can directly affect the endorsed brand. An example of this is
the controversial images uploaded by actor James Franco, as discussed in Chapter Seven.
Hence, celebrities have more direct control over their own brands, but they must be cautious
in terms of how they present themselves to avoid contradicting the public’s perception of
their brand and the surrounding brands that rely on them.
There is also the threat of over-exposure online. Prior to the Internet entering public homes,
celebrities relied on their films, shows, songs and interviews to gain public interest, and
overexposure was improbable. Today, celebrities can create and report the news
themselves. However, if their posts are not interesting enough, or they are posting too
frequently, this can have a negative impact on their fan base.
YouTube also threatens over-exposure for celebrities. Those performing live must keep
changing routines as videos can now be shared globally, risking a reduction in a fans
appreciation of the live performance they attend. Similarly, actors doing interviews to
promote their new film or show must now be prepared with a variety of non-repetitive
anecdotes or jokes to tell on talk shows, as YouTube is revealing their repetitiveness by
assembling all fan-uploaded interviews into a single YouTube play list. For fans to see that
the actor has been repeating pre-prepared responses to questions can damage the
credibility and authenticity of the actor’s brand identity.
While these risks already exist for all celebrities, they increase greatly with the frequency
and speed with which celebrity content must be created and posted to satisfy the needs of
social media expectations. This potential for celebrities to lose their novelty and authenticity,
and thus diminish their brand value, will be much greater in future, and a key aspect for
successful endorsements will be finding the right balance between presence and over
exposure.
Adapting Advertising Industry
Film and Television
The media industry faces the probability of the same fate as the music industry; a continuing
decline in revenues from traditional sources. For the music industry, the revenue source was
income from direct sales of music on CD, which has declined due to illegal downloading and
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copying from the Internet. For the movie and television industry, it is that people are either
illegally downloading material, or using technology to skip over the advertising even when
they watch it legally on television by recording it first and watching it later. While one
response to this problem has been the rise of low-cost reality television shows that can be
made with lower revenues, drama for television and movies remains problematic and under
increasing stress. As traditional television advertising loses viewership, new means of
promotion and funding must be put into place.
Leigh Broadbent (2011) explained this change in the industry: “Clearly product placement
has become more and more effective in terms of being able to fund productions and make
productions possible.” Nick Pacelli (2011) shared a similar view:
Branded content is the future. Product placement in long-form content is the future
because it allows your product to be in use for longer than a 30-second commercial.
As a matter of fact, advertisers are wholly funding music videos because they are
getting major exposure by the artist. Product placement is a necessity because it
helps film studios, artists and record labels offset costs because the industries aren’t
making as much money as they used to. The rise of the digital age allows
consumers to get the content for free (i.e. YouTube). They rely on these dollars for
support.
When asked if product placement will increase in the near future, Drea Clark (2011) stated:
I definitely do [think product placement will grow], but I also think that it'll be more
integrated than just product placement. I think it'll be things like Mad Men does a
commercial series ... It's shot in the style of Mad Men, so people are regularly fastforwarding and then they stop and start to watch it, because it looks like the
characters from Mad Men having a scene. And then you realise it's a commercial.
So I think it will be a combination of things like that.
Hence, the advertising campaigns themselves would not be directly product placement nor
an endorsement, but an integrated marketing strategy that borrows from the show’s brand.
Clark (2011) also explained the use of embedded pop-ups on television screens and
watermarks stating:
Even in the last five years, they have the watermark, which is the logo for the
network, and then they'll bring up a bar that says 'next on CBS blah-blah', and then
like a little thing will come through and be like sponsored by blah.
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Thus, the sponsorships of particular shows are far more integrated so they can’t be skipped.
Furthermore, companies like Mirriad, which specialises in using special effects to place
products into movies and television shows after they are recorded, are likely to grow in the
future to reach audiences. However, it is difficult for product placement and/or logo
embedding to deliver a message about features and benefits like a traditional advertisement;
it mainly just enhances the branding and awareness. This is one reason why the power of
meaning transfer from a celebrity to a product is likely to become even more important in the
future.
Overcoming Ad-skipping Online
As the amount of advertising appearing online increased, so did the consumers’ ability to
avoid it by simply avoiding Websites that incorporate it, by ignoring advertising placed in
margins, or by rapidly clicking the close box provided. Websites that force advertising on
visitors run the risk of losing them to the variety of other choices available in search engines.
Therefore, the advertising industry has had to become more creative in gaining people’s
attention.
It is also likely that show-based apps will increasingly incorporate sponsorship advertising,
as well as banners and other forms, which again can’t be avoided. Many of these apps
already include links to purchase related promotional items online, as it is targeted directly at
the appropriate audience. Examples of such purchases may be character t-shirts or show
soundtracks that can be purchased through iTunes. Trends such as these are likely to grow
to increase brand loyalty and reach specific audiences directly.
It can be assumed that all forms of online shopping will continue to grow, but a recent
technique used is the click to shop advertising, which the 2012 Falling For You campaign is
a prime example of. The campaign was aired on Target’s Website on set dates, where
consumers could watch the short-film starring Kristen Bell and click on products to purchase
instantly (Daily Mail Reporter 2012). This entertainment-based advertising is a trend that is
likely to develop and grow alongside other social media trends. As Barbra Maultsby (2011)
stated:
The Internet provides a whole new arena for brand exposure. Any opportunity to
have a brand exposed in an appropriate manner to a targeted audience is valuable.
In my opinion, less traditional avenues of exposure will become more valuable to
brands ... It’s really a matter of reaching more consumers.
However, it is interesting to note that even these innovative, online, interactive advertising
concepts are based on an actor likely to be well known to the target demographic, in this
case Kristen Bell, once again demonstrating the power of celebrity recognition.
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With all these changes to the creation of advertising, the industry and agencies themselves
have also been seeing transformations. When the Web first became more prominent as an
advertising media, and social networking became popular, many agencies began
incorporating digital sections or product placement teams within their agencies, rather than
outsourcing to professionals (Mills 2011). In the future, all advertising agencies may become
even more integrated to fulfil all the clients’ needs for promotion. This could include
professionals in product placement, social media, app designs and endorsements. It may
also result in a change of expectations where art directors, copywriters and graphic
designers will need to increase their knowledge of various fields to meet the client’s
requests. Already, this change is being seen as the craft of graphic design is incorporating
Web design skills as part of its fundamental approach to branding.
The Future of Celebrity Endorsements
Like the majority of those interviewed for this research, Mitch Lee (2011a) asserted:
“Celebrity endorsements are never going to die.” However, Mitch Lee (2011a) also warned
against the selection process of endorsement deals and explained the importance of
celebrities reflecting on how each contract will affect their brand. Thus, the brand match-up
process is crucial to the success of an endorsement, as is relevance, consistency and
credibility. If celebrity brands are well maintained and endorsement deals are well thoughtout, then it is likely that celebrity endorsements will continue to make an impact.
The rising popularity of reality television shows, and the supply of cheap reality television
stars as endorsers, may affect the earning power of A-list celebrities for endorsements. Yet,
this may also have a negative impact on the companies hiring them, as they would need to
constantly change their celebrity endorser to follow the short-term trends of who is popular,
rather than choosing a secure long-term celebrity brand. Ultimately, a company must be
careful in their selection of celebrity endorsers and consider the value of a brand name in
both short-term costs and long-term worth.
Drea Clark (2011) explained the significance of using a celebrity brand to sell:
Even if you had a model who's as beautiful or more beautiful, the model only
represents what that face looks like. The celebrity represents everything that people
project onto them from what they know of them already. You would never get rid of
that.
Thus, the brand power of a long-term celebrity name cannot be replaced. Nick Pacelli (2011)
shared a similar view regarding the lasting use of celebrity endorsements:
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As long as celebrities are as famous, respected and trusted by the public. Aligning a
brand with a celebrity is one of the most effective ways to reach a brand’s target
audience with a single message, albeit expensive.
Hence, celebrity endorsement contracts are not suitable for just any company; it is a large
investment, but it can give great returns when done well. While the cost of a credible
celebrity may seem to be high, the cost of media space is cheapening with the use of social
networking sites. Enrique De Argaez (2010) believes this will continue to grow and that
celebrity social media endorsements are a strong way of reaching their audience. Nelson
Aspen (2010) shared a similar view regarding the lasting power of celebrity endorsements:
“Die out, no. Ebb and flow, certainly.” Aspen went on to say: “The public’s hunger for
celebrity content appears to be insatiable.” This is shown daily through the saturation of
celebrity information in both traditional media and online media.
Conclusion
This chapter has considered what major challenges the celebrity endorsement industry will
face in the future Web 3.0 or mobile age. It found that traditional media will continue to
merge more closely with online media, and that advertising campaigns will become even
more integrated across all media types. As traditional television and magazine advertising
formats lose currency, celebrity endorsements will become an even more powerful means of
reaching consumers, due to the public’s interest in celebrities, and because of a celebrity’s
capacity to transfer meaning to a product or service merely by association.
A major consequence of the Web 2.0 phenomenon has been that large corporations are no
longer completely in control of the means of the production of content, or the publication of it.
Although major corporations such as Facebook and Google now control social media
channels, they do not have control over exactly what is published, or when, or by whom, and
in fact, they depend on the content being user created.
As celebrities can communicate to a large social media audience, they are now significantly
in control of what can be published. While social media continues to become more
prominent in the media landscape, this lack of adherence to corporate control or professional
code of conduct may have undesirable impacts on popular culture and society in general.
Chapter Nine will discuss this issue further.
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Chapter Nine – Societal Impact of Web 2.0, Advertising and
Celebrity Culture
Introduction
While the purpose of this thesis has been to investigate how the celebrity endorsement
industry is adapting to the Web 2.0 phenomenon, this chapter makes a brief survey of some
of the unexpected possible social and political implications of celebrity culture online. Web
2.0 has given some measure of control over consumption of celebrities to both the
consumers and to the individual celebrities, rather than being exclusively controlled by large
corporations. While mass media conforms to both voluntary and legislative standards of
what is appropriate to broadcast, celebrities, who may be important role models, do not have
the same limits using the Internet.
Political Influence
The content in print, movies, radio and television is crafted and edited by professionals who
operate within consideration of the effects on individuals and society in general. Every
developed nation also has some level of government censorship or regulation of
appropriateness for audiences. However, the Internet has nobody censoring the content,
which is available globally. This raises concerns about what may happen if government
regulation and industry codes of conduct are not in control of what is published. A
conspicuous example of this is the international turmoil and loss of life arising from the racist
YouTube publication of the short film Innocence of Muslims in 2012 (AFP 2012). Even
videos with no racist intent, such as Kutcher’s Popchips endorsement discussed in Chapter
Six, can now reach a global audience. While one culture may find something acceptable,
another may be offended, thus the globalisation of media and celebrity culture is an ongoing
concern.
However, social media also brings communities together to share interests, values and
beliefs, which can result in giving the public power. The Arab Spring phenomenon is a prime
example of this where social media was the means of organisation for a popular uprising to
bring down political leaders (Jones 2011). Social media hasn’t just been used to bring down
political leaders, but also used to promote voting for leaders in the United States of America
(USA), as discussed in the Leonardo DiCaprio case study. Prior to the Web, broadcasting
stations would have to agree to air such endorsements. While celebrities used to be more
cautious or less vocal with their political views, they are now tweeting their opinions to the
world. With the 2012 shooting in Connecticut, USA that left 20 children and six adults dead,
gun control became a large debate in traditional media and online (Candiotti and Aarthun
2012). Many celebrities tweeted their views on the matter, such as actors Mark Ruffalo, Paul
Wesley and Adrian Grenier. A viral video was also created titled We Are Better Than This,
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which showed a variety of celebrities urging for gun control. The celebrities involved include
Anthony LaPaglia, Liev Schreiber and again Ruffalo (BradyCampaign 2012). Hence, the
power for celebrities to engage directly in political persuasion is stronger than ever.
As discussed in Chapters Six and Seven, Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton
Kutcher have all been involved in promoting their political beliefs through social media and
have challenged the ethical responsibility in endorsements. With a global stage to share their
views, celebrities must be careful with their messages to consumers. This also applies to
their daily posts on other topics and their endorsements. Celebrities have a moral duty as
role models and people of status to remain politically correct, hence with limited online
censorship, celebrities must self-govern the content they upload.
Social Impact – the Sexualisation and Pornification of Popular Culture
Sexualisation refers to the process of imbuing a topic with unnatural sexuality, either by
connotation or by explicit sexual representations. While the media has always presented
conventionally attractive men and women to the viewing public, their sexuality has often
been understated, implicit and implied. Now, such portrayals are far more extreme and
finding their way into fashion, music, the Internet, and even children’s fashion and toys in a
process that has been called ‘pornification’ (Foster 2007; Jackson 2011).
This practice has already made its way into social media in a variety of forms. Social media
has encouraged people to explore their own self-branding and how they want to portray
themselves to the world. When setting up a social networking account, users are asked to
place a profile image and details about themselves. These selections impact the way other
people perceive them and can even lead to cyber-bullying, thus there is a large social
pressure to make the ‘right’ choice of image and many young people, especially young
women, perceive sexualised imagery as being ‘cool’ (Bennett 2008). This is also encouraged
by celebrities’ online profiles that use their usual magazine poses for their profile images,
rather than a realistic candid image. This continues the social issues of airbrushing and
unrealistic ideals, which has impacted people for many years (Swinson et al. 2011).
This increasing issue of risqué material testing the boundaries of popular culture has been in
process for a long time, especially with its impact on tweens (Wares, Jackson, and Gill
2011). Within the area of popular music, pop singer Madonna is renowned as being one of
the first to controversially challenge the limits of sexual representation in video clips in the
1980s (Aucoin 2006). However, in the 1980s and 1990s, when a video was banned from
broadcast, the result was that nobody would be able to see it, and therefore, such
sexualisation had no profit associated with it other than the initial hype in the traditional
media. With the Internet providing an uncensored media that this material can be viewed on,
there now exists almost no limit to what can be seen. Even YouTube, which has a total
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nudity ban, does not make any judgments about what sexual behaviour or social standards
is implied by a video clip. While parents can usually supervise what their children watch on
television, they have minimal control on what is viewed online and absolutely no control what
their children access on friends’ mobile devices. The beauty ideals that are created from
such footage can certainly impact the way youths perceive themselves and can even lead to
eating disorders and plastic surgery.
Children-based beauty pageants are prime examples of sexualisation. The pageants are a
reflection of society’s beauty ideals and are heavily influenced by celebrities, as very young
children perform on stage dancing like stars such as Britney Spears or Lady Gaga. They are
sexualising themselves, or are perhaps sexualised by their parents. The young girl JonBenet
Ramsey is an extreme example of the negative effects these pageants can have, as she
was murdered at the age of six, which her father believes may have been because of her
high profile (Chang 2012). This is a legitimate concern, which has increased for not only
child beauty pageant contestants, children with an online presence and even those not
directly linked online:
What started online almost two decades ago as a means of swapping child
pornography has transformed in recent years into a more complex and diversified
community that uses the virtual world to advance its interests in the real one. Today,
pedophiles (sic) go online to seek tips for getting near children – at camps, through
foster care, at community gatherings and at countless other events. They swap
stories about day-to-day encounters with minors. (Eichenwald 2006)
Paedophiles’ use of the Web in this way is a growing concern, which currently cannot be
stopped. However, as mentioned in Chapter Six, organisations such as Ashton Kutcher and
Demi Moore’s Thorn do target this issue specifically:
We aim to disrupt and deflate the predatory behavior (sic) of those who abuse and
traffic children, solicit sex with children or create and share child pornography. As
these crimes are increasingly facilitated by technology, we invest in and deploy the
latest technology as part of our ongoing fight to end child sexual exploitation. (Thorn
2013)
While Thorn takes on a technological approach to fighting sexualisation of children online, it
does not take into consideration the more subtle forms of hypersexual content online, which
must be regulated through other means.
As noted by CNN reporter Melissa Henson (2011), even parents that film their children
dancing like Beyoncé and post it on YouTube are sexualising their children and “they are
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teaching their children what kind of behavior (sic) will help them get noticed.” Having this
content readily available to paedophiles, makes child pornography much more accessible.
Henson (2011) also summarised the findings of a report done by the American
Psychological Association in February 2007 about the negative impact of the exposure girls
have to hyper-sexualised media content, stating:
[It] is strongly associated with eating disorders, low self-esteem and depression;
leads to fewer girls pursuing careers in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics; and causes diminished sexual health.
Hence, the sexualisation of children is a large issue, as is surrounding them with hypersexualised visual content.
There are two key features of Web 2.0 and social media that have an enormous impact on
the issue of sexualisation of popular culture. One is that the actual content is produced by
consumers at no cost to social networking sites and this means that the sheer amount of
posts, tweets, images and videos that now exist, and are created and uploaded daily, is
enormous. The second key feature of Web 2.0 and social media is that once a user has
created a profile, content that the social networking site’s software algorithms think the user
is interested in, or that is paid for by an advertiser, is offered to the user rather than them
having to look for it, as was the case in Web 1.0. The consequence of this is that an
overwhelming volume of information now inundates modern consumers. This has been even
further amplified by the smart phone revolution and other mobile devices, which help
advertisers reach consumers at all times. This effect is compounded by the conventional
broadcast advertising and advertising in shopping centres and other public places that we
are all exposed to.
The result is that much of this automatically pushed content is simply ignored. Therefore, for
advertising messages to stand out, they must be particularly interesting or be recommended
to a user by someone they know and trust. Of course, this is the power of the celebrity
endorsement in social media. However, for an advertising message to successfully exploit
the power of social media and become viral, it must extend beyond celebrity-fan connection,
and go from ordinary person to ordinary person, and even gain the attention of the news
media. Thus, advertisers seek to produce images and videos that will activate this viral
potential. It is this need that has resulted in the rise of the hyper-sexualisation of popular
culture.
A prime example of this is demonstrated by the series of commercials created by burger
chain Carl’s Jr. for Super Bowls. The company has been around since the 1940s and in the
past decade their branding strategy has changed dramatically using hypersexual content to
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gain audience attention and media hype (The Carl's Jr. Story - Celebrating 70 Years 2013).
Celebrities Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian have been used, as well as up and coming stars
such as swimsuit model Kate Upton. Many of the Carl’s Jr. advertisements are deemed too
raunchy for television and have even been referred to as soft-core porn, yet are still available
online (CBS/AP 2009). The advertisements often show half-naked women seductively and
erotically consuming a burger to portray their passion towards the food. This tactic is the
same as the one utilised by Pamela Anderson in the Crazy Domains campaign discussed in
Chapter Six. In advertising such as these, the correlation between the sexual content and
the product is not relevant and thus, exploits women for the sake of viewership.
Kate Upton has also created hype on YouTube through a video of her in an ill-fitted,
revealing bikini doing the ‘Cat Daddy’ dance during a break from a photo-shoot. This video
has so far received more than 13 million views (TerryRichardsonTV 2012). The video was
the subject of complaints of indecency to YouTube, which temporarily banned it, but then reallowed it due to the technicality that its ban was on full nudity, while Upton was wearing a
bikini (Donnelly 2012). This demonstrates the difficulty in achieving a code of conduct in a
social media environment.
While Pamela Anderson’s dependence on her now decades old image as a sex icon is
understandably dependant on social media, and necessarily takes on a sensationalist tone,
it seems that even the most nascent of stars such as Kate Upton is deciding to appear in this
format also, with its connotations of tacky pornography. Ultimately, such presentations have
become normal in an environment where explicit sexualisation is now mainstream, and
hence, qualifies as pornification. Only time will tell if this has been a positive or negative
development of Kate Upton’s celebrity career, which is at least currently based on her
modelling talents.
As mentioned in the case study, Pamela Anderson’s 1998 sex tape was released
immediately before her post-Baywatch television show VIP began. It is a notable feature of
the careers of both Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian that they were also the subjects of sex
tapes released via the Internet immediately before the release of their breakthrough reality
television shows. Hilton’s sex tape was filmed in 2001, first released in 2003 and was then
sold on DVD in 2004, while her reality television show The Simple Life began in 2003
(Access Hollywood 2009; Paris Hilton 2013). Kardashian’s sex tape leaked in 2007, the
same year her reality television show Keeping Up with the Kardashians began airing (Battle
2012; Kim Kardashian 2013). It is suggested by this timing that there has been some
degree of design behind the release of the sex tapes and the beginning of the television
shows. While Hilton and Kardashian were both already high profile socialites, it was the hype
and media attention surrounding the sex tapes that elevated them to major celebrities.
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Their various exploits since, Hilton being jailed and Kardashian divorcing only days after
marrying another celebrity, are prefect for social media and gossip magazines, and fulfil the
needs of advertisers and the celebrities. They have even scored large endorsement deals,
for example Kardashian for Sketchers sports shoes, Hilton for fashion label Guess and
Anderson for chocolates M&Ms. They have all used their sexual notoriety to create their own
brands of fashion and accessories, as well as charge large appearance fees to appear at
events because they command attention (About 2011). This release of sex tapes online and
the successful utilisation of that exposure to endorse products and enhance careers shows
how much celebrity culture has changed because of the impact of the Internet. The easy
access to hypersexual content online and the growing use of it in popular culture and
advertising is a rising concern for society, which must be met by global online censorship.
Conclusion
For young and impressionable people to witness day by day that their idols are successful
and rich, manifesting an unreal beauty and/or a hyper-sexuality and possibly other
unsuitable behaviour, such as casually entering into marriages or driving under the influence
of drugs, has already been observed to have negative effects on teenage mental and
physical health, as manifested in eating disorders and inappropriate demeaning sexual
expectations (Mason 2013). The acceptance that women will gain long-lasting fame from this
kind of invasion of their most intimate moments, and the media speculation that they have
been a willing party to the entire process, seems to reflect a change in popular culture. The
world seems to have become desensitised to hyper-sexualised imagery and ill-advised
behaviour, with the added uncertainty of what aspects of it are contrived and which are
tragic. That which was once scandalous is now mainstream.
Whether or not this is valuable in the long-term for a particular celebrity’s career, time will
tell, but the much more important question is whether or not this is good for society as a
whole, and the even bigger question of what could even be done about it? None of this
pornofied content would have been viewable before the Internet. Television broadcasters do
not show content such as raunchy Carl’s Jr. commercials because it does not pass local
code of conduct criteria and/or could result in community backlash. There is no such limiting
pressure on social media carriers who are determined not to take on the legal or
administrative burden of censoring material until after it is reported to them as inappropriate.
Online, it is the unconscious collective will of the public that decides what is popular and
what is inappropriate. It may be that in decades to come international governmental
standards will come into place to restrict material available online. On the other hand, it is
possible that no such control mechanism will emerge, as sensational and hyper-sexualised
content becomes completely normal. Perhaps this is the price society will have to pay for its
online freedoms, mass-consumption and obsession with celebrity culture.
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Chapter Ten – Conclusion
Web 2.0 has created a paradigm shift in the celebrity industry, affecting branding techniques,
forms of endorsements and the definition of celebrity. As advertising revenue and viewership
falls in traditional media forms, the power of social media enabled celebrities has increased.
It has affected the way in which celebrities are formed, how they maintain their careers, how
consumers experience celebrity culture and the way advertising works in that environment.
However, the threat of losing credibility by over-endorsing is still imminent, as is the threat of
being perceived as insincere and losing authenticity. The global mas media platform has
limited censorship, which the celebrity endorsement industry must appropriately adapt to.
With Web 2.0 opening the parameters of globalisation, it is more significant than ever that
large companies and global celebrities implement worldwide branding techniques. This has
been made clear throughout the thesis and has been outlined in this chapter through the
summary below.
Summary of Chapters
Chapter One – Introduction outlined my motivation for this study and my perspective from
the advertising design industry and celebrity industry. This perspective found expression as
the main question of the thesis: how the celebrity endorsement industry is adapting to the
challenges of the Web 2.0 environment and beyond? My approach in answering this
question has been to study three main areas; the Internet, the celebrity culture and the
advertising industry. This chapter also outlined the significance of this study, which is that it
uses original data gathering to capture a period of critical change to the celebrity
endorsement industry that plays an important role in popular culture. Key terms relevant to
my research were also defined.
Chapter Two – Literature Review discussed the body of scholarly and professional
knowledge relevant to this study, particularly celebrity culture, advertising, endorsements,
mass media and the emergence of Web 2.0. This identified the fundamental changes that
have occurred to mass communications generally, and also advertising specifically, due to
the emergence of digital technologies. Significantly, this chapter also defined the differences
between the static, browser-based nature of Web 1.0, and the social media push character
of Web 2.0.
Chapter Three – Methods presented the process by which the objectives of this study were
met. In particular, the gathering of primary data via original interviews, online research,
semiotic analysis and case studies were detailed, as well as the application of McCracken’s
meaning transfer theory.
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Chapter Four – Summarising Industry Interviews and Statistical/Semiotic Analysis of Online
Data was a detailed description of the data gathered from the interviews with industry
professionals and the statistical data gathered from online sources, which provided a unique
view of celebrity industry practice with regards to online influences and consumer response
to that change. This provided a critical understanding of the broad picture of the media
environment that the celebrity endorsement industry is adapting to. Themes of adaptation,
convergence, credibility, authenticity, iconic power and online branding were identified.
Chapter Five – Changes and Trends in the Celebrity Endorsement Industry described in
detail the nature of the changes that have occurred to the media channels that the
entertainment and advertising industry use to build, maintain and exploit celebrity brands as
traditional media has converged into Web 2.0. It established the current celebrity culture and
how it has adapted to Web 2.0 exploring specifically how celebrities are created, the
currency of iconic status, modern reality television stars, celebrity-fan interaction and new
methods for online branding. This chapter also explored the impact social media has had on
the advertising industry, investigating its current situation, the different ways celebrities are
used to sell, how product placement methods are adapting, the threat of overexposure and
losing credibility. Ultimately, this chapter summarised the current situation and the prevailing
impact Web 2.0 has had on the celebrity endorsement industry to allow for an understanding
of what change has already occurred, so that the following chapter could explore celebrities
adapting to this paradigm shift.
Chapter Six – Case Studies presented case studies of three current well known celebrities
who are active in using the Internet to endorse products, services and charities online. Case
studies of Pamela Anderson, Leonardo DiCaprio and Ashton Kutcher detailed each
celebrity’s biography, the development of their brand identity, endorsement deals and online
activity, and examined the importance of adaptation, authenticity, credibility, transparency
and consistency.
Chapter Seven – Comparative Analysis of Case Studies drew out the meaningful differences
between the three case studies and identified why these occur, revealing the complex
interplay between a specific celebrity brand, endorsement choice and target audience.
However, constant themes for the industry as a whole emerged, in particular, the increase in
viral marketing, the need for authenticity and transparency, the balance between candidness
and structured publicity, risks of the use of social media, adaptation to industry changes,
creation of subtle online product placement and the ethical responsibility of celebrities.
Chapter Eight – Future Challenges considered possible forthcoming trends and what major
challenges the celebrity endorsement industry might face in the future Web 3.0 or mobile
age. Specific aspects identified included; growth of the app trend, new forms of television
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viewing, increased dependence on mobiles, the rising use of QR codes to integrate media,
the lasting power of social networking sites, the threat of unfulfilled copyright laws and
limited online censorship damaging Hollywood’s economy, the possible threat of reality
television stars affecting the Hollywood brand, celebrity overexposure, the lasting selling
power of iconic brands, and the growth of digital product placement and similar techniques
used to avoid ad-skipping technology. From this, it was concluded that traditional media
would continue to merge more closely with online media, and that advertising campaigns
would become even more integrated across all media types. As traditional television and
magazine advertising formats lose currency, celebrity endorsements will become an even
more powerful means of reaching the public. It also concluded that a major consequence of
the Web 2.0 phenomenon is that large corporations are no longer completely in control of
the means of the production of content or the publication of it. As social media continues to
become more prominent in the media landscape, this lack of adherence to corporate control,
or professional code of conduct, may have undesirable impacts on popular culture and
society in general.
Chapter Nine – Societal Impact of Web 2.0, Advertising and Celebrity Culture was a brief
analysis of some of the possible social and political implications of celebrity culture online.
Web 2.0 has given some measure of control over consumption of celebrities to both the
consumers and to the individual celebrities, rather than being exclusively controlled by large
corporations. While traditional mass media conforms to both voluntary and legislative
standards of what is appropriate to broadcast, celebrities, who may be important role
models, do not have the same limits using the Internet. This chapter demonstrated how two
key features of Web 2.0 and social media have an enormous impact on the issue of the
increasing hyper-sexualisation of popular culture, and how this is manifested in celebrity
behaviour and the advertising industry.
Overall, this research is beneficial to our understanding of how Web 2.0 has impacted the
world socially, culturally, politically and economically. This thesis explores such changes
from an inside-the-industry perspective, using case studies and original research to explore
how celebrity culture and the advertising industry have been affected. Through establishing
the past trends and current challenges the industry is facing, this thesis identified where
trends may lead in the future and how the industry will need to adapt. This global research
can benefit industry professionals currently adapting to the changes, businesses looking to
employ new techniques, and researchers in various fields such as creative advertising,
marketing, public relations, film and television, Internet studies and communication. My
research has captured data as the changes have unravelled, making it significant for current
readers, but also beneficial for the future, allowing other researchers to continue the study
and draw comparisons to forecast future trends and capture history.
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Future Research
In researching how the celebrity endorsement industry is responding to the challenges of the
social media paradigm shift, I found myself being tempted to research into other areas of
interest, which had still not been fully uncovered. Among these are:
-‐

How celebrity tweet endorsements are perceived by consumers/fans;

-‐

How mobile technology will affect future trends of online advertising and celebrity
endorsements;

-‐

How media conglomerates are adapting to the changes brought on by convergence;

-‐

How digital product placement is being incorporated into online virtual gaming and
the impact on consumers;

-

The future trends of advertising agencies and product placement companies as they
adapt to the digital age;

-

How data mining uses the public’s interaction with celebrities online to deliver
targeted messages;

-

How digital product placement is affecting the authenticity and the economy of the
film industry; and

-

How parents might meet the challenge of dealing with celebrity-child interaction
online – controlling purchasing influences and role models.

My research could also be expanded on and continued by other researchers by following a
similar online data collection pattern, interviewing other industry professionals and focusing
on different case studies in the future. For a direct comparison on how times have changed,
my research could be mirrored using the exact sources and case studies to compare the
past, present and future trends of celebrity endorsements and the Web. I think in 10 years
time it will be fascinating to study the lifespan of the YouTube generation of celebrities, such
as Justin Bieber whose career was initially spawned without any traditional media at all but
has been adopted by the mainstream, to see if such celebrities can stand the test of time.
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